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INTROD[CTION

"File Lurposc of chi. course is t() iny,rove your economic citizenship throi,gh ti:e

study or our business and e,..)110111;c environment. Good economic citizenship includes the

knowledge and under,tanding of: (1) how rhe American business system functions as part

of ,mr total economic environment: (2'i how to make wise choiceS in selecting and using

the zo,)ds and services that arc available from husi ess, industry, and g,overnment: and (20

how to ni,,nage your personal and business affairs efficiently.

A'; young Americans. you arc grrowing up in a period of easy credit, which makes

it possible to get into debt -over your head.- In addition, you can become caught in

cycles w1Pire rising costs make it difficult to piiv fo bi,sic needs. As a consequence, it

becomes difficult. if not impossible, to save for education and other future goals. Often

%vage increases have resulted in more installment buying rather rhan paying off existing

installmenu debts. Economic education can help people to spend their money wisely, to

avoid over powering debts, and to understand the principles of production, consumption,

and credit.

This course covers a wide range of top;cs. You may have sonIC knowledge of

some I.) f the areas that will be explored by this course, while other, will be new to you,

All of the subjects vill bc useful to you, both now and in your ruture life.
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I.C,,t)n I

'ilk .1 Stat. thtirLi

2.tt1 i million .1 us. It:Aided it)

oncina 1,1 N.

.% 0111c11., 110,1,1

tuilc!tN. tiol thcr,. SOIL .1rc

(11R1111.)1( o.cd hCLIi1 f atz( . II hcAth.

Lick f 'I,. Rut 1 itari ci s h.tt wc

.1,11 of. IS i (.I. Chal1111,4.

11105 other irems that %Ye

purchase from nearby businesses. \Ve ii .)

use the service if many people, such as
bankers. dry cle,inerS. barbers. beauticians. garage

I (mown, Needs and \Vants

and television repairmen.
It I, a Saturday afternoon, ahd Coil are ssindow-shopp-ing downtown or at a mall.

Huw inane different things that you won like tu ussn d, c(ffi see in the store windows?
A Just-released record album. (ir maybe a siAcater. Perhaps a camera, a stereo set, a pair
or boots, or even a wall poster.

We never stop needing or wantin,' things. \ict are those things we must have to
survive. Fuod. elotliiiind shelter are usually thought of as our diree basic needs. We
must provide these needs Fiefore we cal' think about our wants. IC,mts are those things
which we could live without. but which make livilIp much more run. All the stores that
Sim pass durmp your Satonlay wirldow-slulprin).2, eyist to s.itisfv y Mir needS andwants.

We satisrv most or our needs ,md wants 1)\ buying, oods and services. A. bushiess
dil iiraniration that supplies us with most ot the goods or services that we want.

ScIA ice, are ,Upplic0 115 ,l1,11 Illiltilt lIlik IS hospit,ds, government agencies, and
schools.

ii prOdirCt,' are the tangible thiligs things ix): can actually see and feel) we
use in ()or everyday lives. Sonic ;:tuodS. like food. ;Ire used up it one time. Other rpods.
!ike cars, may be used over and over ag :I.,tii tor LII;2, Scrrices are the work
performed for us by others. We are using services when we mail letters, fly in a plane, call
a plumber. use die telephone, or get clothes dry-cleaned.

As a user of goods and seryicys, you arc a consumer. `...;() is every person you
know. f 4)2,mi..itions can also be consumers. Your school buys and uses desks,

chalkboards. iab supplies, and many other items. Your state, local, and federal



. tr,,W

%OHL ti .i[' L /1),UTITC) hC (IR

..tH t nianv supplied b\ ,,iii,u-

busincsss. needs L ash Niusier. ,111,1 111.11I

\V (HY pi011eel (..1111ilit.,, of our countr, The\ had N, take Lai.; ol

:1;1(1 ,H1H. 11.1,1 tr.ide with othcr since the

ticarcst Canl\ li\cd 111,InV Meats were

smoked. E, preserve them. Each farnilY e,rmind us own grain .Ind made

its W11 111,1de their t\Il Clkql1 and furniture. They raised sheep.

sheared them. spun the w,,ol into v.irn, \VMV the yarn into cloth. They were LItlite

ThYir .md services were limited nio,11\ L. what thcv could produce in

(.7- near their hmnies.

we arc hot 5,, much independent .1S V HileIC'CO.M/CHt. A person C;111

produce tew the goods and services he needs or wants without depending oil others.

Claithinz, is a basic necdind many women today sew their own clothes: hut lim.v man\

women spin their own thread and weave flic,r (,wii cloth?

hi this unit we will talk how to buy the goods and services that we need

.411r. begnining with the three bdsie necessities of life food. clothingind shelter.

For Discusicm:

1 . What arc die differences between c't I nd I; 7.

. at Are die three basic needs?

Piscuss the differences in lifestyles between the pi(ineer families and today's families.

8



Lesson 2 Buying Food

I 11l tC111.
ahoilt. H tlmc tsjikal

iIkimiIt Ifter tANC`,. T1h21,.'

LP, food is

paid% .1 luxury .ind partk a necessit\ .

Mo'.4 of 1.1i, IMICI1 lcs
(\jmmsivc. tIc iih less intcrestim:

ramily's spendin, f-i,r food is

affected b\ its income, its size, and it;
Compoci tion. A Lunn v with two

teenagers may spend twice is much

young couple just starting married lift.
Food costs vary because families differ in
the emphasis they place on the pleasures of

\Omit:7-'71w"AM
9:71eirial

1111ff
Ir.

eating. Some families think it is important to
have good food and lots of it. Other families may prefer to spend less on food in order

to have more mopes travel, outings, ur other interests.

Some rules for buying
What should vou buy? How can you get the most for your money? The

competition in our economic system helps Vi.)11. Most merchants try to give good values

.ind honest service to attract customers who will keep coming hack, Here arc some rules
to help you get \ our money's worth.

I Ise a shopping list.

The first .,,rep in smart fo(ol shopping is tu Prepare a shopping list based on the
meals

items

costk.

store.

you have planned in advance. This shopping list will also include staple
such as salt, sugar, pepper, and paper towels. With a list you will avoid
mistakes, be certain of buying what you need, and avoid extra trips to the

2. .lCI...00se the best place to shop.
At one time the neighborh(md grocer received most of the trade of the
community. But now people do most of their shopping at supermarkets because
of their lower prices and larger selection. Price competition tends to keep prices
Iron) differing too greailv among different supermarkets. Some stores try to

3
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!7

V.

11111.11,2 11,

III

1'C(

I , !. ,L11.1

tl).N th,

11, TIC .11C I tiCIC \ .111J

'"HiCI1,1 111J

1 c,11'11 luat).1 :nimcs. N1,11% .ue ailvertked nationally and are sold in

CV,11. ,1111111111i:V. B1.1!1,1 I I11,1,. II ky 11.
I
15h IL. N Ir vntt n) do comparison

,),"o.1.)1 stoics for h... kst pri..es. hiand 11,1111t2 lte111,1 (1r1.C11 have better

irIcc. IN the ,,ther hatui. lcss cxr,'Isiye ion a

,plalif-% 1,11c11 \ It lI,11 t.t1(,11- 11(1'.. ,,u)(4) tor

Htoimation the hike].

Information imludeil n -lie 1,kl It lood products is strietl\ controlled he lase.
.,lioppets \ ut find i:lbeis to he one of their most useful and reliable sources

inCormati,,n, 11( tile 1, L1111 ,W the illitolnatiwi presenteli.
You vill find that Libels runeide k,u svith such information as the ingredients ..uul

arniIiints R h rh;lt ()I pachage contents, the nail),

process, ir (h.tiihill,r1, ;Old tyderdi inspection ink 0111;0 loll. Fwcii the name of the

product can oo..\ lily useful information. Fmr ex.1111ple, a product called "Turkey

ith Nn,dlcs" (..altain; Huff,: turke\ than one labeled "Noodles with Turkey-.
Ingreilicnts must be listed lic,.._tinning s ith the one that weighs the most.

Best food buys
File p, lin, unit is N HtIIIIIjCC you to the kinds of decision making

Ilecc!,sarV for your You will also learn to evaluate different

food st,. nut shopping list can he used to check several food stores and

contra'', lass should be divided into groups and each group should select a

leader. .nsolidate the mlotmation secured by members of their qoup. A

panel will :Heil of group letders Lind they in turn will give an evaluation of their
sh,pping experiences. Von are to determine the best buys. Do not overlook store brands

and speciak.

4
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ed Ham

Roast Pork (loin!
Spare Ribs

Pork Sausage

Sirloin Steak

T-Bone Steak

Turkey

Lobster

Trout
Oysters

Bread

White

Rye

Whole Wheat

E4t;s.
Medium

Small

Large

Chocolate milk (gt)

TV Dinners (4 kinds)
Corn

Orange juice (6 oz)

Rice

Pu fled Rice

Macaroni

Me,Its :Per Pound'

Bacon

Pork (limps

Faint) Chops

Round Steak

Rib Steak

Runip Roast

Puultry (Per Pound)
Cornish Hen

Sea Food (Per Pound)
Shrimp (Fresh)
Haddock

Crabs

Bakery Goods

Pies

Hot Dog Buns

Hamburger Buns

Dough nuts

Dairy Prod uc ts

Butter

Cottage cheese
American cheese

Whipping cream

MarL;arine (pound)

Frozen Foods
French Fries
Green Peas

Fish sticks

Cereals and Grain',

Corn Flakes
Rice-A-Roni

Flour (5 pounds)

5

Leg of Lamb

(;round Chuck
Frankfurters

Porterhouse Steak
Beef L iv e r

Chicken (Fryers)

Shrimp (Frozen)

Clams

Flounder

Pound Cake

Rolls (Dinner)

Danish Pastries

Chocolate chip cookies

Milk (1/2 gallon)

Swiss cheese

Cream cheese

i leave cream

Ice cream (1/2 gallon)

Meat Pies (Small)

Spinach

Pizza

Wheaties

Shreadded wheat

Cornmeal (pound)



Pea(

iranherr% S;Jucc

Pea. (Swccu'

Tomatoes

1

Lairot,
Potatoc.
String hcaili,

If.ggplant

Vi:ietabl(m and Fruit. ;(. anned'.!

Fruit Cocktail P,:ars

ApplcsauLc Corn

Pork and Bcan, Saucrkraur

String Hcani; Pincqrle

For 1)iscussion;

1. What tactor; determine amount ol inonc% lainik spcnds nx fod?

Wlr, should Ilse a ,;liopping Ii,t?

W11;.ir inforin;ition can from reading a labc1?

1 2

6



Lesson .3

How important is L((ood nuttiti,
is closely linked to stone of du thin(2,,, we want the nn,

a good 'build. physical fitnes, good 11e,11th, ,ind vitality.

Thc paN off. fur good eating habits dtws not come right
away, however. An extra glass of milk (on Thuralav k not

likely to produce a winning performance on the football
neld on Friday. (iood nutrition gets results when it

practiced every day. A ,,()()(1 su)piv of nutrients is

sential to keep tour bodics functioning, to provide us with

the energy we need. and to providc materials for the
continuous job of rebuilding L Ind tiymes.

rtn;.1 Planning

A v.,uide to good nutrition
To help 11.; 1)1;111 good meals, nutritionist., havc deVelopc(1 %%Lit theV call die /1;hil

rour. Although the name sminds like it might I)" a new Mu k group, the Ba.,ic 1 (our walk

is a list of ,ssential fuod groups and the numbet of ',crying', from r;ich that we need
every dav.

1. Vegetable and Ftuit Group .111 vegetables Mid fiuit., Alt 11

;111(1 (orange juice, grapefruit, toniatoes, ( arrot,,, lookou0 ... and sweet potatow,

cuoket.1 in their own jacket, greeribeark, and wintet stp1.1.11. 1«utr or mole %toying.,

each dav.

Meat (;rolip it, lodes heel., pot k, ken, ergs, fedi, .111(1 ish; as alternates,

dry lieatik, anti peas, 1,k units, .111(1 peanut Iffitn.i. 'I'w() or more set vinrs eat 11

.5. Nlilk (;r()tip wIpde %kill' milk, ICI. I Irani, dierw, butler Lutit tot

inure ,,ervini;', each day for t((li.i f)I t tillitc fur nhuilt,, tvvo to diter fot
children.

l'ae,u1 Crteal ;foul) int hide., (imbed and ready to c,it
cornmeal, ;ind spaghetti, rout or mote eat 11 thy, Hsi (ilIi( ptodin

when possible,

It i eaSier to Ile well fed if you have a 11(1 ol money tll pcnd, but it is 1)().sillle

to use tilt. Basic rout at different I Ord levels, The menus shown on die 111)(1

illuctraly 111(5'' di( (1(111,111- (het 1,111 lIe 1)1(5h1(11,11 .11 (11 HeIrlit 1( lick of spcntlitir
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\Ap.. to keep track of foods are in plentiful supply and attractively

pricc I 1,, t(A watdi the food pages of the newspapers. Horne economists and marketing

cialists in thy t,THiun rr,vitic newTaperS with new adormati.in

ahout plentiful food, even. week.
Newspaper ads ;IN: our Main source ot information on specials. Advertised specials

..re an im.00rtant part of a store's effort to win new customers and hold their present

ones. "FL\ offer smart shoppers a chance both to fill out the week's n.enu at lower cost

and to ;tock up for the future.
After che.king (n1 supermarket beef specials in several of our lar..!,e

consutners union concluded that specials -are likely to yield substantial saving over the

sail,- cuts at re.2,ular prict . and at no loss of They found savings of 18 to 33

percent (al the cuts they checked. They also found that it was difficuit to make

meaningful price comparisons among stores because trimming practices differed so much.

1. one ex.e. .lic found baci offering sirloin steak at S1.45 a pound, while a major

competitor was charging S1,39. The higher-pricij special ac.ually was the bettc r buy

its cost was $2.66 per edible pouini compared to $4.10 pe eiible pound for the

low-priced special. Consumers linion also found that quality differ.2d among superi. arket

chains. Some chains consistently offered a better qual:ty Iuit than others. Experience

with eating, quality and triwilit.g ract ,:es has to he consh'ered ss ten evaivating a store's

meat specials.
Shoppers should remember that not everything in a store's ad is a special. Some

are advertised because the store wants to ....nphasize their everyday low prices:

other items are advertised because the manulactuici 11...s paid part of the advertising cost.

Economizing wisely
Menu planners can cut family food costs ;Ind still serve well-balanced meals if

they follow some simple tips.

I. Meat .iceounts for .11out one-third of the food budget. Economize by using
substitutes for meat as a source of protein. Sonic economical sources of protein

are cheese, canned fish, eggs, dried peas and beans, and peanut butter.

Combine meat, fish, or other high-protein foods with extenders such as noodles,

spaghetti, macaroni, rice, or potatoes.

3. Cut down on snack items. Soft drinks, potato chips, and candy are high in

calories but contribute practically nothing in the way of good nutrition.

4. Think twice .ind dn again before cutting down on fruits and vegetables or on
dairy products. Many families' diets already are too low in these foods. If it is

necessary to cut costs, find substitutes; for example. w.e canned instead of frozen

fruit.

10
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r)ctidifti what von really need
AH ',I-yr in smart menu plannint.t, is deciding what You really need the

kind id ijuality and the light quantities. It is notalwas..s necessary to buy the best
tjuality. Less .fts. pcnsive grades and cuts of beef are fine for making stews. Lower quality
fruits and vegerahles can be used when appearance is not important. For e:t:attiple. slightly

hlemidieti tomatoes can always hi: cur tir ;md used in stews.
'lite Stuart shopper will Ltri how to judge the tivantitv of food that is needed fOr

scrvinit. 4'te number of servings oi a poOnd !twat differs accurding to the amount uf

h(olu, fat, and ,. Cut' with httle or no fat Or bones provide more servings

per pound than curs witit hone, gristle, and fat.

For Discussion:

I. \vilv is supply of nutrients essential?

2. What l"ollr (ategories make Uji th i.-ac Four food groups? How many servings from

,tach group should someone your . t each dav?

lotur Way!, in Which We Call 1111pnwe our eating habits.

4. When are the prices of fresh fruit and vegetables highest and lowest?

Plan a menu for 3 days for a family of" four, with two school-age children. Using the

Rasic Four list in the- test, place the appropriate letter to indicate the food grouping

imCNt thc foods sclected. Sample is given below DS ;I starter.

Rye ,14, fast

orange juice (food grimp
scrambled eggs (2)

toast (4)
milk (3)

Lunch Dinner
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Lesson 4 Buying (lot hing

Although most 1 us seldom

think of our clothes in this wa, clothes
Are really a.kind ,,f portable environment
,Nith which we surround ourselves. They
protect us f.p n I su TI. wind, and cold. Pro-

viding a portable shelter is nut their only

function, however. if all we w.mted from
our clothing was shelter, we might go

around in pup tents with holes cut out
for our heads.

our interest in clothes goes far

beyond their function as shelter. For

tnost of us, clothes are an expression of
our individuality. We express ourselves in the styles ;Ind colors we

nations or clothes we put together.
At the same time we use clothes to express our individuality, we also use them to

show that we belong to a particular group. Although high school students pride

themselves in the individuality of their clothes, they actually wear the same type of
clothes as (very other student. Students are not likely to be mistaken for busirwssinen or

housewives. Clothes can be used to demonstrate group membership in even more direct

ways. The athlete shows Ids train membership when he wears his letter jacket. Other

students demonstrate their school pride when they wear clothes in school colors.
Clothing serves several important purposes. This is why we need to keep ill mitul

both functional considerations such as durability, comfort, and ease of care, and aesthetic

considerations sudi as style, pattern, and color,

pick nd the combi-

Planning your purchases
Some people act as if they think about nothing but what to wear, while others

hardly seem to think about it at all. Some balance between these extremes is needed. No

one can really afford to neglect his appearance. Just as we use clothes to express
ourselves, other people use them as a way to judge what kind of people we are. If

someone looked at the clothes you have On now, what would he think of you? Would he

think you are sloppy, dull, lively, sporty, o- sociable? Whether we think it is fair or not,

others do judge us by our dress and our appearance. With a little effort, most of us can

make a good appearance. ;Ade not everyone can afford to buy expensive clothes, there

are few people in this country who cannot afford to lw neatly dressed,

18
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Determining your needs

"fu be well dressed, we need somethiwz more than a miscellaneous collection ot
slacks. sweaters, ;I:irts. and shoes. To really meet (.ur needs, a wardrobe must be planned,

based on the kinds of things we do and the kinds of places we go.

To begin with, we must consider all our different activities and the kind
clothes We need for each. For example, this might be our list:

Se Imo] diurch
Sports After-scluml job

Informal social events Home chores cleaning, working on a car,
Dressup social events yard work

Clothes for one of the categories may also be used in another category. Clothes
suitable for school usually ;ire also fine for informal parties. Clothes f'or dress-up social

occasions may be worn to church. Our needs vary with the seasons and changes in
climate, People who live in the midwest and northeast will need a more varied wardrobe
than those who live on the west coast and in the south.

Taking an inventory is the best way to see what you have and what you need.
This simply means going through all your clothing and making a list of what you have.
Inventory taking is also a tnne to review the condition of your clothes and to get rid of
things that %,'ori have outgown or are not likely to wear again. When you decide what to

keep, then you can determine die additional things you need.

Inventory time is also a good time to study your wardrobe to see what it can tell
about your tastes and preferences. Which items do you like best? Which items have

most useful? Which ones do you look your best in? Which ones do you feel most
_ tifortable in? Your answers will lielp you learn why some of your past clothing choices

successful while others were not.

Deciding On additional items

When you have your inventory completed, you will be ready to begin deciding
what a :ditional items you need to fill wit your wardrobe. You might not be able to
afford everything you want to buy, but a long-range plan will help you get as much as
possible.

Most of us can afford to buy relatively lew new items in a given year. This is why
it is important to make every choice count. A boy from a typical middle-income family
might, for example, buy the following items in a year:

3 ,1 pairs of slacks

4 5 sport shirts

1 jacket or sport coat

5 4 pairs of shoes or sneakers

1.3
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e C.C.1 h tau allow ma( 1 inat!,iii tor crtor, awl pool ch

Th-re ;17r 0114' H,!1!: 1 11,1! It ttett h limite(1 clothin' budget.

ChOOSe Yel'satile i ems

Vci,,attic ii ii ,-, that have sevetal differ( at l'utietols. They may be

,,attahly t,tt" lit hAll ill ill ,,t the foi tailiciiat with

iitIlI tut (uld 'the!, ria'y he versatile 1)e(,iti),.. thy); (an be worn for different

tvre,, ot ii i ititgl. 1 h.IH( ItI5 svhis lriciinitlec can be changed bt'

weatiny dif terra,:

have ma. alutie to spenif, you can afford to (levelly) a more specialized

watdrube. Yfl wid, tI satople, choose a tie that looks great with a particular shirt or

a ',Lail that With (ink' tiC particular blous("xithout worrying that they cannot be

other itiii ii ur watdrobe.

t.00rdinate colors and styles
If your Itiad, are limited, you Will also want to give some thought to another

1,ind mt versatility buying clothes in colors and styles that go well together. An

e \ample would a sweater that looks good with several (hfferent skirts ur pants. This

might mean buying clothes in Shades id blue that pi) well together, phis sonic chalk's in

cidois that well with blue iierhaps yellow or red. These items phis Sinn(' in neutral

eolots, such is white, off \dine. and ran, will go together well in all sorts of

combiaatioas. Sta h variety ol possible combinations will make a wardrobe seem larger

than it wall \, I.

k to basit styles
Many clothing itiOn(, are discarded long before they are worn (Jut because they are

no longer in i,tyle. If your clothing funds are limited, you will want to choose styles that

stay in fashiva lor several v,a1)., especially for more expensive items such as sport jackets

or a good dress. Longer lasting stylei; ate usually simpler, less extreme designs that will be

in good taste and :itractive for several years.

If Yon like the latest styles and have little money to spend, your best bet is to

limit yourself to expilhive itelin, ',dill as !;pomwelir and casual wear.

Selecting clothing
Iii ;nldition to price, odici considerations need to bc taken into account in

clothing , i y lc, fiber and fabrics, durabilit y , and case of care. People

may have dif Irmo ideas on what is important. Those who are especially concerned about

their .11)w...trawl. ate likely to pay more attention to color and style. Others may be more

( on, et liii about &a:Wilily (A. rtirr,
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(:olor and style

We often for,2.Lt ,ibout cur ()wit natural c«.ring when we choose. The fact is that
c.ich rt- u h15 Is Lr.d nat Ural LIrcie tcatill'e', the t:olor k,f our hair, our skin, and our
evc."-, that sltiiiItl lie on,,idure.1 when ( hoosiii clothing colors.

Even when we do think ,ibuiit our natural coloring we often group hair, eye, .ind
skin colors in broad categories without reahzing all the variations within each category.

We classify people with brown-gteen, brown-gold, light-brown, and dark-brown eves as
having -brown eyes.- We do the ',.1111c with Skill color we classify people as either
white, black, or \ ellow. Yet .ye look ,iround we can see that skin colors vary widely
wit' ii these three categoric's.

Among white people, skin tones may vary from fair, with :I hilit of blue, to pink.
Redheads' skins lave orange tones, and those with ohve complexions have yellow skin
tones. The skins of black people show a similar range of tones. Sonic are more yellow
than orange In tone, While darker skins may have (inderlying tones of red or blue.
)rientals' skin tones aly,

(cloti nig specialists have developed a number of suggestions .ibout the most
pleasing, combinations of clothing colors with skin coloring. Once you are aware of your
skin coloring, Vull can begin to do some thinking about clothing colors for yourself. Y(ill
C,1,11 study pictures in 111,1t,',,,l/IIR's to tice what colors loi,k best on people with coloring
similar to yours. We each have our own unique natural coloring, and picking cinching
colors that p, well with it is one way we can emphasize our individuality.

(clothing experts also can tell you which clothing styles best suit different body
types. They suggest, for example, that shorter people choose styles with vertical lines.
This might be done by choosing patterns with vertical stripes or avoiding colors that
contrast too sharply above and below die waist. For example, a medium-blue sweater
instead of a white ulle tU go with a niecliunt blue skirt or slacks would be a good choice
for a short person. There are also suggestions for lieavy people, thin people, and so on.

Fibers and fabrics

Consumer product testing information call hi' a therld guide in selecting many

products. Some clothing items ,ire tested regularly men's dress shirts, T-shirts, and

raincoats; women's hosiery; and children's ii:;111s, shUeS, and sneakers. Ilkcause of the large

number of fabrics and fiber combinations used, the large number of manufacturers
involved in producing fabrie s and clothing, and the use of store brands by many retailer,
the numlwr of clothing products to be tested is too large to handle. As a result, testing
efforts have heel] concentrated on products produced by large manufacturers that can be

readily identified by their brand names. This leaves the consunwr without any
product-testing information to guide important purchase"; of wool coats, sport jackets,
gund chtli!,i;r!;, mit ',u Fur d1("0' die 11(1NA/ to judge the

quality of fabrics and fibers,
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Fiber labelmu

!mimed,. Inv IA rld IA/a- II a (lumber (It rwly fihers appeared

(.1 littletlo. ma( ! H trad, nam-Ind consumers ha

way of 1-.1e0....Ing \viii( ii hl srliiliIr (.-haracteristics and which diffenAL To help the

e( ir,umer, \Aere tlevel,q,cd bir MTh Mad(' ribnt'i With Sin lihr

C.01111'',itHn,. CHICI1 (ht.' Filter Ii itets Identifi(ation Act took effect.

y.ctt r s with the family 1.'or gyllelk) naines of the

used. lade !lames ,,vt.te also listed: tot rx;miplc. the lakd on a polyester cotton

blend fahtie might list Darioll (the trade name of a polyester f-iber made by E.!.

III Pt i)I IL lilt CI r iv t u (the family tiamH. cotton (;1Isii a family name).

All textile rrodul L.) most be labeled, ;lull the labels must list fibers in order by weight

and percentag,e. ilillus that make up Lss than 5 percent by weight can be listed only if

,prc.i.11 function. Thk k to control attempts to confusc consumers by

Ikting small un ultI 1 :XpcIltilV!' fibers. Manufacturers an: also reqtnred to provide

w'ashingot (leaning inltructions on a label sewn in the garment.

Fabric finkhes
Several 'ye( ial finishe, have been developed to impoo\ fafiric performance. The

r; the permanent press finish. which helps yai,te:Itt.. retaM their shape and

resist wrinkline, wlitii lannder,d Ii (II v cleaned. "[his produ«:d by implying a

resin compound to the fabric, followed h a ht'At treatment that permanently sets the

lahric in the desited shape. 'fins finish is now used on a wide variety of clothing,

('illIl ialIs with polvt".tet cotton blehds. Manufacturer's instructions usually state that

permanent press items shonld h1 machine washed, tumbled dry, and removed from the

(liver af, soon as they ate dry and then 1daced on hangers. l'ermatient-press finishes are

solnned Iv heat.
Stains are a problem in cotton-polyester permanent.press fabrics because both

polyester fiber and the permanent ptess finish haw a tendency to attract oily stains. A

oTlIllill ploblent is the (lat', ring around collars and cuffs that cannot be washed out.

The Foldout is eased by the IISC of soil release finishes that permit soil to be released

from the fabric mon. easily during washing. Such a finish is Scotchgard Dual-Action

Fabric Protector, which provides both slain resistance and soil-release properties.

Water riTellent finishes also are available. Fabrics treated with these finishes resist

the absorption and penetration of water for a time, but are not fully waterproof. There is

A Val-Illy of water repellent finishes, including the Cravenette finishes and Syl-mer. These

Finishes varv in how well they resist the effects of laundering and dry cleaning. Another

grotip of finishes repek water and resists water-- and oilborne stains. These finishes arc

based on Iluoruearbon ( (impounds and include Scutchgard and Zepel. You should note

that some f h nykil And p(dyrsier, have water-repellent qualities without

spet ial finishes because they absorb relatively little water,
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the

Shrinkage in fabrics can h controlled by special manufacturing processes, such as

S.nforized process. ur be chemical finishes. Shrinkage-control finishes include:

Sanforized. Rignel 'cotton fabrics':

San Corset (ray

Rik Nit. Redmanized (.cutton-k nit go(ds')

Lanaset, Wurlan !wool)

When shrill kage -control finishes are used. tags should indicate the amount of
shrinkage that can be expected.

and nr
Alth,,Irdi size standards 11,11T been developed for clothing by the clothing

industry. they are voluntary. Many manufacturers make adjustments that they believe are

necessary fur their own operation and customers. As a result, the fit of a particular size
will vary among manufacturers and, over a period of time, even for the same

mann fact urer.

lit rnav result from the choice of the wrong size or of a garment that is
badly pir =.,ned for the build of the wearer. Examples of badly proportioned

garment!. dies that are too narrow in the hips or too large in the shoulders for the
wearer. A well-fitted garment sh(mId provide an appropriate amount of ease. This is the

extra fabric needed to allow for body movements, If there is too little ease there will be
wrinkles in the fabric, such as the strain marks seen across the front of skirts and trousers

that are too narrow across the hips. If there is too much ease, the garment will seem

baggy and too loo,,e,

A well-fitted garment will lie chise to the body around the neck, without gaps in
front or in back. Shoulder seams should lie in the center of the shoulder. Sleeves should

be the correct length, and the garment should be cut so that the wearer can raise his
arms without the garment pulling excessively. The waistline of the garment should fall at
the wearer's natural waistline.

Caring for clothes
We spend a good deal ol money on clothes, and they deserve to be treated like

any other valuable investment with care. Clothes that are taken care of will last longer,
and probably even more important, they will look good for a long time. Good care
involves taking care of clothes on a day-to-day basis and using proper cleaning
procedures.

17
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itveryclac care for clot kys

Clothes shouid 1i Iwng NA hen v(tt, take them off. \,k rinkles hang out

ciU ic k s Ii ( 111 !.!111 slOtly Ic.anip Crow both.'

moisture. l'sy padded ot diaped hangers tor coats and jackets to help these items keep their

shape. (Iodic-, --,hould not he crowded too closely in the closer: thee should he allowed

room ti) air. Wool in particular rends to absorll odors if not allowed to air.

hoth clorhe intl shoes w ill List longer if con can rotate them instead of wearing

the same clothes p ,diue,, ,,everal days in ii rnw. Rotatillt!, clothes gives them the

rest they heed -Iry out and resunw their original shape. To protect good

clothes from spi.: . change to work clothes before Volt do chores around die

11me, work ott oi hip in the kitchen.
Mend clothes promptly. This will keep rips and tears front getting bigger and will

L:cp lose Ituttons front 1,(...tring lost. Roys as well as girls should learn how to make
simple clothing repair,. I tut of season clothes should be stored to protect them from dust

and inotic;.
Rainwcar should he used when needed to protect clothes. Its use will help avoid

extra cleaninc and ptessing bills. Wet shoes should be stuffed with paper (shoe trees
might stretch them too mild( and allowed to dry slowly ;cway from radiators and hot air

cents.

ror Discussion:

1 I h Vc can high school students' clothes express both individuality and gruup

mcluburship timc?

2. When taking inventory ol the articles of clothing you own, what else should you do

besides simple making a list ut the things you have?

3. Wh is it useful to c hoose versatile items when selec 'Mg clothes? Give some examples.

4. Mdke iii nventnry ()I. the clothes von own. What other articles of clothing do you

!Wed

5. I luw would vuur wardmk: needs differ if you were working in an office instead of

gminv, Iii cduinl%
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Lesson 5 Dec:ding on a Place to Live

From the bcv,innitnl,

',conk have

looked for a place to live.

The cave people had caves,
the tree dwellers had the

trees, the nomads had their
tents . and so on Until the'

)i.isc as we know it came
into being.

Practically everyone
wants to have an attractive'

and comfortable home. For
some people, this means

finding :1 ,;(; abic apartment
holls.* to rent. For others.

it meal.... fulfilling ,ireams
owning home. When we consider the fact that housing is the second largest item in
must family budgets (the largest is food). we get a better understanding of the im-
portance of deciding un a place to live.

Whether to rent or buy a house is a deision that should be based on more than
just money. Many people' decide to buy because owning a home gives them a sense of
independence and security that they do not gut from renting. Other people rent because
they want to be free tu 111(We ilbollt witinuIr tc,() much difficulty and do not want to
invest their savings in real estate. But whether you decide to relit or buy, the satisfaction
gaMed Crum the right home call be One of the greatest joys in hfc.

One thing that affects a family's needs is the stage in the family life cycle. The
family life cycle includes the stages through which a typical family moves, beginning with
the formation of an independent itouseltold, followed by marriage and the formation of a
family and ending with the death of the stmnYnT spouse. Most people go through all
these stages:

Young singles

Newlywe(Is

Young family consisting

"nest-building stage")
of parents and young children (known as



tHer parcrus tad lder chiidryn (sometimes labJed -the

full.ner

IIii lIc children 0 hong sometimes labeled -tln:

empty -nest Stagc

Sirp2,le adult- living ;done ',the surviving spouse lvin in separitc quarters)

people prefer living in a rented apartment because they do not want

t a ,ponsibility of li,one ,,wnership or OW larr f inancial investment it requirvs.

Apartment living ...nables them to enjoy the maximum in olvenience and comfort with a

ininimurn of effort and investment.
The majority of vnIIIW couples begin their life together in a rented apartnwnt or

house. Income and savings at this stage uf life are usually not enough to make a

substantial i.lown payment MI a home. Renting gives new families a chance to decide

..ynat type of home the% want and where they want it befure they invest in a home of

their own.
Families with growing children or with youngsters in school often find that their

lumsing needs c.ur best be met by buying rather than renting. Income is usually higher at

This stage of life than it is in the earlier years. and the family may be ready to make

long.terin investmLnts. ()wiring ;I house usually offers the advantage of additional space

an important consideration for families with growing children.

An older couple whose children no longer live at home may find it convenient to

sell rheir house and rent ur buy a smaller house or an apartment. Their need for space

has decreased, and their income is sometimes lower. Thus, they often find that smaller

living quarters are more practical and desirable.

Determining your resources
Most familics find that they cannot lowe everything they want in a house because

of their limited resouices. These resources include their financial resources, the spare

time and energy they have available for home care, and their special honic-care skills.

Two knids of financial resources affect housing decisions. Monthly or weekly

income determines how much a family can afford to pay for rent or mortgage payments

each month. The amount of savings determines whether the family is in a position to

think about purchasing a Ironic. If the family lois enough money for a down payment,

plus the other costs involved in purchasing a home, it can consider buying a home.

Young families and single people usually have n, :ced enough money, so they have no

choice but to tent.



The amount of time and energy that family members are willing to spend on
home care also influences housing choices. Young single people usually do not want to

sr id their snare time mowing grass and raking leaves. An apartment is better suited tor
their needs and wants. Individuals' special skills in home repair and care also may hay,: a
bearing on their choice. Those who are skilled at painting, repairs, and decorating may
choose tobuy a house that is in poor condition but costs less. They can fix it themselves
and use their special skills to cut housing costs.

Evaluating the alternatives
The choices for the housing shopper fall into general categories: buying an

apartment or house, renting a house or apartment, and buying a mobile home. The first

two categories, renting and buying a house or apartment, are most common. The third,
buying a mobile home, usually involves both buying and renting. This is b:luse the
typical mobile home owner rents the lot on which his home stands. The a(!vantages of
each of these three categories will be carefully examined.

The advantages of buying a home
Many people dream of the day when they will have a home of their own, a home

with enough bedrooms, ample closet space, and plenty of play area for their children.
For most American families, buying a home means undertaking a long-term credit

purchase. This is the larges: ,.ngle investment that most families ever make, so it deserves
careful consideration. Some of the advantages of owning a arc:

1. Making payments on a home is one mc of saying 2ut-)matically. The owner

builds up an equity in real estate, instead ,f nerely c Ilecting rent receipts.
Owning a home is an investment.

2. Buying a home stabilizes the long-range cost of a family's housing. The
homeowner knows what his monthly payments will be, and he knows that the
amounts of these payments will not be increased. With some degree of certainty,

he can also figure the amounts that he will pay in taxes, insurance, and
maintenance. The renter has less assurance of what the long-range cost of his
housing will be.

3. A homeowner has a feeling of security and independence. As long as he continues
his payments. he need not worry about where he is going to live. A renter is not
always sure of getting a place to live nor is he always sure how long he can stay
in his rented house.
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4 Thet .ac some ti ,dvantages in owning home. Property taxes and interest
charges On I. 11.1: both valid income tax deductions. A person can pay
tent ot S3,000 and none of it will count as an income tax Lleduction. A
homeowner, on the other hand, can pay the same S3,000 a Vear, but S800 might
represent property taxes, and 11200 might represent interest on the mortgage.
The homeowner would have a 1_000 income r... deduction that the renter does
not have.

5. The homeowner often has ktter credit rating. In addition, the equity in the
home investment can be used as security to borrow money for n emergency.

6. The homeowner can arrange his home to suit his own taste. He can change room
dimensions by adding partitions. He can add closet space. He can landscape the
lawn ny way he likes.

7. The homeowner experiences pride of ownerhsip and a feeling of security that
helps to give him peace of mind.

The advantages of renting a home
Renting a home also has advantages. It gives a family a chance to get to know a

neighborhood or i community and decide whether or not they want to live there

permanently. Thosu ho prefer to rent offer the following arguments in fi,.vor of their
positi(

1. There is a limit to the financial risks involved in renting. If a person's income
decreases, he can leave a rented apartment or house with little sacrifice of savings
or investment.

People who rent arc not tied down to one spot. They are free to move to bi:4:er
or smaller quarters, to leave a deteriorating neighborhood, or to accept a better
job in another city. In the lifetime of a family, there may be many reasons for
moving.

3. Renters seldom have the responsibility of maintaining property. They are not
faced with unforeseen repair bills that may upset their budgets: the landlord carries

this burden.

4. A tenant who ha_q

the same each
operating costs o

Ise can easily budget for housing, since rent payments are
for the term of the lease. Rising property taxes and

w ever, affect rents.

5. Rentiig is sometimes cheaper ilan buying. This is because the renter avoids the
real estate commissions, property transfer taxes, and closing costs that buyers
must pay.
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"Fhe advantages of buy-ing a mobile home

As pointed ollt earlier. The typical mobile home bu er is both a buyer and a
rentel. V IHI( H buys the mobile home, IR. usually tents tli space. on which it is located.
New mobile homes provide a pleasant place to live for a relatively low monthly outlay.
They can be purchased complete w ith furniture if desired Mobil, homes have several
appeals.

1. rinancing is eas to rrange. Although interest rates usually are higher than for
house purchases. there .ire no large closing costs at the tinus of purchase.

, oecause ot their compact size, the low-upkeep materials used, and small lots,
tuubile home% ,Ire ti.' to maintaM.

Although most mobile homes are not moved after they are placed in a park, thev
can be moved if necessary.

4. The mobile home owner, like the house owner, is free to modify and redecorate
to suit his own preferences.

Things to consider in selecting a place to live

Once housing shoppers have some general idea of their needs, their resources, and
the kinds of alternatives available, they can begin making a more detailed investigation of
the choices available to them. In evaluating each possible choice, several things should be
considered distance from jobs and stores, community, quality of the neighborhood,
inside and outside space, and other things to consider.

Distance from jobs and shopping

Most people would like to live close to work and shopping areas because of the
savings in travel time and transportation costs. Rents and house prices are affected by
this preference. Homes close to cities are more expensive than similar ones in outlying
areas. Some people are attracted by the lower prices in outlying areas and decide the
extra travel time and transportation costs involved are worth it. Not all home buyers and
renters realize the extra costs they will face, however. They may find that the family
needs a second car and that their auto operating and repair expenses are far higher than
they had expected.

Community
Housing shoppers in most urban areas can choose among several different

municipalities, each with its own separate gnvernment. An unexperienced shopper may
not realize that the choice of a community can be just as impottant as the choice of the
house itself. It influences the amount of taxes you will pay and the kind and quality of
community services you will get for your money.
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Your choice of community may also influence your enjoyment of your home, for
communities differ in control of air pollution, noise, and heavy traffic. Municipalities also
differ in zoning laws and practices. Some zoning laws are inadequate or subject to change
because of pressure from big developers and commercial interests. A home buyer in such
a community may find the value of his home and privacy destroyed when a seven-story

apartment house goes up in the vacant lot next door.

Neighborhood
The immediate surroundings of your home its neighborhood will have an

important effect on your satisfaction. Are the streets clean, well-lighted, and

well-patrolled? Is there noisy through traffic, or is the street quiet, with only local

traffic?
Does the neighborhood look attractive and stable? Are the buildings kept in good

condition, or does the area show signs of becoming rundown? Is there an interesting
variety in design and architecture, or do the buildings look like they were cut out with
the same cookie cutter? Are there enough trees and landscaping to soften the appearance

of the buildings and the streets?
Do the other residents seem like the kinds of people you want to have as

neighbors? Young people often prefer to live near others of the same age, and many
young families want to make sure there are nearby playmates for their children.

The inside and outside space
When looking at an empty apartment or house, it often is difficultto picture how

it will look when furnished. How well will the usual furniture pieces fit into the plan? Is

the space laid out so that large pieces such as sofas and beds can be arranged easily? Or

are the wall spaces so cut up with doors and windows that there is little room for
furniture along the walls?

Another consideration is how wAl the plan and the room sizes fit your life style.

Where would you place yourself among these groups?

1. Economy Value Group concerned about good practical housing that gives good

value for the money spent. This group puts more emphasis on space and
durability then on special design features or extras. Family life is informal. Meals

are usually eaten in the kitchen, and as a result these families put little
importance on a separate dining area. Watching television is a favorite recreation,
and this needs to be taken into account in living-room planning.

2. Family Value Group concerned about common family activities and interests.
Space is desired for joint family activities and children's play. A separate dining
area in the living room or a family room big enough to entertain large numbers of
relatives at meals is desirable.
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3. Personal Value Group concerned about self-expression and space for family
members to pursue their individual interests. Good design is especially valued.
Space is desired in bedrooms for individual activities such as reading and listening
to records. Yard space should offer privacy.

4. Prestige Value Group concerned about the relationship between a home and
social standing. These families are striving to iHvance economically and socially
and are concerned about good taste and curreni styles. They prefer to entertain
formally and desire a separate dining area. They are willing to make sacrifices in
some areas if necessary to get impressive features such as a formal exterior design
and a fireplace in the living room.

Other things to consider
Although space and its arrangement are important in determining how livable a

home will be, a house is more than a series of rooms. The utilities and appliances in a
home also determine how livable it will be.

Satisfaction with living quarters depends to a great extent on the occupant's
ability to control the amount of light, heat, and air. These factors are crucial to our
comfort. Otherwise satisfactory quarters may make us miserable if we can never get the
heat above 65 degrees in the winter, of if the air conditioning always seems too cold in
the summer.

The number of appliances and pieces of household equipment provided usually
increases with price level. At every price level, such eye-catching features as intercoms,
dishwashers, and fancy chandeliers are used to give extra sales appeal. In lower-quality
housing these items often are stripped-down models without extra features or the
durability provided in the middle-of-the-line models. The housing shopper should look
beyond the fancy extra features to check-carefully the quality of such essential facilities
as the plumbing, wiring, and heating equipment provided.

Renting
The renter depends on the building's management for many important services.

For this reason, it is important to have some representative of the management, such as a
resident manager, readily available at all times. You may want to ask other tenants about
the reputation of the management. Are they fair and honest? Do they respond quickly to
requests for repairs? Are they concerned about security and safety in the building?

Duties of the landlord
Many renters fail to sign a lease with their landlords. Without one, they have no

written proof that he promised anything. The tenant is usually better off with a written
lease than with only an oral agreement.
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Prospective renters sInmld be aware that lease is a legal contract .uid commits

them to the payment of a specific amount of money, in return for which they are
provided with e use in apartment. Such contracts arc binding except under special
circumstances. Because ot the amount of money involved and the difficulty of breaking a
lease, leases should be entered into with caction. Renters should be sure that the duties
and responsibilities of the landlord and of the renter are clearly specified.

A lease shouki include identification of the premises, beginning and ending dates
of the lease, utilities and services provided, res: isibility for repairs, right to sublet.
landlord's right of access. and procedure for ending or renewing the lease.

Duties of the tenant
It is important that a tenant know his duties as well as his rights under the lease.

If he fails to fulfill any of his obligations, the landlord may sue him for money or may
force him to leave the apartment. A tenant's most important duty is to pay his rent.
Courts in most states maintain that a tenant has to pay rent even if the landlord fails to
fulfill his responsibilities.

The tenant, by entering into a contract to rent, implies a promise totake reasonable
care of the owner's property. When he moves out, he must return the property in generally

the same condition as when he moved in.

When a tenant signs a lease, he often must leave a security deposit. The amount
of money is usually equal to one month's rent, which the landlord holds until the end of
the tenant's lease. If the tenant does not live up to his duties under the lease, this money
is often kept by the landlord. But most courts will not enforce such a claim. They say
that if the property has been damaged by the tenant's conduct, the landlord should settle
the matter in court.

Lawsuit for rent or damages
If the tenant has refused to pay his rent or to pay for damage done to the

property, the landlord may sue to recover this financial loss. To collect, the landlord
must prove that he had a valid contract with the tenant and that the tenant breached it.
Analyze the following case.

Lillie Brown v. Southhall Realty Co. (1968)

The Southall Realty Company in Washington, D.C., sued Lillie Brown, a former
tenant, for not paying ller rent. According to the lease she had signed with them, she
owed S230 back rent.
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Mrs. Br ow. n cl,mned ',he had no obliation to pay the rent since she had moved
out and since the lease she had sioied was lleal A housing inspector testified that the
property contained ,evetal housint: code violations which made the premises unsafe,
unclean, and unsanitary when Mrti. Brown sii.med the lease and moved in. The District of
Columbia housing code says th.it you cannot offer property for rent where such
%.'iolationsexkr.

Tli , girt ruled dim Mrs. ftioiA.n's lca,c was void. The realty compairy had known
about the Violation., before they rented the property tu Mrs. Brown. The lease was
therefore illegal. and Mr,. Brown could not be held to her pronnses.

The eviction process
When the tenant doesn't follow the terms of ,his lease, the landlord may

sometimes try to force him to move out of the property. This action is called eviction.
To evict someone, the landlord must follow certain legal procedures, or steps, and the
tenant can demand that they he followed exactly. The tenant must be given proper notice
before the matter is taken to court. If the tenant contests the case, a trial is held. If the
tenant loses, he must move out of the premises by a certain date, or the sheriff can
physically move his belongin,:s out onto the street.

Complaints to housing authorities
Many city governments have established departments to deal with housing

problems. Tenants may report unsafe or unsanitary conditions in their buildings to such a
department. An inspector will investigate, and if he decides that a violation of the
housing code exists, the department will advise the landlord to repair the condition.
Then, if the landlord fails to make the repairs, the department may take him to court.

A tenant's complaints to authorities sometimes prompts the landlord to try to get
the tenant to move out. Analyze the following case to see how the court of one city
dealt with this problem.

EDWARDS v. HABIB (1968)

Yvonne Edwards rented a house in Washington, D.C., from Nathan Habib on a
month-to-monti basis. Shortly after she moved in, she reported a number of unsanitary
conditions to the housing authorities. When an inspector came to investigate, he found
more than forty housing code violations. The landlord was ordered to correct them.

Instead, Mr. Habib gave Mrs. Edwards a 30-day notice that he was ending their
contract. She was ordered to move. She promptly contested the case, claiming that his
notice was given in revenge for her reporting the code violations. She said that the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution gives a citizen the right to petition the
government and that Mr. Habib was interfering with this right.
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The landlord claimed that his actions were legal. According to District of

Columbia law, a month-to-month lease can be ended merely by giving the other party a

30-day notice.
The court ruled that Mr. Habib could not legally force Mrs. Edwards off the

property. Effective housing codes, the court said, depended on individuals' reporting any

violations. If a tenant risked being evicted when he complained of an actual violation, he
would not report anything.
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The housing crisis
In recent years, home prices have risen rapidly. As a result, many people cannot

afford to buy a house. The widely-held dream of home ownerhsip is becoming less and
less likely to come true for many groups in our population, especialiy for low- and
m iddle-incom e families.

The basic problem is the shortage of new housing construction in the low- and
medium-price ranges. High interest rates and shortages of loan money in recent times have
discouraged both home builders and home buyers. Home builders found it difficult to
borrow the money they needed to finance their operations, and would-be home buyers
found interest rates high and loans difficult to obtain. The inflation made investors
reluctant to commit their funds to long-term investments such as mortgages. In order to
attract depositors, banks and savings and loan associations offered highee interest rates

and, in turn, were forced to charge higher rates of interest for the mortgage loans tl ey
made. At the same time, government policies designed to stop infktion raised inteicst
rates and held down the supply of money available to make loans.

The resulting shortage of new homes, along with rising labor and material costs,
all worked to raise home prices. Prices for typical new homes being built today place
them beyond the reach of many families.

Although the shortage of new medium-priced homes most directly affects

-, it also has an indirect effect on low-income families. Because of

the sti . domes in the medium-price range, many middle-income families that

would n ;,-.0,1ed to a larger house or a better neighborhood have been unable to do so.

This, in turn, has made fewer homes available to low-income families.
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What can be clone?
New programs have been aimed at two key parts of the housing problem

building costs and land costs. A number of attempts have been made to use

mass-production techniques in housing construction. Parts and entire sections of homes
are being built in factories with assembly-line techniques. The parts may include wall,

floor, and roof panels that are erected at the building site, where wiring, plumbing, and
heating afe then installed. Larger sections or modules completely assembled with walls,

floors, ceilings, and roofs, and including utilities, also are being factory built. At the

building site, two or more of these modules are joined together on a permanent

foundation to form a completed house.
Modular-home construction and the use of other new construction materials and

techniques have often been restricted by local building codes. New efforts are being made
by Federal and state governments to encourage the modernization of these codes and, at
the same time, to provide adequate protection for home buyers. In the past, housing

codes stated exactly the kinds of lumber, electrical wire, and other materials to be used.

Many newer codes instead permit what are called performance standards. Instead of

requiring the use of a particular material, any material that can do the job safely and well

is permitted. This makes the use of new, less expensive labor-saving materials possible.

One such material that has been developed is an inexpensive panel for use in walls,

ceiling, and floors, which includes inside and outside surfaces sandwiched together with

an insulating core and fire-resistant layers between them.

Rising construction costs have increased the demand for mobile homes. Mobile
homes are available in a variety of sizes. They are designed to be towed on their chassis,
which includes both frame and wheels, but unlike travel trailers and motorized homes,
they are designed for year-round living. Since mobile homes are factory built, savings due

to mass production are possible. In addition, mobile homes do not require a permanent

foundation, and this further reduces the costs.
The development of new systems of housing construction, financing, and land use

has been a major emphasis of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). In recent years, HUD's Operation Breakthrough program has financed the

development of demonstration housing, using the most modern materials and technology.

At the same time, it is developing experience in specifying performance requirements for

fire safety, room size, insulation, and so forth. It is clear that these and other new
approaches to housing must be encouraged if we are to be able to provide sound, safe,
durable, and satisfying housing for people in all walks of life, rich and poor, city and
country dweller alike.

Buying a house
After looking around, you may find a house that seems to be just what you want

at the right price. Before you make a decision, there are s?veral things to consider besides

outward appearance,
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Site
one of the first things to check is the site (land on which the house is built). Is it

well drained and safe from flooding? Only recently have communities begun to develop

zoning plans that prohibit building in areas that are subject to flooding ur are poorly

drained. A check for watermarks on basement walls will provide sonic indication of

whether the house in which you are interested has flooding problems.

The prospective home buyer should also check to see if the ground on which the

house is built is firm and stable. When homes are built on filled land or in swampy areas,

foundations and walls may crack as the house settles. Serious settling problems may

eventually break water lines and cause damages to the basic structure of the house.

Special attention also needs to be given to the stability of houses built on steep hillsides.

Is the arca known to be subject to slides?
The relationship of the housc to its site also deserves attention. How is the house

situated in relation to the movement of the sun? Will hot afternoon sun pour into picture

windows and make the house uncomfortably hot? How will the movement of the

summer sun affect the use of porches and patios? Patios and porches on the west side of

the house arc likely to bc too warm unless there arc trees or other means of providing

shade. Another question is the placement of the house in relation to the prevailing wind.

While the house should be positioned to take advantage of summer breezes, it should be

situated so that the front entry is sheltered from driving rain and blowing snow.

The landscaping provided also should be noted. Are there trees that will shade the

house from the heat of the summer sun? This will make the house more comfortable and

reduce the need for air conditioning. Are the shrubs around the house slow-growing

varieties, or arc they likely to tower over the house in a few years?

Construction
It is difficult for the average home buyer to judge the quality of the construction

in a house. Local building codes provide buyers with some protection. They ensure that

new houses being constructed meet minimum strength, safety, and health requirements.

Conformity to Federal Housing Administration (FHA) standards also provides some

protection. The FHA standards arc only minimum requirements, however, and may not

provide the level of performance that many buyers want.
Since the foundation of the house is its basic underpinning, it is essential that it

be of strong construction and in good condition. Signs of settling and cracks are evidence

of potential problems. Basements should be dry. Wet walls may be the result of

condensation; this can be cured with better ventilation or a dehumidifier. Wet walls can

also be the result of seepage from the outside a more serious problem. Seepage

sometimes can be controlled with better rain gutters and drains. If the problem is serious,

it may require excavation around the foundation, the application of waterproofmg to the

outside walls, and the installation of drainage tile to collect moisture. If the house is in a

wet, low-lying area, even these measures may not be good enough.
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To prevent squeakin and swaying, floors should be built with cross-bridging

that is, cross braces nailed in an X shape between floor joists. You can judge the
sturdiness of a wooden floor by jumping up and down in the middle of the room. The
floor should not give or sway noticeably.

The interior walls of most newer homes are plasterboard rather than plaster, as in
the older. homes. The use of plasterboard, or drywall as it is often called, can involve
several problems. Drywall is relatively thin and weak; holes can easily be punched
through it by accident. When green himber is used for studding inside the wall, the nails
used to install the drywall tend to pop out, creating unattractive bumps. The joints
between panels of drywall may show when the installation has been poorly finished.
When buying a new house, you should find out what steps the builder has taken to guard
against these problems. In older houses, problems with drywall, if present, will be
obvious.

Peeling paint on outsidc walls can be a sign of a serious construction probkm.
Peeling paint often is a result of moisture condensing inside outer walls in cold weather.
This condensation happens when warm, moist air from the inside of the house hits the
cold surface inside the outside wall. Condensation inside the outside walls can be
controlled by the installation of vapor barriers (materials that prevent the movement of
water vapor) when the house is built. If vapor barriers have not been used, it may be
necessary' to install vents to the outside in the roof and outside walls. The installation of

these vents can be expensive and complicated.

Utilities
In climates that become cold enough to require heating, the homeowner will find

that the cost of heating is a major operating expense. What affects the cost of heating?
The house's construction and the efficiency of the heating system arc important factors.
Often you can get an estimate of the heating costs by checking neighbors' previous fuel
bills. In the case of older homes, you may want to check with the fuel company's
records.

The most commonly used heating fuels today are gas and oil. Recently, electric
companies have advertised the total electric homes in many parts of the country. Electric
heat can be installed much more cheaply during construction than gas or oil heat, and
many contractors favor it for chat reason. However, houses equipped with electric heat
must be especially well insulated, or the operating costs are high. Before considering a
house with electric heat it is a good idea to check the experiences other families have had
with it in the local area.

In recent years, more and more electrical appliances have been purchased and
used by the typical family. The wiring in many houses, newer ones included, may not be
adequate to carry the increased load.
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Water pressure is another important factor to be considered. Inadequate water

pressure can be an anm,ving problem. When water pressure is low, shower temperatures

can become too hot or too cold without warning when faucets are turned on or toilets
flushed in another part of the house. A water pressure check can he made by turning on

all faucets in the house at full force and then flushing the toilet. The flow of the water

will not vary if the water pressure is good.

Condition
Homes in top condition are in short supply. Many homes for sale need repairs or

redecoration. Unless the buyer can do it all himself, he had better take into consideration

the costs of the repairs needed. In most cases the buyer could paint the inside and

outside of the house, but he would need expert help with plumbing, electrical, and

refinishing work. Wall-to-wall carpeting is a big selling feature to many buyers, but it can

really prove expensive if any of it must be replaced.
What about those little pests called termites? What do you know about them?

How should an inspection be performed to determine whether the house is termite-free?

Termites can be a problem in all types of houses.

Financing a home purchase
A future homeowner has to plan for the initial costs of buying or building, as

well as for his mortgage payments. Preliminary costs vary with the type of home, the

area, and the financing arrangements. After you decide how much you can pay for your

home, the next step is to shop for a mortgage.
If you are applying for a mortgage, you must have a job, work steadily, have a

regular income, and pay your bills on time. Perhaps the term "mortgage" should be

defined before we discuss the topic any further. A mortgage is a contract or an
agreement whereby a mortgagor (buyer) agrees to borrow, and the mortgagee (bank or

other lending institution) agrees to loan, a specific amount of money for a specific

amount of time at a stated rate of interest.
Now that we have learned what a mortgage is, where do we go to get one? Unless

you have a steady job and excellent credit references, you arc going to have a lot of
trouble. Mortgage companies prefer to see an individual working two or more years for

the same company because this means that he is likely o be a stable person who will get

periodical raises and promotions from his employer. To be plain about it, job security
plays 1 major role in determining whether you will get your mortgage granted or not.
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Sources of mortgage money
When a bank or other institution loans you money, it charges you interest (a

percentage of the amount borrowed) so diat it will inake money on the transa,:
Interest rates are not alway s the same. Money iN like any other commodity. When he

supply is great, it costs less to borrow because the interest rate is lower. When the supply
is scarce (right money). the interest rate goes up and it costs you more.

The tunds for mortgages come from many varied sources, such as:

1. Commercial Banks Commercial banks lend seine money for mortgages, but they
are also permitted to make consumer loans at a higher interest rate, so they make
relatively few mortgage loans.

Savings Institutions Savings and loan associations are the greatest source of
money for home mortgages. They are permitted by law to loan money only for
mortgages or home improvements.

3. Insurance Companies in order for insurance companies to pay dividends, they
must make money with their premiums. Therefore, they invest in many fields.
Their investments include mortgages, stocks, bonds. etc. They loan substantial
amounts of money for home mortgages.

The kinds of mortgages available
Very few people can afford to pay cash for a }ionic- The gr,:at majority of buyers

pay a certain percent .ge of the purchase price as a down payment and finance (borrow)
the difference.

When you borrow money to buy a home, you must pay interest and other
charges for using the borrowed money in addition to the cost of the home. It is therefore
important that you make your arrangements for a home loan carefully. This is one of the
biggest steps that you will take in life, and it must be planned as a combat commander
plans for a strategic movement in battle. The wrong plans could ruin you for life.

Shop around and get the facts before entering into a contract for the purchase of
a home. You should have answers to the following important questions:

How much do I need to borrow to buy the home?
How long should I take to repay the loan?
How much is the loan going to cost me?

The larger your downpaymcnt, the smaller mortgage loan you will need; if you
can only afford a small downpayment, you will need a larger loan. When lenders invest
their money over extendeu periods of time, they expect to get substantial returns. You
will pay less interest by borrowing as little as you can and repaying the loan in the
shortest period possible.
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When you make your monthly mortgage payment, you are paying back both
principal and interest. Principal is the amount of the loan without the interest charges.
Sometimes other charges are included in your monthly o.,. , such as real estate taxes
and fire insurance. The lender holds th;s money . pays your tax bill and your
insurance premium when they are due. This arranger..nt- 1:, called an escrow agreement.

There is no set figure or ratio as to what amount of your Hcome you can afford
to spend for your monthly mortgage payment. yorK say that 20 percent of your
income can be used for your mortgage payments, incitidin,. your monthly escrow items.
Another theory is that you can afford to spend approximately one week's salary for one
month's mortgage payment. No two people are alike; therefore, you cannot apply one
rule to ,veryone. You must consider all aspects of a person's way of life. Does he
entertain heavily? Is he buying many things on credit? Does he have doctor and hospital
bills? Does he have exotic tastes in foods? Does he buy expensive clothes? What does it
cost to heat and maintain his home? Until you know the answers to these questions and
mz...y more, you cannot say what is a safe ratio between income and mortgage payment.

The Federal Housing Administration (F.H.A.)

Our government created the Federal Housing Administration in 1934. Under the
F.H.A. program, the government does not loan money. Home loans are obtained from
private lending institutions and the homes are built by private contractors. The F.H.A.
insures the private lender against loss and requires that new homes be built to meet
certain minimum standards. Through this system of loan insurance and the development
of housing standards, the F.H.A. has established a pattern of long-term, low-interest loans
and has helped to improve housing standards in the United States.

Because lenders are insured against loss, they are willing to accept smaller
down payments and to lend their money over a longer period of time for a lower interest
rate. This has brought millions of people into the home-buying market who might not
otherwise have been able to get a mortgage loan.

The Veterans Administration (V.A.)

The Veterans Administration gives qualified veterans the opportunity to purchase
homes with little or no down payment, at a low interest rate and with a lonp, repayment
period. Thc V.A. does this by guaranteeing a certain percentage of the loan.

Both the V.A. and F.H.A. set maximum interest rates on the loans they
guarantee. Sometimes a lender may consider the rate too low and may charge a premium
(usually known as a point) when the loan is arranged to make up for the low interest
rat,' . point amounts to 1 percent of the total mortgage loan. Sometimes more than one
point is charged.
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The conventional loan

Conventional loans involve only the lender and the borrower and are not insured
by government agencies. The interest rate is not regulated by the government, but may

be high or low, depending on whether interest rates in general are high or low. A
how, er who would like to pay off his mortgage (perhaps because interest rates have
gone and he can do better elsewhere) is usually charged extra for doing this. The
emr. charge is called a prepayment penalty.

For Discussion:

1. What are some of the factors to consider when you are deciding whether to rent or
buy a home?

2. List the advantages and disadvantages of each.

3. Why is the choice of a community important when buying a home?

4. In addition to outward appearance, what are some of the things to consider when
choosing a house?

5. What is a mortgage, and where can you obtain one?

6. What are the differences between F.H.A., V.A., and conventional mortgage loans?
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Lesson 6 The Automobile

You are finally old enough to
become another driver along America's
network a super highways. After getting
your driver's permit and completing both
the written and road tests, you have your
driver's license and you now want your
own wheels. Have you ever taken the
time to consider that driving a car is a
big responsibility? We use the automobile
for many purposes. We drive to work, to
the market, to visit relatives and friends,
and for recreational purposes. The auto-
mobile can be a dangerous weapon if not properly used.

Over half of the world's automobiles arc owned by
estimated that American driver, drive their cars over 800 billion miles in one year. With

more cars and more drivers each year, we face serious problems that affect our social and
economic life. More and better highways have to be built by levying more local, state,

and national taxes. Additional cars not only crowd the streets and highways, but they

create the everincreasing problem of where to park them. Suburban shopping centers
have become thriving business enterprises because they know the importance of providing

ample parking space.
A car is often a status symbol, an indication to others that the owner has climbed

a number of rungs on the ladder of success. Cars, whether new or old, affect our families,

our jobs, our vacations, our social lives, and many other areas of life.

Americans. One survey

Buying a used car
Now that you have become qualified as a new driver to roam the many highways

of our nation, you have one desire to own your own wheels. A quick check of your

assets reveals that your funds are quite limited. That sleek new sports car that captured

your eye is only a dream. But why not purchase a good used car? You can find rather
good buys provided you know how to go about it.

Often the want ad section of a newspaper is good starting point in the search

for a used car, but you can also be misled by advertisements. Sometimes when you arrive

at the car dealer's used-car lot, you are told that the car has already been sold. Now
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comes the old salesman pitch he has many other fantastic buys still available. Another
type of come-on advertisement to induce you to visit the lot is the ad indicating that you
can purchase a repossessed car by simply taking over the payments left by the previous
owner. What do you find upon your arrival? Often there is no saving , as these cars are
being sold at regular prices.

As.you can see, you need all the help you can get to avoid these situations. Start
by selecting a used car dealer with an established reputation. The established dealer
usually will keep on his lot only the cars that he thinks can give reasonably good service.
Check for dealers that have shop facilities and mechanics to put a used car in good shape.
These arc the ones who will usually stand behind their warranties.

As a prospective used-car buyer you ' id bear in mind certain pointers.

1. Have a mechanic clu:ck the car thoroughly to determine whether or not it is

mechanically safe. He will be able to tell whether or not the car has been involved
in an accident. Take the car to a diagnostic clinic for tests to determine the
condition of a car. Paying for a thorough checkup might be money well spent if
it reveals evidence that you should not make the purchase.

2. Request to take the car on a road test. Some dealers may not like this idea;if not,
try others. During the road test, check for faulty steering, bounce that will
indicate worn shock absorbers, or unusual noises. Make a check for engine
sputtering when you accelerate rapidly. Check your brakes to determine how well
they hold on all four wheels, and check to sec that the hand brake operates
properly. Stop the car and check the exhaust. This will also help to determine
whether or not the car burns excess oil.

3. Never trust the salesman's woid for the condition of the car. He is there to make
his commission, and in most instances he might not know as riuch about the car
as you do. Beware of some of the extra-clean cars with engines usually clean
enough to eat from, especially on large used-car lots. These might be lemons.

4. Consumer Reports offers important information on most cars. Look up the repair
record of the car you arc interested in purchasing. Automotive magazines are also
a good source of information.

Buying a new car

Of the many things to consider in selecting a new car, one of the most important
is the car size. Buying too much car or too little car for your needs can make the
difference between long-term satisfaction and some degree of unhappiness. You can find
many different models to choose from. Although people with large families may still
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prefer large cars, most Americans are now following the trend to smaller, more
economical cars. Federal standards for pollution control have resulted in less efficient

engines which get fewer miles per gallon of gas. To add to the problem, recent oil

shortages have led to higher gasoline prices. A large automobile can be very expensive to

operate.
Any car represents a compromise for you as the car buyer. The first place to start

thinking about what features are most imrortant to you is at home before you visit a car

dealer.

The dealer
How should you select the dealer to buy your new car from? Some buyers rely

on their own previous personal experience with a good dealer. For others there may be a
family relationship, past business relationship, or personal friendship. For most new car

buyers, however, the choice is usually based on these other considerations:

1. The deal offered, including trade-in allowance and the overall cost of the new car.

2. The new car buyer should keep in mind how far the dealer is located from work

and home, the two points from which most car owners drive for car servicing.

The complex nature of today's car practically demands that dealer service be

readily available for maintenance and warranty work on your car when needed.

3. Before signing those papers to make you a proud new car owner, ask about

service facilities and personnel. Find out whether they guarantee their service
work. What do they offer to make service easier for their customers? Do they

have cars available for you to use while your car is in service? What hours is the

service department open?

4. Besides questioning the dealership staff, you may want to ask other customers

whether or not they hay( been satisfied with the service department and other

services offered by the dealer.

Test-drive before you buy
Most dealers have new model cars you can test-dtive. Perhaps none of them are

exactly like the model you intend to purchase, but driving the basic car itself will give

you a good understanding of how yours will operate.
So you are green when it comes to knowing what to look for in a test-drive.

Perhaps some of these suggestions will serve as a guide for you. After you get in, but

before you drive:

1. Grip the door handle to cose the door, check effort required to close it, and

make sure it is tight when it is closet!.

2. Lock the door.
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3. Adjust driver's scat to a position most comfortable for you. Chcck all safety belts

and put on yours.

4. Make a visual check to see that all driving controls are within rcach. Ask thc
salesman about those you are not familiar with.

5. Check visibility out of windshield, to the sides and through the rear window.
Adjust sidc and rear view mirrors. Bc surc that all instruments are visible and
operating.

Whcrc should you drive? Tne salesman may have already selected a route for you.

If not, rry to select one that will give you a chance to drive the car under various

conditions.

1. Stop-and-go traffic, including driving up and down hills, and using right and left

turns.

2. Travel over rough, unimproved, or bumpy roads.

3. Usc of high and low speed on flat surfaces.

4. Backing up and parallel parking between cars.

While you arc driving, look for the following:

1. For safety: Does thc car steer and brakc easily? Arc the operating instruments
easily seen, and how good is visib;lity while driving? How stable is the car on
turns and other maneuvers?

2. For comfort: Docs thc scat feel comfortable? Is t :re cnough room, and do you

feel at ease? Do the ventilation, heating, and air conditioning seem satisfactory?

3. For convenience: Can you easily reach and operatc the windshield wiper and
headlight switches, heater controls, and radio controls?

What about your present car?
If you are one of those wealthy young persons who already has somc sort of

vehicle, you have to decide what to do with it. Thcre arc five things you can do with
your present car:

Trade it in on the new car.
Sell it outright.
Keep it.
Junk it.
Give it to somebody to 11Se as transportation or for parts salvage
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How to find out how much your car is worth
If you plan to trade or sell your car, you must find out what it is worth. The

true value can only be determined by how much somebody is willing to give you.
Locating that person is the difficult part.

For most used cars, there is a reasonable value somewhere between the lowest
genuine offer made and the highest dollar you could get if you found the best buyer.
How do you check out the car's value?

Do some personal research. Check the daily newspaper ads some car dealers run
to sell their used cars. Read the classified used car ads to find out the sale price others
are asking for similarly-equipped makes and models.

If you have a friend who is a good mechanic or is in the car business, he can help
you determine the worth of your car. You can also go to a used car dealer and find out
how much he is willing to give you for your car. Last, but not least, check a new car
dealer to see how much he will give you as a trade-in or a direct sale to his used car
department.

Remember these key factors will affect the value of your car:

1. The car itself (make, model, age, desirability, mileage, condition).

2. The area you live in.

3. Original popularity of the model when new.

4. Economic condition of the area.

Financing your car
Right out of high school? Can you afford to lay down $3,000 or more at one clip

for that jazzy new buggy you saw the other day? If not, how are you going to pay for
it? You will have to finance it by borrowing the money.

Can you trade in your present car if it is not paid for? Yes. If you owe less on
your car than its trade-in value, your dealer can arrange to take it in trade, pay off the
balance of your loan, and credit the difference between the trade-in value and what you
owe toward the down payment on your new car.

Can you finance a second car while still making payments on your present car? If
you have a steady income and excellent credit references, most lenders will be glad to
handle your financing needs for the second car.

A law called the Truth-in-Lending Act lets a borrower comparison-check the cost
of financing a car. The act requires that the lender disclose the details of each contract,
including the true annual interest rate for borrowing stated sums for stated periods.
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When (kciding to borrow, use the most economical means the way that will be

least expensive to you n the long run. Many persons use banks, credit unions, or even
borrow on their life insurance policies (provided they have the type that has loan value).

It really pays to sln y around for a loan instead of taking the first one you hear about.
You might end up saving hundreds of dollars in Mterest charges.

Costs of operating a car

How much does it actually cost to Operate that shiny buggy sitting in your
driveway? The expense involved in owning and operating your car is a headache from the

time that you drive from the dealer to your home. The basic expenses which you will be

confronted with art.:

gasoline maintenance

oil insurance

repairs (major or minor) registration

depreciation

The largest single expense involved in owning a car isn't money that you pay out,

but value that you lose. This expense is known as depreciation. This means the decrease

in the value of property caused by use and tinic Depreciation on a car can be as high as

one-third of its cost in the first year of ownership. Your car will further depreciate
approximately 25 percent each following year. Once that new car is sold by the dealer to

you, the consumer, it becomes a used far, and its value on the car market decreases

several hundred dollars.

As a car gets older depreciation costs decrease, but maintenance costs increase.

One study found that repair and maintenance costs become higher than depreciation
costs during the fourth year of ownership For many, this is a sign to gct rid of that heap

of junk and buy another car. However, tl..s is not true in all cases. Proper maintenance,
performed at specific intervals, Al Lep clown costly repair bills and make the car last

longer. Read your car-own.'s manual 7ollow the suggested maintenance schedules.

Owners of new cars or w c:krs ctiP ..inder warranty will find that following the

maintenance schedule is noportir, for the guarantee to be effective.
Use of the propir oc can., of ga3oline and the proper SAE number (Society of

Automotive Engineers) of oil arc important factors in prolonging the life of your
automobile. In recent years, most of onr automobiles have been manufactured to operate

on regular gasoline; however, some high compression engines still require the use of

premium gasoline. Starting with the 1975 models, cars require no-lead gasoline.

For your protection and that of other people's property, you should have
adequate car insurance coverage, Awomobilc insurance will be covered with the unit on

insurance.
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Vehicle registration
Now you have your own car and you can't wait to get it out on the highway.

But first it must be registered and must display a license plate for the state in which you
live. Some states require a license plate on the rear of your car only; others require one
on the front also. License plates must be kept clean so that the license number is plainly
visible.

A person who is properly registered in his own state and displays proper license
plates will be permitted to operate his vehicle in any other state. However, if he becomes
a resident of another state, he must register his car in that state within 60 days.

To prove valid ownership, the owner of the car is required to have a certificate of
ownership in his possession at all times. This certificate helps to protect you as the owner
from automobile theft.

For Discussion:

1. What should you look for when shopping for a used car?

2. Why are smaller cars increasing in popularity?

3. How should you select a dealer when buying a new car?

4. List some things you should check when test-driving a car.

5. What is the largcst single cost in owning and operating a car?

4 8
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Lesson 7 How To Select Furniture and Appliances

Arc you ready to purchase furni-
ture or just dreamily window-shopping?
Whether you arc ready to furnish a

room, your first apartment, or a dream
house, there are probably moments when
you feel certain that cardboard cartons
and sleepings bags may have to be your
way of life. This section will help you
select the furniture that will meet your
needs and reflect your tastes and inter-
ests.

Consider your needs
Your needs and desires (and those

of your family), the style of furnitute,
and the kind of space you will have,

should all be carefully considered before you actually go to buy furniture. Take time to
study magazines and furniture advertisements; go window shopping in stores and model
homes; talk to store decorators to help you discover the styles, colors, and designs that
appeal to you.

Setting up housekeeping
How much money does it take for a young person or a young couple to set up

housekeeping independently? As many states have lowered the age limits for marriage,
there will be more and more young newlyweds planning to set up housekeeping. More

rent a fur,:tshedyoung "singles" are starting their own homes, too. They will either
apartment or try to furnish one themselves.

Few young people are likely to be able to afford all the furnishings they ..atit

immediately. Therefore, it is especially important for them t.o decide which things diey
need first and then plan a program of purchases. Such a plan will help them move nawa7.d
their goals as quickly as possible. They may decide t!.at they do not need t buy

everything richt aw2y on crcdit and perhaps run the risk of becoming overconam.'Lid tt,
installment payments. A plan will also help in evaluating whether the overall
realistic.

4 t)
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Avoid one big mistake which is often made, not only by young people, but by

older adults as well attempting to furnish your house or apartment at one time on
limited funds. Buy the basic furniture that you can afford at the Lime and add to these

as you go along. Many people overextend their budgets and buy all their furniture at one

time on credit. True, your home may look like a showplace, but if you become delinquent

in your furniture payments, you could stand to lose everything you have already invested

thus far.
Credit helps us get the things we want when w want them. But remember that

credit costs money. Interest rates can be confusing. An interest rate of 11/2 percent a

month seems low, but if you figure the actual amount of interest paid in a. year, you will

find the rate is actually 18", per yew:. Sincf: passage of the Truth in Lending Act,
borrowers can find out ahead of time just how much they will have to pay in finance

charges. The lender must tell you the total amount of these charges and the true annual

percentage rate. Make sure you get this information whenever you use credit.
The furniture industry in the past few years has begun to give more attention to

the special needs of young adults and has begun to design more furniture to suit their

needs and limited budgets. Multi-purpose furniture, fold-up tables, and other space-saving

items are being manufactured to fit into small apartments. Such items as inflatable
furniture and paper furniture reduce costs and save space. Some young people purchase

unfinished furniture, while others either make their own or improvise, such as bookcases

made with bricks and boards, desks made from doors placed on top of pairs of
two-drawer file cabinets, and coffee tables and end tables made with electrical cable

spools, hi evaluating the cost of used and unfinished pieces, the cost of finishing
materials and the value of one's time should be taken into account as well as the prices

of the items themselves.

Buying appliances
Have you taken inventory of the electrical appliances you own and will need?

Many appliances are necessities, while others are nice-to-have items. Before rushing out to

the nearest appl iance store, know what you want. Think about the space available,

landlord's rules, number and types of electrical outlets, and of course, your financial

situation.

Shopping for your appliances
You will note that the title is shopping for your appliances. There is a difference

between buying and shopping. Buying an item usually requires no prior planning; you

could just buy the first appliance you see of the type you are looking for. The shopper,

on the other hand, will carefully study information available on the appliance he wants,
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ask questions of others using the same type, and look around till he finds the best buy.
You cannot always depend upon information furnished by the salesman. Check all
models to determine what features each has to offer. In making your final selection, you
should realize that while the more expensive model may have more features, it will also
cost more to repair. Ask yourself whether you really need all of the gadgets offered on
the expensive model.

Safety and capacity
Have you ever received an electric shock from an appliance? If you have, you

found that it was not a pleasant experience, and you know that safety should be a key
consideration in buying appliances. Buying unknown brands of poor design and

construction can be dangerous. Inquire about shock hazards prior to making your
purchase. Many appliances must be grounded to prevent short circuiting. You can tell if
the appliance has built-in grounding conductors, as it will have three wires in the

appliance cord and a three-prong plug instead of a two-prong plug.
Large families should purchase appliances to meet their needs. The washing

machine should be able to handle large loads, the refrigerator and freezer should be large
enough to store enough food to prevent everyday shopping; and air conditioners should
be the right size for the areas being cooled. Remember the larger the appliance, the
greater the operating cost.

For Discussion:

I. What should you consider when deciding what kinds of furniture to buy?

2. What is the biggest mistake you can make when buying furniture if your funds are
limited?

3. What questions should you ask when shopping for an appliance?

4 5
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Lesson

UNIT H

OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM
Our Economic System Capitalism

Before we can arrive at an understanding of our economic system, we must first
define the word economic. The word is believed to have originated from an old Greek
word oikonornia, which meant "management of the household." In a society, it is the

ady of how people produce (make), distribute (move from the producer to the
consumer), and consume (use) the things they need and want. With the economic
situation of today, we might also say that it is a 3tudy of the process by whkh man

attempts to get the most satisfaction possible from the resources available.

Each nation has an economic sysi:erri. The American economic system is called
capitalism. Capitalism is an economic system characterized by private ownership, the use
of capital to make a profit, and by prices, production, and distribution of goods that arc
determined mainly in a free market rather Oian by government.

The American economy has always been identified with capitalism. Through thc
years, the system has gone through changes as the government has found it necessary to

establish certain controls on business to protect the consumer. But wc are still a capitalist

country.

Goods and services at a price
What do you find when you take a close look at what makes up our economic

system? Thc close observer will discover multitudes of farmers, wholesalers, retailers,

manufacturers, and service businesses.
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There arc all kinds of businesses. A business may be as small as the corner
newsstand or shoe shine parlor, or it might be as large as our automobile and oil
industries which arc world-wide. The businessman, whether he operates a neighborhood
grocery or a department store complex, has to predict what goods his customers will
want and what quantities they will buy. Some of these goods will vary in size, shape,
color, and of course, price range. The businessman orders what he needs from producers
or manufacturers, who in turn must be able to predict what the businessman will order
so as not to have too much of one item and not enough of another.

A business sells either goods or services for a price. For goods you go to the
grocer, hardware store, department store, or jeweler. For movement of people and goods
there are businesses such as airlines, steamships, trains, and buses. To keep us in touch
with the rest of the world, we have telegraph, telephone, television, and radio companies.
There are many services that must be performed by skilled workers, such as plumbers,
auto mechanics, electricians, barbers, and beauticians. In the field of professional services,
there are doctors, nurses, dentists, architects, educators, and lawyers waiting to serve you.

Right of private property
Most people want to own property at one time in their lives; this could be a

home, a business, or a piece of land. We classify this as private property. Private property
means the right to own something and to manage it much as you please. This does not
mean, however, that you have the right to do absolutely anything with what you own.
For example, if you own a truck or a bicycle, you may do what you please with it so
long as you do not harm others or break the law.

Of course, there are exceptions to all rules, and private property is not excluded.
Our local, state, or national governments can take private property for use when it is

necessary to do so for the good of the public. They must pay the owner a fair price for
the property. The process is known as the right of eminent domain.

Right of private enterprise
You will often hear the term freedom of enterprise used. Perhaps this phrase will

have little or no meaning to you. Freedom of enterprise means that anyone has the right
to go into business for himself. Suppose you wish to open a shoe store, a body shop, or
a beauty shop. If you can find a suitable location and if you have the ,.ecessary finances
and are willing to abide by laws relating to starting and operating a business, you can go
ahead and open your store.

Competition is the life of trade. When two or more businesses are selling the same
kinds of goods or services, each company tries to get customers to buy from it rather
than from the others. These businesses are competitors. A business must give the
customer what he wants at the right price, or he will go to a competitor. Competition
helps to keep prices down, keeps quality high, and leads to the development of new apd
better products.
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For Discussion:

1. How would you define "economic?"

2. How do you think capitalism is different from other economic systems, such as

communism or socialism?

3. How does competition help to keep prices down?



Lesson 2 How Incomes are Spent

Keeping up with Ric joneses can
send you to the poorhouse. Perhaps be-
fore you . try kceping up with the
Joneses, you had better compare incomes
and how they are i

same take-ho!
same lifestv

of its incomc

Poop le with the

all have the
ciii use most

.L.; or citrs, while

.inother may prefer to spend its money
on expensive vacations.

For ncee.s

Regardless of what your income is, you will spend a large part of it for food,
shelter, and clothing. Other expenses which might he considered needs are transportation,
medical expenses, and education. Needs of families differ depending upon long-range and
short-range goals and the importance placed on these goals.

For wants
Much money is wasted on frivolous things in life. Satisfy your basic needs first,

then make carefully planned decisions on how to use what income is left. Items such as
cosmetics, special foods, stylish clothing, sports cars, and an elaborately furnished home or
apartment are some of the things we might want to satisfy our pleasures and comfort.

Many of your wants may he long-range goals which require saving over a period
of time. For example, a college edn, iticr for your children may only be a dream unless
you have prepared for it.

As you mature, your wants will change. A college education or plans to marry
may cause a desire to increase your earning power. The individual is constantly trying to
raise his level of living as a member of society. This leads to a greater demand for goods
and services. Meeting these wants by increased production is the key to raising the living
standard of the society.

Trarspor ition
Transportation is often your third largest expense. If you live in a city, you may

depend largely on public transportation such as subways or buses, even if you own a car.
The suburban or rural resident usually owns his own car and uses it for almost all
transportation needs. He may participate in a car pool to get back and forth to his job.
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Medical expense
The costs of medical rare have increased so much in the past few years that it

sometimes seems that only the -jell ,:an afford to becoMe ill. Your place of employment

probably offers you health in which will help to pay most of your hospital
expenses:but Vol] \ II ill pay for some medical expenses yourself.

Inskit.tnce

Sem, families feel that insurance is an added financial burden and either carry
,..!ry little or in -ne at all. Ikr without insurance, an unforeseen emergency can be a
disaster. Various types of insurance will be discussed in a later chapter.

Savings

Swings may be in the form of bonds, savings accounts, or saviriTs r-rtificates.0.

Unless you make avroll deductions under a savings program you may find that it is
difficult to always save the same amount each pay period.

Why save the first place? You do not know what to :orrow will bring. All sorts
of unexpected things can happen, such as serious illness, death of the breadwinner, or
unanticipated expenses. Then, too, if you are planning an expensive purchase or a
vacation, why not save up for it so it will not be a financial burden? Another reason for
saving is to build up a nest egg for your old age. Pensions and social security payments
may be inadequate, especially with the cost of living steadily rising.

Miscellaneous
Under this category, we will group recreation, gifts and contributions, personal

care, and any unexpected expense that may arise.

For Discussion:

1. What are some the factors that determine how an individual or a family spends its

money?

2. Give examples of long-range aita short-range goals.

:J. What are some of the reasons for saving money?
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Lesson 3 Your Rights as a Buyer

As a consumer, you are entitled to
certain rights, but you also have certain
responsibiliites Your rights are summarized
in the "consumer bill of rights", which
states that the consumer has:

1. The right to make meaningful

choices.

2. The right to have a11 available infor-
mation concerning the use and care
of the merchandise at the time (

sale.

3. The right to expect that the product she is receiving is safe.

4. The right to be heard by the manufacturer of the product.

Right to get what you pay for
In past years, the neighborhood butcher or grocer sometimes had his scale

off-balance in his favor, or he might leave his hand on the scale as he weighed your
products. In recent years, with more emphasis being placed on consumer affairs and with
the appearance of our present-day supermarkets, those old-fashioned methods of cheating
the customer have just about disappeared.

Whatever purchase you make, you are entitled to get what you pay for. The
amount specified on a package or a container should be accurate. To protect the
consumer, agencies have been established at all levels of our government to check the
weights and sizes of many products.

Get clear title to goods you buy
The word title is mostly used in connection with the purchase of automobiles,

homes, and other large items. Title merely means proof of ownership. In making a car
purchase, your certificate of ownership is a title; however, unless you pay cash, the
original title is kept by the lender until your loan is paid. Your proof of ownership for a
home is called a deed.

An item is not yours until you pay for it. Some merchants will permit you to
make a purchase on a trial or approval basis. If the merchandise is not returned by a
specified time, it becomes yours to pay for.
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Goods must be merchantable

Goods that are merchantable have not been spoiled or damaged, nor are they in

any way unfit for use. A good merchant will not jeopardize his reputation by selling
anything but merchantable goods. However, if goods are labeled "as is," "spoiled," or
"irregular," then it is up to you to determine the quality of the goods. The merchant will
not be responsible for any defects.

Many merchants state that all purchases made during a sale are final and that
there will be no refunds or exchanges. Some merchants will offer exchange privileges, but

no refunds.

Goods must be described by the seller

Take a survey. How many of you read the labels before you purchase an item? So

what if you bought a dress which is plainly labeled "dry clean only" and you toss it into
the old washing machine and ruin it. After all, what is money to you, and what is it for,

if nc for spending? That is the attitude of many consumers today, but how much
smarter they would be if they took a minute to learn how ro take care of the product.

It is up to you to read labels and advertisements and try to tell the difference
between genuine and phony statements about merchandise. Often the items advertised as

being on sale are either out of stock or sold out by the time you arrive at the store.
They are a come-on to get you to the store in the first place. Sometimes the sale item
will turn out to be inferior, and you will end up spending more money to buy a more
expensive item.

Guaranteed items may be replaced

The phrase -guaranteed or your money will be cheerfully refunded" appears in
magazines, in newspapers, on the radio, and on television. But what is a guarantee, and
just how good is it? A guarantee, or warranty, is a written statement given by a seller or
manufacturer promising to repair, replace, or give you a refund if merchandise is faulty
or doesn't perform the way it is supposed to.

Warranties can be complicated and full of legal fine points. You should
understand what is actually guaranmed and for what length of time. Your warranty may

cover all or a part of the merchandise, but it will not cover damages resulting from

misuse.

The wording of a good warranty should include the following.

Name and address of who is giving the warranty.

To whom it is issued.

Who is responsible for labor and shipping charges.

What is covered and duration of such coverage.

In case of breakdown or defect, what will be done to make it operational?

Purchaser's obligation to make the warranty valid.
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Unordered merchandise
No doubt- you have at some time received unordered merchandise in the mail.

You are under no legal obligation to keep it 01 pa for it. However, while these goods
ar._ in your hands, you should not use them. It you do, an acceptance will be implied as
a matter .of law. and the title to the ;:.,roods will pass to you. What yon should do is to
inark the package "Return to sender- or "Rejected- and take it to the post office or give
it to your postman. You may also notify the seller to send for it, or you may keep it for
a reasonable time and discard it.

Violation Of buyer's rights

Am, time you feel that your rights as a buyer have been violated, there are

courses of action that you can take. There are agencies set up by your local, state, and
federal governments for consumer protection. The Better Business Bureau provides the
general public with valuable information and assistance. Many consumers could avoid
being cheated if they would seek help from their Better Business Bureau. The Bureau will
investigate all claims and will help the consumer get an adjustment if the claim turns out
to be valid. if you are in doubt about a firm, they will give you information about the
credibility and reliability of the firm in question.

There are many other agencies that are organized to protect you as the consumer.
Don't hesitate to seek their assistance.

For Discussion:

List four rights win,..n you have as a consumer.

2. If you buy a shirt which is labeled "irregular", what responsibility does the seller
have if you find a defect in the shirt?

3. What is a guarantee?

4. What should you do if you receive unordered merchandise in the mail?

5. iI you t,ink your rights as a buyer have been violated, what can you do about it?
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UNIT III

ECONOMIC RISKS AND INSURANCE

Lesson 1 Automobile Insurance

A survey was made in one of our southern states to find out the number of
automobile owners operating cars without insurance. The survey revealed that over
800,000 uninsured drivers operated cars in that state alone. Of course, you think that
you can never become involved in an automobile accident because you are a careful
driver. The truth is that it can happen to anyone.

Pick up your daily newspaper and you can almost always find an article about a
fatal auto crash. More people have been killed in our country by automobile accidents
than in all the wars that the United States has been involved in,from the Revolutionary
War to the Vietnam War.

You help to avoid accidents by driving carefully. But you still need automobile
insurance. Why? What can you gain by spending more money to buy insurance?
Protection. There is insurance to protect your car from anything that could kppen to it,
except for wear and tear. Insurance will also protect you if your car injures anyone or
damages somebody's property.

Insurance can protect you from financial losses resulting from car accidents, but
not from the responsibility of breaking traffic laws. If you are involved in an accident,
because of negligence or reckless driving, you could lose your driving privileges, receive a
fine, or even go to jail. For these things there is no insurance protection.

What kinds of driving protection are available to you by auto insurance
companies? Auto insurance protection is commonly grouped under six coverages:

1. Liability insurance.

2. Medical payment insurance.

3. Protection against uninsured drivers.
4. Comprehensive physical damage insurance.

5. Collision insurance.
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Bodily injury liability insurance
.As todav'c high-speed cars cause cx : isvc dann;ge. liability insurance is the most

important in oiriw,e that you can buy as a car owner. This type of insurance provides
payments to others for injuries or tor property damages caused by your car or by
someone else's car driven by you.

Types of coverages are expressed :is "100/300/10- or other combinations. This

means that the insurance compan% 's liability is limited to S100,000 for injury to one
person. $300.000 for two or more persons injured in one accident, and S10,000 for

prope.-ty damage.

It is a good idea to carry larger amounts of coverage than the minimums required

by state finatHal responsibility laws.

Medical payments insurance
This Coverage takes care of medical, hospital. and funeral costs for you, your

family, and passengers. whether you were at fault or not, and for you and your family

no matter whose car you are riding in. Under this coverage, you and your family receive

certain medical expenses if you are struck bv a car while you are a pedestrian.

Protection against uninsurcd drivers
We said before that in one state over 800,00 uninsured drivers (-)rerated cars.

Suppose you are driving down tne road, returning from a pleasant weekend at the shore.

You approach an intersection and because you have the right-os-way, you pay little

attention to the jalopy approaching from your right side. There is a d crash and your

car is struck bv the other one. While going through the procedures required for making

an accident report to your insurance company, you discover that the other driver has no

autc. H;urance. If you have uninsured motorist coverage, your own insurance company

will make payment.
Coverage agaipst uninsured drivers is available to you only if you have bodily

injury insurance. Under this coverage, you and all passengers in your car are protected.

Comprehensive physical damage insurance
You are protected under this policy against fire, theft, tornadoes, falling objects,

windstorms, glass breaking, and many other kinds of damage. Your protection covers all

losses except th Ise caused by an upset or collision. The cost of replacing the owner's
windshield alone would cost more than the policy for several years of premiums. These

rates run slightly higher than a standard fire and theft policy.
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Collision insurance
This is the policy which will take care of damages to your car caused by turning

over or collision. Most insured drivers have this policy written with a S25 to S100
deductible clause because it lowers the cost of the insurance. Since your losses would not
ordinarily be more than a few hundred dollars, perhaps you feel that it would be a waste
of rnoney to carry this coverage. If there is a lien against your car, the finance company
will require you to obtain it, as they usually have more financial interest than you do in
your car.

What is meant by a deductible clause? Let's say your car is involved in an
accident and the cost of the repairs is $450. If you had a $50 deductible collision policy,
you would pay the first $50 and your insurance would pay the rest, or $400. The costs

for collision insurance will vary in different areas and with the age of the driver.
Unmarried male drivers under the age of 25 will pay the highest rates.

No-fault automobile insurance
An auto has stopped for a traffic light and is struck in the rear by another. A

driver pulls away from the curb without checking to see if the way is clear and causes
and accident. In these examples, it is easy to see where the fault lies. But determining
who is at fault is often difficult. Many dollars and days have been lost in long court
battles trying to establish fault in an accident. Some cases have taken as long as five years.
The insurance companies save money when fault doesn't have to be determined by use of

investigators and lawyer's fees. Many states have adopted a no-fault automobile insurance.

How does it work?

1. You arc paid by your insurance company, regardless of who was at fault.

2. Your policy covers you, your guests, and pedestria;:7..

3. Medical bills and loss of wages will be paid.

4. Other drivers in cars involved in the accident will be covered by their own
insurance companies.

Cost of automobile insurance
Insurance rates are based on what the companies Inve had to pay out in claims

over the past three-year period. Each state has an insurance department or commissioners

to regulate insurance rates. Some insurance companies have certain standards in selecting

persons to be insured and usually will offer lower premiums to those who meet their

qualifications.
Other factors to be considered in the cost are:

Age of driver.
Safety record of driver.
Place of residence.
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Vali of the car
Purpose for which car is used
Average miles car is driven in a year

A male driver under 25 years of age who is the owner and principal driver of a

would pay the highest rates.
Drivers having no serious traffic violations or involvement in accidents where they

were at fault for a certain period of time may be rewarded by a reduction in rates.
However, if you have a poor driving record, you could either pay much hig:ier premium
rates or not have your policy renewed when it expires.

Where you live also affects your insurance rates. Large urban areas have higher
acciLlcnt rates than rural or smaller urban areas. There are more injuries also in these large
areas, resulting in payments of higher claims. Not only do accidents increase, but so do
thefts and other causes for claims.

Other factors involved in computing your rates will be the value of your car,
average miles driven yearly, and the purpose your car is used for.

Automobik ;Iccidents

Wheii you are involved in an accident, you are excited and it is hard to think
clearly. But it is important to remember the proper things to do.

1. Call for a doctor or make arrangements to have injured persons moved to a

hospital.

2. Safeguard against further accidents occurring because of this one.

3. Call police and report the accident so that they can dc.ermine the facts and
render an impartial report.

4. When another car is involved, obtain the name, addr.ss, driver's license number,
car license plate, insurance company, and data about the other car (make, model
and year).

5. Secure names and addresses of witnesses to the accident.

6. Admit no responsibility.

7. Report the accident to your insurance company immediately, or have someone
else report it if you are injured. If you are away from home, notify your nearest
claims representative.
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For Discussion:

1. Name and describe tile types of automobile insurance available to a car owner.

2. Describe how no-fault insurance works.

3. Outline the proper procedures Cc: reporting an accident. What actions should be
taken by the driver provided he is not injured?

4. What are some of.the factors which determine insurance costs?
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Lesson 2 Life Insurance

What is life insurance? Why should you
buy it? What kinds of life insurance are
there? Which is the best buy? What savings
values does it have? These are only a few of
the questions you might ask about life in-

surance.

Life insurance may be defined as a con-
tract between a person buying protection for
himself or family members and an insurance
company. The contract is a written docu-
ment, called a policy, and you as the buyer
are the insured. Each year you will pay the
insurance company a certain amount of
money known as a premium. Each year the
policy increases in its cash value. When you
die, the insurance company promises to pay
the face value (the amount of money you
are insured for) to a beneficiary (the person
named by you to collect the insurance

money in the event of your death). How-
ever, some types of policies pay the face
value of the policy to the insured, if he is
still alive on a specific date.

Why buy life insurance?
Approximately two out of every Coree Americans are covered by some type of

life insurance. The two main reasons for carrying life insurance are:

1. to provide financial security for dependents after the insured dies.

2. to build up savings.
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Financial securit y for dependents
Once you marry and become the head of a household, you are faced with the

sibility. even though it might seem unthinkable, that you might die or become
disabled, leaving your family without any source of income. Life insurance provides cash
for immediate needs, such as for funerals and other indebtedness, and funds for your
fan'ily's living expenses.

Savings through life insurance
Depending on the type of Msurance policy you buy, it ts possible to combine

protection with investment. The cash value of your policy builds up with payments of
your premiums, and the longer your policy is in force the greater the cash value becomes.
Provided your children are self-supporting by the time you reach the age of sixty and
you have a good cash value built up, it could be used as a retirement fund. Cash value

may be used in other ways, too. You will find that borrowing from your life insurance

company, up to the limits specified in your policy, is the lowest-cost loan you can get.
You may also cancel your policy at any time for the cash value it has built up.

Term insurance
A term insurance policy does not offer a sayings or investment feature. It merely

proyldes financial protection for the person named as your beneficiary. You are insured
for a certain number of years, and payment is only inade if you die within this time
period. If you live until the end of the term, your policy expires and there is no longer
an insurance contract. However, if it is rent ,vable term insurance, you may renew it when

the term expires, but at a premium based on your age at that time.
Term insurance policies frequently include provisions for the right of conversion,

which means that the policyholder can change the term policy to a permanent plan.
Having this provision is important, because it could prevent the necessity of having a
medical examination which is required for a permanent plan.

For a young married man not having enough money for an adequate permanent
plan, term insurance may be his best bet for providing temporary security for his family.

Whole-life insurance
As previously discussed, your premiums for term insurance increase at each

renewal period. Whole-life insurance will provide protection for your entire lifetime at no

change in premium. Savings features are built into whole life policies. Two basic types of

whole life polic;es are offered straight life and limited-payment life policies.

Straight life (ordinary life)
The most popuhir rash value policy is the ordinary life policy. You must continue

to pay premiums for y chole life. Many policyholders surrender their policies at age

65 for the cash surrender value regardless of when they started their policies.
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HOW FAMILIES USE LIFE INSURANCE

If Father Dies: .1.0 pay last expenses.

Cash To pay taxes, debts, and other costs.

paN.' ofT the family mortgage.

Readjustm,mt income Continuing father's income while family makes
necessary adjustments in living

Family income Monthly income for mother while children are
small.

Life hicome for mother Regular monthly income for life after children
are grown.

Cash reserves For use in meeting unexpected cash needs.

If Father Lives:

Income for retirement Monthly income for life for mother and father.

Money for emergency Cash to meet unex. ,:ted expenses.

Money for special purposes Gifts and systematic savings for family goals.

Ordinary life policies generally carry the lowest premium of any cash value policy.
If you are seeking a policy to provide a fixed income for a beneficiary at your death, this
type of policy will meet your ne, ds.

Endowment policies

An endowment policy plan agrees to pay a definite sum of money at a certain
time to fou, or to your beneficiary in the event of ycur death. This is an expensive form
of insurance, costing more than a limited-payment policy for the same number of years.
An endowment policy is mainly used as a means of saving money. After the time
specified in your policy, you collect the cash value of your policy. You now have a
certain sum of money, but you no longer have any life insurance coverage. Long-term
endowments are usually planned so that money will become available at age 60 or older.
Your earning power at this stage of life has been reduced, and the endowment money
may be used to supplement your earnings.
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Limited-payment life policies
A contract for a lim'wd-payment policy is the same as a straight life contract,

except that your premiums are paid only t'or a limited time, usually 20 or 30 years,
instead of for life. Since vou will be making fewer payments, your rates wil! be higher
than those for straight life. Once you have paid these premiums, you will have a fully
paid-up insurance policy. Your insurance cc mpany will pay the face value of the policy
to your beneficiary.

Mortgage protection insurance

Mortgage protection insurance can be classified as decreasing term insurance. Your
death benefits decrease each year until they become zero at the end of the tcrm of your
policy. This is because the amount of rnone) you owe on your mortra:,o :lecreases each
year. This insurance will pay off the unpaid portion of the mwrgage 10,w, thus leaving
the beneficiary with a clear title to the property.

Family income

This policy is normally an ordinary life policy with a decreasing tL7m provision
added so that if the policyholder dies within tl,e terms specifil in thc rolicy, his family
would receive a monthly income. Usually the beneficiary's monthly income is

approximately 2 percent of the death benefit. For example, a man bought $30,000 worth
of family income insurance on a 10-year plan, calling for a 2 percent monthly income.
He took out the policy on January 2, 1969, and died the same month of issue. The
benficiary Would receive 120 payments (each month for 10 years) of $600 (2 percent of
$30,000). After the 120 payments, the beneficiary still has the face value of the policy
S30,000.

Group life insurance
This is a life insurance plan issued by many insurance companies on employees of

business organizations, members of labor unions, teachers' associatiom, religious societies,
or other groups. A contract is made between the insurance company and the sponsoring
group and is called the "master policy." The individual receives a certificate Lidicating
the value of his insurance and the name of his beneficiary. Usually a statement is
included stating that he may convert his policy to an individual policy without a physical
examination within 31 days after terminating his employment.

There are several ways of paying the premiums. Some employers pay the entire
amount, while others share the cost with the employee. In no instance will the employee
be required to pay the total cost. Group insurance provides a substantial amount of
temporary low-cost insurance. Insurance companies find it is less expensive to offer a

group policy at a low premium than to deal with individuals. Group insurance is a term
policy.
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Which is the best policy?
When you buy a suit, you need to be measured for proper fit, so y,u get help

from the salesman. If there is not a suit on the rack to fit you, one will have to be
tailored to your size. We might compare *uuying insurance with the purchase of a suit.
What is a good size for someone else may not meet your desires or needs. Therefore, an

insurance.program should be tailored to meet your individual requirements. You must sit

down with insurance representatives and carefully plan an insurance program that will be

best suited to your individual needs and your economic situation. Too much insurance is
almost as bad af too little. Buy what you can afford to continue in force.

For Discussion:

1. Why do we need to Larry life insurance?

2. How can we make use uf the cash value of a life insurance policy?

3. Define the following:

a. term insurance

b. whole-life

c. endowment policy
d. group life

4. How do you decide which kind of life insurance is best for you?
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Lesson 3 Homeowners Policies

Why make the sacri-
fices necessary to buy a
home if you ore not go-
ing to piotect it from

daily perils? r'ire sirens

awaken you at al/ hours
of the night; your daily
newspaper tells of sorm.

one's home having been
burglarized; a person is
being sued for damages
or injuries because of a
loose step on his stair-
way or porch. For pro-
tection against such

hazards, you nccd home-
r rs insurancc.

in homeowners
insurance, one or more
of the following coverages
them all.

may be included. A 3o -c al le d comprehensive policy covers

Coverage A Dwelling (house)

cverage B Appurtenant private structures (extra buildings)

c over ge C Personal property (furniture, clothing, jewelry, etc.)

Coverage D Additional 1;-.:,:r, expense (in case your home is so damaged that you

can't live in

Coverage E f:omprchensive personal liability ()ay for sonleonc injured on your
property or because (>f your actions)

(;overage F Medical payments (for your Own injuries in a case covered by this

insurance)

Coverage C Physical damage to property of others ch as hitting a basel-..ii

through a neighbor's wimlow)
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Fire insurance
To understand fire insurance, we must realize its purpose and what it will or will

not do for us. It is a personal contract covering your insurable interest in the property.
What is meant by insurable interest? Insurable interest means how much of a financial
loss you would suffer if the property were destroyed. Insuring someone else's house
would not be an insurable interest unless you suffered financial loss from it. The most
that your insurance company will pay if your property is destroyed by fire is the cash
value of your property at the time of the fire. If you insured your home for S40,000,
but it is only worth S30,000, then you will be paid only $30,000 if it burns to the
ground. The amount written on the face of the policy is the maximum amount that can
be collected for a loss as the result of a fire.

In applying for fire insurance, you buy it for one, three, or five years. The cost
per year is lower on a long-term policy, so you save money by buying it for three or five
years. If you should decide to cancel your policy, which you may do at any time, the
insurance company will return part of the premium you have paid.

Personal liability insurance
Everyone receives mail, packages, or visitors at home. It is possible that on some

occasion someone might injure himself on your property; if so, he most likely will want
to sue you (take legal action against you in court). In your study of automobile liability,
you were told how essential it is for ail drivers to have liability insurance. Accidents
don't happen only in cars. Property owners, and even those that rent apartments, can be
held liable or responsible for injuries and damages such as:

A friend slips on your waxed floor and injures himself.

A golfer accidently strikes another with his club.

Your dog bites the postman.

You accidently spike a passerby on a rainy day with your umbrella.

A man slips on yOur sidewalk because you failed to shovel it after a snowstorm.

Cost of homeowners hisurance
For the amount of protection a property owner receives from his homeowners

policy, the actual cost is low. Tlw cost will depend on the estimamd danger of losses.
These are some iteins to be considered by y( Air insurance company whidi may affect the
cost:

Building construction wood, brick, or concrete and type of shingles on roof.

Type of surroundings that may create fire irom other buildings,

hre protection offered by city or town.

'rcrin for which policy is written.
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For Discussion:

1. Name at least 5 coverages which may be included in a [r '; en sive homeowners

policy.

2. Why its it foolish to insure your home for more than its value?

3. What determines the cost of a homeowners policy?

4. Think of some situations when you might use your homeowners policy.
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Lesson 4 Health Insurance

We never know when we might get
sick, have an accident, or need an operation.

With medical and hospital rates rising along

with everything else, not many people can
afford the additional burden of medical bills.
Health care is one of our most important
needs, but it is an expense that is difficult
to budget for in advance. The reason for
having health insurance is to protect the
family against the financial problems that a

large or unexpected medical bill can cause.

Types of health insurances

Health insurance may be bought in five different forms of coverage. Pecip le
usually have coverage for surgical, regular medical, hospital, and major medical expenses.

But what about the income lost when a person is not able to work because of illness?
The fifth type of health insurance loss-of-income protection helps replace income
lost during an illness.

Hospital expense insurance

Depending on the insurance company and the terms of your policy, you may be
covered for all or part of the hospital expenses for room and board, and portions of costs

for X-rays, examinations, drugs, laboratory fees, and operating room charges. Your policy
usually states the number of days of hospitalization covered and -he amount it will pay
per day. Rarely is a patient covered for the cost of a private room.

Hospital expense insurance is perhaps the most popular of all types of health
insurance. However, like anything else, the buyer must be careful in selecting a hospital
expense insurance. Many are advertised on TV and radio, or in magazines and
newspapers. While many might be legitimate, there are those which claim to offer too
much at a low price. Remember you ;isually get what you pay for.

Surgical expense insurance

This policy pays all or part of the cosc of any surgery you or your fancily may
require. The maximum allowance for each type of surgery is usually spelled cut in your
policy. You should read your policy to be farniLr with what coverages you actually
have.
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Regular medical expense insurance
Sometimes you may be required to have nonsurgical care at the hospital, at home,

or in the doctor's office. Your policy will specify how much it will pay for each visit and
the number of visits covered for each illness or injury. This policy must be bought in
combination with other types of coverage and usually it covers only hospital visits.

Major medical expense insurance

This type of policy is designed to cover most of the costs resulting from a serious
accident or major illness. Major illnesses or serious acckknts usually happen

unexpectedly, and we are caught off guard. Expenses can easily amount to thousands of
dollars. The average wage earner is certainly not able to deal out that much money at
one time.

After benefits from your hospital, surgical, and regular medical policies hive been
used up, major medical coverage begins. As in your automobile insurance, there is a
deductible clause, which means that you must pay a certain amount of the bill before
your insurance company pays its share. Your policy may require you to pay as much as
$100 for your deductible portion, and in some cases up to 25% of any amoint above the
first $100.

Loss-of-income insurance

Some insurance companies will permit you to purchase this coverage under I
group plan without having other coverages. Your premiums will be basctd on the amount
of income to be replaced and the length of tirne you will receive pat,i 10! coverage
is especially helpful in the event of prolonged illness. Some empbri.t:.- e covered by
sick leave provisions or workmen's compensation and do not feel tl .'is coverage.

Workmen's compensation insurance
Nearly all states require employers ro carry workmen's ..00meosv insurance.

This protects the worker and his family in the event of injury )ri the job. It
provides for payment of hospital aml medical bills, a: well as corr for a disabled

worker. Workman's compensation laws vary from state to state.
Workmen's compensation is one form of so.-ial insurance. tern applies to

forms of insurance which are provided to protect fai,,;7.es having small incomes against
various hazards such as vss and unemployment. the insurance plan is

prescribed by lavv. Those who are insured pay only part of the cost, often as a payroll
uction. Employers may pay all or part of the reA. The government also may :Ay a

>ars. from Imme;' obtained by general tov.es.
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How to purchase health insurance
Although health insurance may be bought as an individual policy, the of

Americans participate in a group health plan.
One of the most common fringe benefits offered by employers to their employees

is the group health insurance plan. The insurance company issues a maste7 licy to the

employer, and each member insured receives a certificate of participatior, '',-emiums are

paid in all or part by the employer. The cost of an individual policy 1.V7uld I), much
higher than the same coverage offered by a group plan.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, the largest of our present day r rofit medical

plans, are sponsored by both the American Hospital Association (ANA) and American
Medical Association (AMA). Normally, membership is on a group basis, but individual
memberships arc also available.

Blue Cross prov;des hospital care up to a certain number of- vs for its memi: S.

This will include room and board, use of operating room and 1%.-ray .;quipnitot as
required, medications, regular nurse services, and any additional services :1,4;.cat,.0 r the
policy. Blue Cross pays the hospital directly. Add:tional care or ite.- n ...2d in
your policy, such as a private room, must be paid by the patient.

Blue Shield covers d,)ct,s' fees for various types of surgery, as w11 costs for

th? doctor's care %I/He patient is hospitalized. Coverage may include ;.,a),,)ent for the
doctor's services rendired eithe, in his office or at the patient's hoin2.

For Discussion:

1. Why s it important to have health ;nsuranee?

2. Name and &fine rlie five types of health insurance.

3. In maj,,r medical expenst. ,)surance, what is the meal,.10, deductible clause?

4. What is tile advantage of a group lie:'h plan ,,ompared to an individual policy?
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Lesson 5 Social Insurance

What happens to a family with small children when the father suddenly dies? Their

financial support has been lost. Of course, he may have provided insurance for his family
in the event of death or disability, but with the cost of living constantly rising, eventually
their reserve may be eaten up. The Social Security program in our country will help the
family by providing monthly benefit checks until the children reach the age of 18 years.

Social Security Act
What is social security? It is a plan, operated under federal laws, consisting of

old-age, survivors, disability, and health insurance. Also, a supplemental security income
program was begun in 1974 for those who arc 65 and over or blind or disabled, and who

lmve little or no income and limited resources.
During the depression of the 1930's, it became apparent that most people had no

protection against economic risks such as unemployment, disability, death, and old age.
Federal action was the answer to the growing needs of the American people. Congress
enacted and passed a Social Security Act in 1935. Initially, the Social Security Act was a
federal system of old-age benefits for retired workers in business and industry. Since that
time, the social security program has been broadened to cover many workers who had
not initially been covered farm operators, farm hands, household employees, and those

who were self-employed.
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How is Social Security financed?
Check your pay stub each time you are paid, and you will sec F.I.C.A. (Federal

Insurance Contributions Act) funds deducted. This is your social security contribution.
The employer and the worker share the taxes equally. A self-employed worker has to pay

the entire tax himself, but his rate is lower than the combined rate of employer and
employee: Your F.I.C.A. taxes are computed from the amount of your earnings. A
certain percentage of your earnings is withheld by your employer, and after adding an
equal amount for his share of the tax, he forwards the deductions to the Director of
Internal Revenue. The amount that the worker and employer pays is changed from time

to time by Congress. As of 1976, the contribution rate was 5.85% for each, and
scheduled to go up after 1977.

Who likes to think about getting old? We would all like to find the fountain of
youth, but so far that idea is just a dream. Ideally, each person should make plans for
support in his old age, make provisions for his family's financial security in the event of
his death, and make provisions for financial security should he become disabled and
unable to work.

Social security through many modifications has provided partial solutions to these
three problems, although the benefits do not usually provide adequate cash for most
people to live on.

Old-Age retirement payments
After an individual has worked long enough to be fully insured and has reached

the age of sixty-two (widows qualify at age sixty), he and certain members of his family
qualify for monthly social security payments after he has retired. What does "fully
insured" mean? It means that a person is eligible for certain kinds of benefits depending

on his average earnings. If he is fully insured at death, benefits can be paid to certain

members of his family.
The amount paid for retirement benefits will also depend on the wor!:er's

retirement age. Full retirement is actually at age sixty-five but if the person desires, he
may retire at age sixty-two with a 20% deduction in benefits. On reaching age sixty-five,

there will not be an increase in benefits if he elected to retire at the earlier age. If he
continues to work after retirement, his earnings must not exc,ted the amount allowed by

the federal government's regulations, or his social security benefits will be reduced.

Disability insurance
A person is considered disabled if he is unable to engage in any substantial gainful

activity. For example, if you cannot do your regular work, but can do other substantial
gainful work, you are not considered to be disabled. In order to qualify for disability
benefits, you must submit to medical examinations, be disabled at least six months, and
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your disability must have lasted 12 consecutive months or be expected to last 12 months.
Your payments would equal those of a persoi retiring at age sixty-five. Once you have
reached age sixty-five, von are pla(cd on the old-age retirement list.

Survivors insurance

Social security benefits are payable to certain members of the family of a wage
earner if he should die. Dependents and survivors qualifying for benefits must meet the
following requirements.

1. Unmarried children under age 18, or to age 22 if they are full-time students.

2. Disabled unmarried children age 18 or over, provided they were disabled prior to
age 22.

3. Wife under 62, widow under 60, or surviving j.;1,-)rced mother, if she is car'ng for
a child under 18 or disabled, and if the child is entitled to benefits.

4. Wife 62, widow, or dependent widower over 60, or a disabled widow, or
dependent widower 50 or over, even if there were no children entitled to benefits.

5. Surviving dependent parents 62 or over.

Medicare

Medicare is a popular name for our federal government's system of financing
medical care for individuals 65 and over and for those receiving social security disability
benefits for at least two years, regardless of age. There are two plans Part A (a basic
compulsory program of hospital insurance) and Part B (a voluntary program of
supplementary medical insurance). Each person who is covered is issued a medicare card.

Part A hospital insurance
Coverage under Part A helps pay for the care a person receives as a patient in a

hospital and for limited follow-up care after leaving the hospital. Most individuals 65 or
older and those receiving social security benefits for at least two years are eligible for
hospital insurance automatically. The financing for this protection is through
contributions paid while the individual is working.

Part A helps pay for:

Bed in a serm-private mom and all meals including special diets.
Operating romn charges.

Regular nursing care (intensive care included)
Drugs furnished by the hospital.
Laboratory tests.
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X-ray and other radiology services.

Medical supplies such as splints and casts.
Use of appliances and equipment furnished by the hospitai such as wheelchair,
crutches, and braces.

Medical Social Services.

Part A does not pay for:
Personal comfort or convenience items (such as radio, television, telephone or any
other special items.)

Private duty nurses.
Private rooms.

Noncovered levels of care.
Doctor's services

Part B medical insuranct_

Part B helps pay for doctor's bills and costs for other medical items and services
not covered under Part A, including outpatient hospital services. Unless an eligible
individual declines, he is automatically enrolled in the medical insurance part of Medicare,
although this coverage is voluntary. People with this coverage pay a small premium each
month to cover part of the cost, and the federal government also contributes toward the
cost. Part B is kept on a pay-as-you-go basis, as required 1-, law. The Medicare program is
far more complicated than this brief explanation. Further information is available from
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Part B helps pay for:
Medical and surgical services by a doctor of medicine or osteopathy.
Certain medical and surgical services by a doctor of dental medicine or a doctor
of dental surgery.

Podiatrists' services which are legally authorized by the state in which they
practice.

Other services which are ordinarily furnished in the doctor's officc and included
in his bill such as: diagnostic tests and procedures, medical supplies, services of his
office nurse, and drugs and biologicals which cannot be self-administered,

Part B does noc pay for:
Routine physical checkups.

Routine foot care and ti.eatinent of flat feet and partial dislocations of the feet.
Eye refractions and eiu:minations for prescribing, fitting, oe changing eyeglasses.
Hearing xnninations for c,rescribing, fitting, or changing hearing aids.
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Immunizations unless related to an injury or immediate risk of infection.

Services of certain practitioners, such as naturopaths, Christian Science

practitioners, and chiropractors.

Part B also pays for certain outpatient hospital services, such as X-rays and emergency
room care.

Private pension plans
Before the establishment of pension plans, all that an employee could expect tu

receive when he retired after years of faithful service might be a gold watch or 13100.
Programs providing for recirement pensions have been established by rn husinesses,

industries, labor unions, and professional associations for their employ: 2mbers.

Today, millions of workers are covered by privately sponsored pension progib.
How does a worker qualify for one of these pedsions? He/she must work for the

same firm or business for a minimum number of years. This is a problem for someone

who changes jobs often. Howevet% no matter how many times you change jobs, your
social security is not affected, because benefits are paid on your total earnings from all
jobs.

In 1974 the Employee Retirement Income Security Act was signed into law. This
law sets minimum standards for private pension plans. One of the most important
provisions is the guarantee that a worker will not lose his retirement benefits, either
100% or a percentage of his accrued rights, after he has worked for a company for a
certain number of years, even though he may leave that company before retirement age.
The number of years of employment required may vary from 5 to 15 years depending on

the plan chosen by the employer.
The law 'also provides the opportunity for self-employed persons and persons

employed where there is no private plan to set up their own plans.
Pensions are paid not only to retired workers of industries, but to retired workers

of schools, hospitals, and government units. Our military services have a particularly good
retirement plan based on years of service and rank held at the time of retirement. An
individual may retire from military service any time after the completion of 20 or more
years of active-duty service at 50% of his base pay plus 21/2% more for each yytr of
additional service up to a maximum of 30 years service.

Unemployment insurance

In a modern industrial wolid, a certain amount of unemployment is to be
expected because of job changes, economic conditions, population increases, and
automation. The federal government established a system of unemployment insurance to
provide temporary help for those who lose their jobs. Separate unemployment insurance
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programs are operated by each state under the general direction of the federal

government. The goals of the unemployment insurance program are:

1. To provide an income for involuntarily uneli,ployed workers and their families for
a certain period of time.

2. To maintain purchasing power in the hands of the working population to help the
businessmen.

3. To maintain a decent standard of living for people who have no other source of
income.

Eligibility

Eligibility requirements for compensation will vary from state to state, but the
general rules which apply to a person seeking help are:

1. He must have worked the required length of time before becoming unemployed.
2. He must have been unemployed for a specific length of time.
3. It is not his fault that he is unemployed.
4. He must register for employment at a Public Employment office.
5. He must be able and available for employment.

For Discussion:

1 What are the 5 programs included in the social security system?

2. Who pays for your social sec,trity coverage?

3. What determines the amount of retirement benefits a person receives?

4. What does medicare include?.

5. How does changing jobs affect your social security benefits?
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UNIT IV

MONEY MANAGEMENT

Lesson 1 Inflation

What is money? Anything which
is commonly used and widely ac-
cepted by a large number of people
for the settlement of their obliga-
tions is money. In many areas during
World War II, cigarettes were ac-

cepted as a form of money. Money
has four principal functions:

1. Medium of exchange payment for labor, goods or
services.

2. Measure of value determining how much labor,
goods, 01 services are worth.

3. Store of value saving money to be used as pur-
chasing power at a later time.

4. Standard of future payments making arrangements to pay a certain amount of
money for something over a period of time. This makes credit possible.

In tracing the beginnings of money, you will find that its use dates back to the
dawn of civilization. Such items as cattle, grain, slaves, precious jewels, and tobacco were

used as money in the past. As gold and silver were valued highly by society, they were
formed into coins and used as a medium of exchange.

Inflation is a serious threat to American prosperity. Inflation is a steady rise in prices.
There is a spiral effect in any inflation. Prices go up. Then working people demand higher
wages to make up for the iligher prices. With wage costs up, businesses must raise prices
some more. And so on and on.

Economists usually use three cools to measure inflation: the Consumer Price
Index (CPI), the Wholesale Price Index (WPI), and the Gross National Product (GNP).

1. The Consumer Price Index is a monthly report of the retail prices of the
things most of us buy. The Department o. Labor checks prices thrc.ighout the
country of about 400 selected goods and services every month. Then these prices
are compared to prices for the time items the previous month and previous years.
Each month the new fig.ure is announced as a news item.
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2. The Wholesale Price Index ,,.rrent wholesale prices with prices for

the same items in the past. n. a kt of attention to this index
because it l)fte n forecasts futurc '-cre,., in retaii pric-s. increased wholesale
prices are later passed on to you, the nsumer.

3. The Gross National Product is the ..otal value of all goods and services
produced in the nation.

Effects of inflation
Inflation favors a few at the expense of man,,. In simple terms, inflation is a big

rip-off for many people right away, but if it is permitted to continue year after year,
eventually everyone loses. The following people are immediately affected:

The losers are:
1. Working people. Wage and salary increases are not usually enough to keep up

with pricc increases.

2. Retired people. These people exist on a fixed income either privat,
military, or social security pensions. Social Security benefits are periodically

raised, but never enough to match the cost of living.

3. People with savings. You may try to spend less than you earn to save for a
special purpose, such as a down payment on a car or a home, or a special
vacation. Your savings may be in the form of savings bonds, or it may be in the
bank in a savings account. Inflation can reduce the value of your savings. For
example, if you deposit $100 ir a bank and earn $5 interest at the end of the
year, you will have $105. But say that during that same year our nation was hit
by a 10% inflation. Your $100 now has a buying power of $90. Even adding your

$5 interest, ycu can only buy as much as $95 would have bought before
inflation. Therefore, you are $5 worse off than when you started.

4. Low-income people. People in this category lose during inflation because the
greater part of their wages and sal-ry have to be spent for things like food and
housing, which increase in cost during an inflationary period.

The inflation "winners" are:

1. People owing money. Inflation benefits people in debt. A 10-o inflation over a
period of time would mean that a person who borrowed $100 is able to pay the
loan back with dollars that have the purchasing power of only $90. However, it
would only work this way if the lender had not figured a cost or inflation into
his interest rate.
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2. Property owners. Owner; tll olo oce umgs, warehouses, apartment uildings,

and homes often appear to benefit from inflation in the short run. A homeowner
buys a house for S25,000. With inflation, the value of the home rises LI uicklv. A

few years later, he sells it for S40. '00, which would appear to be a profit of
1315,000. But what happens when he tries to buy a similar home? He discovers his

prntsit vanishes, because the other house sells for S40,000 also.

How can inflation be prevented or slowed? The ways most often used are listed
below.

1. The government has ways of reducing the money supply and making credit harder

to get. One way is to increase taxes on both individuals and businesses. People do

nct have as much money to spend, and businesses have less money for e_wansion.

The government also attempts to reduce its expenditures.

2. Business firms should try to produce enough goods to meet the demand for

them. They should not cut down production to keep prices up. They sl:ould
avoid buying up raw materials beyond their needs, because this raises the price of
these raw materials for everyone. Businesses that cooperate in slowing inflation
will not try to "make a profit" every time costs increase, but will be satisfied with

a reasonable profit.

3. Labor will try to get greater production from each employee and will not make
unreasonable wage demands in negotiations with industry.

4. Consumers can help by reducing unnecessary spending. When everyone buys to
keep ahead of rising prices, prices keep going up.

Deflation
We hear a lot about inflation, but some of us may not know about deflation.

Deflation is a fall in prices and income over a period of time. Our country has not
experienced deflation since r _riod of the Great Depression in the 1930's.

Although they are related, economic depression and deflation are not the same
thing, but they generally occur together. If for some reason business activities are reduced

sharply, causing prices to fall, and if it continues for several months, the rate of
unemployment will rise.

Deflation has its advantages. You can once again buy more with the money you
saved prior to inflation. However, deflation can reach a point where it will prove to be

harmful to business in general.
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ust as there ;Ire ways t.) ontrol uitit ion, there are inethods that different
grolys in l)1.11" Socicry USC to try to control deflation.

1. I'he government has ways of making credit easily available. This makes it possible
for business to borrow money easily and cheaply for new factories, machinery,
etc. The tzovernment may also decrease federal taxes so that peop!. have motu
income left to spend. The government itself will spend more, too, to stimulate
business.

2. Business will produce more goods and try to get people to buy more by offering
credit and ,o've: prices.

Consumer, ,,cAl spend t:leir mo; v to buy things that they need. Bargains are
often available.

For Discussion:

1. What is inflation? Deflation?

2. Explain the effects inflation has on retned people; low-income people; working
people.

3. Give the meanings for Consumer Price Index. Wholesale Price Index, and Gross
National Product.

4. Disct ss the ways that inflation may be halted or controlkd by (1) government, (2)
bu.:.;ness firms, and (3) consumers.

5. Discuss the ways the consumer can help control deflation?

6. How has inflation affected housing?
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Lesson 2 Planning Use of Your Income

What is income? It is the money earned by lPbor, business,or property. What will
determine your incume? The value plz :ed on what you do determines the amount of
money that you are paid. A highly skilled carpenter can sell his talents for a higher
income than a con-mon 1-tborer. Higher wages ise also paid -:rhere businesses compete for
workers with scarce talents and skills. Thus,. who have the ability to supervise and
organize the work of others are usually p'aced in mar:agerial positions and are paid higher

wages.
A family may earn a substantial inc me but may not know how to use that

income wisely. Each family must decide how to make the best choices for getting the
most from its income. We tend to raise our standarJs of living as our incomes increase.

Living within your income
A wise spender tries to get maximum benefit from his income. Not many of us

can say that we get all the things we want. Scinztimes we want things that we don't
really need. Just because your neighbor has a new car does not mean that you must have
one also when your old one is paid for and operates quite efficiently. Maybe your
neighbor can afford that new car because his income is greater than yours, or perhaps he
spends his money differently from you.
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The store manager knows that there are people who are impulsive buyers, and he prepares
for them. He simply places hard-to-resist items near the store entrance or at some other
conspicuous piak..c. Ate you One Of these persons that did not plan to buy, but are
tempted when yea see things attractively dislayed? Have you ever had an allowance at
the beginning of a week disappear long before the week is over? Living within your
income requires good money management. A bud,et helps you plan the usr .1 your

money. We will learn more about budgets in Lesson 3 of this unit.
In your study of life insurance, you discovered there was no one policy ti su

everyone's needs: this is true for good money management also. Experts can give
suggestions which y ot can adapt to your own needs. The following aspects of money
management should be considered: (1) substantial income, (2) wise spending, (3) proper
use of your purchases, (4) planned gifts and contributions, a:),1 (5) some sort of savings

program.

Substantial income
The good money manager plans to earn a substantial incoin- J-It will support

those who may be dependent upon him. During'your school years to,;.! ...ave worked

at some sort of part-time job. After you have finished your schooli,1:-.:, -ic, are ready for

full-time employment. You should be prepared to meet the qualificatic -. rcuyired for the

kind of job you are seeking.
Employers often require a minimum of a high school (.:ducat'o:i ior full time

employmem-, and for some iobs more training is required. Those who are mature, well
educated, and technically trained are most likely to be employed first.

Wise spending
Before you buy something, especially if it is an expensive item, ask youritlf these

questions:

1. Do I really need it? If so, why?
2. Is it worth the cost in terms of m-, l'ort to Larn the mow'y?

3. Is there a better use for the mon.-
4. Am I buying it to do as others to show Cf? to make someone envious? to

make myself feel important?

You will find that buying is simply a matter of making chCres. You must ch:...-,se
between wants and needs, between one product and another of the sant kind, and
between spending your money now or saving it.

There are not too many people who earn enough money to buy everything they
want without considering whether they are financially able to pay for it or not. Plannitr,

can help you get the most for your money. Wai:ch for special sales and bargair,;

advertised by all retail stores. Some sales are clearance sales to close out styles, models,
or items at the end of the season, while others are special goods brought in for the sale.
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At the ,inn,n!; of the season, style goods are at their highest prices. Prices will
go down as die season progresses or if sales are slow. A smart consumer avoids buying
merchandise tic do< s not need immediately. Of course. some of our foods are seasonal
and we cannnot defer our buying until prices fall. However, a person c i watch prices
and buy the kinds of foods that are being sold currently at reasonable prices.

Wm very sddom get something for nothing, etin :hough some things may appear
to he free. If you receive trading stamps or premiums the.: costs are included in the
prices you pay. Sometimes these stores may offer bargains in a few areas, but charge
more in other areas. Check before shopping to determine whether or not prices offered at
the trading stamp stores are really a savings.

In most of our conimunities, discount stor.s try to tompete with the larger
department stores. Thcy may carry household equipment, appliances, clothing, and even
food products. Many of their products are unknowr brands. Some may be good and
others may be of poor quality. Deliveries and iepair services are nc vlways available, and
in many cases, if available you pay extra for them. Ii you bliy from a discount store,
make sure you are getting good merchandise.

Proper use of your purchase
We often do not take care of the things we buy, even vhen we pay a lot of

money for something. Let's say you have an expensive new 10-i.^eed bike To show off
your new bike. you take it to the swimming pool and leave ir unlocked, and it gets stolen.

We could think of many other examples. Your textbooks ar ,. left in the rain or
lost, handled with unclean hands, or maliciously damaged. awnnic ,ers and other
materials are left out in all kinds of weather, allowing them to rust 'ai!'ire to lubricate
your car or make minor repairs on it when necessary shortens the car's life.

Planned gifts and contributions
Most people earning incomes consi.ler it a responsibility to .pport their churches,

reputable charities, and other worthwhile groups which depend on public contributions,
such as the volunteer fire department and rescue squat.: services.

You should plan your contributions, and give whatever you fee yo. c..i spare. Be

wary of unsolicited mail received from charitable organizations. Many of these
organizations are legitimate, but others are frauds. If you are not sare of the legitin,acy
of one of them, or if you do not want to contribute, either mark "Unsolicited

Return to Sender" and give it to the postman, or destroy it.
Prepare a list of special dates to remember for personal gifts, suc4 as mrthdays,

anniversaries, graduations, and other occasions. With such a list, you can plan in advance.

4:rtk
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Sayings pi.ugrarn

Evei-yone talks about saving, but few ever do ,mything about it. It is like making

a New YeAr's resolution, but never putting it into practice. Your best plan for savings is

to deve1:y a habit of saving regularly, no matter how small the amount. Establish one or

mor :. g(,als for saving, such as future education, marriage-i car, a vacation, or going into

business r ; ourself. Money sayrd will work for you by earning interest. Open a savings

x.count at your local bank, join a Christmas or Vacat;.on Club, or buy savings certificates

or savings h,,inds. Your place of employment may have a savings program offered through

a payroll deduction plan.
Putting your money under the mattress is old-fashioned and foolish. There it

works for iü one except burglars. Furthermore, if it is there, you will be tempted to
spend it more readily than if it were invested in a say'.ngs program.

For :),scussion:

. Wry is a carpenter paid more than an unskilled laborer?

2. Discuss the importance of a budget in living within your income.

3. Before purchasing an expensive item, what questions should you ask yourself?

4. What goals might you establish for saying money?
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Lesson 3 Money Management for the Family

Any person, no nutter how large or

small his income might be, must do some
financial planning if he wants to use his
money in the best way possible. Financial
planning will consist of budgeting, keeping
certain records, and providing for savings.

Budgeting

You would not attempt to drive a car
without some kind of steering mechanism on

it, so why spend your money without a
budget to guide you? What is a budget? A
budget is a definite plan for using available
money to obtain as many as possible of the

things we want. It will involve estimating
how much income is available that can be
spent or saved, and then planning expendi-
tures. Income includes not only what you receive in wages or salary, but earnings from

any other sources. Expenditures include all money spent and money saved. The following

are good points to remember wthen planning a budget.

2. Your spending habits may not change just because you begin a budget, but the
budget should help you make important adjustments.

3. You must plan your own budget; you cannot use strneone else's budget.
4. A good budget attempts to meet the needs and wishes of all members of the

family.

5. A good budget must be flexible.

Estimating available cash
The family budget should provide a space to indicate all cash available to be

spent. This includes actual cash on hand, cash in a checking acz:ount, income that is
expected, and any money that may have to be borrowed. Usually the savings which you
have put away for emergencies will not be included, unless you have plans for spending
any part of your savings.

9 0
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Only your net wages, or take-home pay, should be considered. Wages and salary
may be estimated for a year in advance by considering what they were in the past year
and by making any adjustment that you anticipate, such as raises.

Estimating expenditures

There are two kinds of expenditures fixed payments and variable payments.

Fixed payments

These expenses include large items such as rent or mortgage payments, insurance
premiums; real estate taxes, and installment payments. These are expenses which must be
paid regularly. If you are not prepared to pay these bills when they ..:Jme due, you could
find yourself in a lot of trouble. It is a good idea to spread out large expenses su that
one large payment will not have to be made at one time. For example, to pay a real
estate tax which is $240 twice a year, put aside S40 each month and you will easily meet
your semi-annual payments when due.

Variable expenses

After fixed expenses have been provided for, and after you have planned a savings
program if possible, your next step in planning the use of your income is to consider
those expenses that vary from day to day. What must you provide for in this part of
your budget? Well, eating is still a big fad in our day, so food is a large expense.
However, there are other areas in this part of the budget to be considered, such as
clothing, house furnishings, health and personal care, recreation and education, and gifts
and contributions. If there is to be any juggling it would have to be in this part of the
budget. Those expenses listed under fixed expenses do not. change.

Savings

Not everyone preparing a budget will provide for a savings program, but those
desiring security and independence will try to save regularly. What is the purpose of
saving money? People save for vaiious reasons, such as financial security, vacations,
education, travel, clothes, or emergencies. Who can anticipate unexpected expenses and
when they might occur? That little nest egg you planned for in your budget could be a
lifesaver for you or a family member.

Daily c2.sh record

When you are setting up a budget, you must have an idea of how you spend your
money. The most accurate way to determine this is by keeping a record for a period of
time of all money recciveu and all money spent. If you keep a daily record for a month,
you will have a clear picture of the way your money is spent, and you can draw up a
realistic budget that will work for you.
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Assets and liabilities
You have heard these two words used often, but what do they mean? Your assets

are what you own and your liabilities are your debts. A wise head of a household will
determine his net worth by making a chart or a statement of his assets a.c1 his liabilities.
Then, his .net worth is determined by subtracting the total liabilities from the total assets.

Using percentages in budgeting
You will find a knowledge of how to use percents is useful in preparing budgets,

figuring interest on loans, and for many other uses in our everyday lives.
At some time during your education in mathematics, you should have studied

percentages. But many of you may have forgotten what the word means, while others are
a little confused about it. Percent is easier to understand if you remember that is the
same as a fraction whose denominator is always 100. The percent sign is %. Percent
figures can be expressed as either a common fraction or as a decimal fraction.

Example:

Percent Common Fraction Decimal Fraction

3% 3/100 .03

6% 6/100 .06

9% 9/100 .09

15% 15/100 .15

In calculating percent, you change the percent figure to either a common fraction
or a decimal fraction.

Example:

4% of $300: $300 x 4/100 S12, or $300 x .04 = $12.

6% of $250: $250 x 6/100 S15, or $250 -7.06 = $15.

Sometimes it is easies: to convert the percentage to a fraction. The following are
some of the fractions most commonly used:

25% = 1/4 33 1/3% = 1/3 20% = 1/5 10% = 1/10

50% = 1/2 66 2/3%= 2/3 40%= 2/5 30% = 3/10
75%= 3/4 60%= 3/5 70% = 7 (10

80% = 4/5 90%= 9/10
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Practice Exercises

1. The annual interest earned on S1,800 is 7% at ABC Savings and Loan. Find the
amount of interest for a year.

2. A suit regularly sells for $80. It is on sale for 20% off. What is the sale price?

3. The Matthews family budget is based on S12,000 take-home pay. Find the dollars
spent or. each item.

Food 25% F-lousing 30%

Clothing 10% Transportation 12%

Savings 5T Local and State Taxes 10%

Insurance 4% Entertainment 4%

4. George Green agreed to contribute 10% of his weekly pay to the United Fund for
4 weeks. He earns S220 a week. What was the total amount of his contribution?

For Discussion:

1. What is a budget? Name the parts for a budget and explain each.

2. What is net income? What are deductions?

3. Explain why food and clothing are not required to be the first consideration in
preparing a budget.

4. In setting up a budget should the family use the net amount after taxes as the
amount for estimating savings and expenditures? Explain.

5. What is the daily cash record and what purpose does it serve?

6. Explain what is meant by assets and liabilities.

7. How does the head of a household determine his net worth?

8. Percent may be expressed in common and decimal fractions, Give the fractions for:

a. 33%, 3%, 5V-..670, 94%.
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UNIT V

OUR AMERICAN TAN SYSTEM

Lesson 1 History ol Taxation

if you had a regular job last sunmier or
if you work part time now, part of your
wages were withhehl for income tax pur-

poses. If you work, your income is subject
to taxes and probably will for the re,

mainder of your life. Taxation has become a
permanent part of our lives in America.

History of taxation
The books of the old Testament are

filled with references to taxes and tax col-
lectors. Payments then were made in flour,
meal, sheep, wine, or oil, rather than coins.

The Greeks and Romans hesitated to

levy direct taxes because they did not

want to alienate the citizens; however, they
did .tax conquered provinces. Rome also had
poll and inheritance taxes.

The first known taxes in England were land taxes, levied by size of holdings, the
beginnings of property taxes based on rental value. A quarrel between Parliament and
Charles I climaxed in civil war, mainly over taxes. The new Bill of Rights of 1689
proclaimed that no tax could be levied unless granted by Parliament.

Refusal to extend this privilege to the American colonies is believed to have 1:;een

a major cause of the American Revolution, and the reason behind the Boston Tea Party.
The colonists felt they were being taxed without representation.

The ratification of the Unit:d States %.,.pristitution in 1789 gave the new Federal

government taxing powers.
The Civil War greatly increased the costs of the government. To provide funds,

our first Federal income tax was levied. It was used as an emergency measure to finance

the Civil War. Many oppoxd it even while the war was going on. The income tax law was
repealed shortly after the Civil War, but in spite of all its criticism, it had been a great
assistance for finaming a costly war.

Our preseni: Federal income tax became law in 1913, stemming from the
sixteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
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For Discussion:

1 . Discuss the early forms of taxation.

1. How are our taxes different today?

3. When did our Federal income tax begin?
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Lesson 2 Levels and IGnds of Taxes

Expenses incurred by governments in
providing protection and services must be
paid. Therefore, federal, state and local
governments must have some plan for
raising funds to offset these expenses.
Taxation is that plan.

What is taxationT Taxation k the
compulsory contribution of money to a
government to provide services for the
common good. We help pay for these
services whether we use them or not.

Primarily. each American pays taxes
on three levels of' government federal,

state, and local.

1. Local and State taxation. Most of the government's expenditures are made for
schools, streets, social welfare, and maintenance of a police force and a fire
department. Tax rates vary in different towns, and so does th-e- quality of the
services provided. The major source of income for local governments is the

property tax, a tax levied on real estate. This tax is based on the assessed value of
the property.
Most of the exPenditures of the statc governtront are for education, social
welfare, and highways. Less important are expenditures for general government,
health, protection, debt redemption, economic development, and public utilities.
Some states pay a greater part of the cost of public education than others. Recent
court decisions in New Jersey and other states are expected to lead to more state
involvement in the cost of education in order to equalize educational

opportunities in all school districts. Sources of tax revenue for the state
government are usually income taxes, sales taxes, license fees, and highway tolls.

2. Federal taxation. The United States Constitution gives the government the power
to collect taxes. Most of the Federal tax funds are obtained from the Federal
personal and corporate income taxes. Other revenue sources are the Federal estate

tax, gift tax, excise taxes, and custom duties.
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the produi i 1 ,111 silqiihsit,a`. ktit the \, 11'(: passed on to the customers
through an increase in the retail prices. These taxcs roemble othe- ti.-ses that are
supposed to be direct, but which in practice becHaie indirect.

Tobacco and cigarette tax It you want to smoke. tr en you must pay the taxes
imposed on that pack of cigarettes. Tobacco products, mainly cigav.s.: s, are now

taxed in all 50 states. The tobaLco tax creates a valuable revenue, u. ting to
hundreds of millions of dollars annually.
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st: most of us arcpay JR' actl' hidden taxes, beca li

arc pa% ing For example, yon may pay a sales tax
a ;I, .;.t. Von are aware ot paving this tax, but you may not

rax in the selling price. Vie manufacturer has paid social
taxes, and no doubt sdes taxes on the raw materials that were

ctuH tin.. .et. Property taxes Wert: pail on the factory' in which the
,Also tvansportation costs have b.mi included in the selling price.

Ind tlicse include taxes that the railroid or trucking company has had to pay. And
,n and n. Although it is difficult to trae.c these taxes, hidden taxes are estimated to

lor pt.irccnt of every dollar of retail sales.

Pro:)erty taxes

pv,.Tert y tax is one levied primarily on real estate, land, or buildings, but in
inc placc ,. also on persmal property, such as car, furniture, and jewelry. Each

community establishes its own tax rate. The rate is usually a certain amount of dollars on
each S100 of ..ssessed valuation. In many places tne assessed valuations are not the true
market value. What a homeowner pays in property taxes is determined not only by the
tax rm.. but also by the way the property is assessed.

In c.,Jonial times. a man's total income and wealth may have all been connected
with real estate, so the effect of a tax on such property would have been the same as a
proportional tax on incomo. But today, the ability to pay cannot always be measured on
tlh.: basis of property owned.

Automobile taxes
Besides p;,vir Feder,d taxes on gasoline and tires, the automobile buyer must pay

a Federal manufacturer's tax, the amount dep;.inding upon the weight and dimensions of
the This tax is listed separately by dealers as part of the total cost. Owning an
automobile is becoming an expensive investment a fact which many low-income
families and teenage car owners are discovering.

For Discussion:

1. What are the thro,: government levels of taxation? Give examples of each.

2. Name some oi the excise taxes we pay.

3. What is meant by bidden taxes?

4. Explain how the amount of property :ax a hon,eowner pays is determined.
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Lesson 3 hufividual Income 'fax System

Computing inecure: tax returns would be
simple if all of us paid a flat percentage of
our dollar incomes. But we do not. The
Federal income tax is a prcNressive tax based
on the ability to pay. People V: i.d1 low in-

comes pay a smaller percentage of their
income in taxes than those with higher in-
comes.

Withholding wages for federal income taxes

Spring used to be an unhappy season for
the wage earner. Why would these people be
in an unhappy state of mind? You guessed
it. It .was income tax return time. They used
to have to inale a lump sum payment for
taxes on their last year's income, which had in most cases long been spent.

In 1944, Congress passed the Withholding Tax Law, or "pay as you go plan.-
Employers must deduct taxes from each employee's paycheck on each payday and send
these taxes to the Federal government. The amount withheld depends on the amount of
the employee's earnings and the number of dependents the employee has. This system is
also used by some states in collecting state income taxes. Each year, before April 15, all

persons subject to income tax must file an income tax return with the Federal

government.

Who must file a Federal tax return?
Although the Federal income tax applies to both the individual and business

firms, we will Loncern ourselves only with the individual.
Here are examples of individuals who must file a federal income tax return

according to the 1975 tax regulations: (1) single adults whose yearly incomes were
$2,350 or more; (2) single adults 65 years or older whose yearly incomes were $3,100 or
more; (3) married adults with incomes of $3,400 or more, and (4) self-employed people

whose yearly net incomes were $400 or more. You should check the current regulations
and instructions from the Internal Revenue Service for the year you are filing your tax
return. Your instructor should get copies of.current lax forms for you to examine.
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Form W -4
An inplovee subje..t to income tax withhoiCing fills out and returns to I6s/her

employer Form W 4 whic:i Indicates th, employee's marital status and the number of

withholding allowances claimed for dependents.
If you ;,nd your spouse both work, you mav divide your total allowance in any

manner vou wish. P,ut you may nut claim an .dlowan !. also (Iaimed by your spouse.

If you hold ',:wo jobs at die saint cline', an] claim all ;our withholding

allowances on the Form W filed with one employer, von should claim no allowances

on tlu: Form W 4 filed with the second employer.

Cash tips are considered income. If you receive tips of S20 or more in a calendar

month, you must report to your employer the total tips received, for income and social

security tax withholding purposes.
If von had no income tax liability for the past year and expect to have no tax

liability for the current year, you may apply for exemption from withholding tax. The

exemption apphes only to income tax and not to FICA (Social Security) tax.

Form W

This is a statement from your employer showing tile wages and other
compensation oaid you and the taxes withheld from your wages. If you worked for more

than one ,2niployer during the year, you should have a W-- 2 form fi orn each employer.

The emolc.ver sends one copy of this form to the Internal Revenue Service and

two copies to the employee. The employee sends one copy with his :ax return and keeps

one copy for his own records.

liow to file individual income tax returns
In recent years, the Internal Revenue Service has :ried to simplify the forms used

for filing individual income tax returns. One will admit that for many, the system is still

complicated. In most cases the Internal Revenue Service will mail you eithei Form 1040

or shorc form Form 1040A with instructions. Those who do not rcceive copies tb

C.-le mail may obtain copies from a bank, post office or the nearest Internal 1- auc

Office.
Which tax form should you use? You may use the short form, Form 1040A, if all

your income was from wages, salaries, tips, dividends, and interest, and if you use the
standard deduction allowed by the Internal Revenue Service. You should use Form 1040
if you itemize your deductions. Some of the expenses which may be deducted are: state

and local taxes, interest paid on loans and installment contracts, contributions to
churches and charities, and medical expenses if they are more than a certain percentage

of your income.
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If the amount of tax your employer Li withheld is more than the actual amount

owed, then the government will man you a refund check. If not enough tax has been
withheld, then you must pav the difference to the internal Revenue Service.

For Discussion:

1. Whv is the Federal income tax a prore.csic( tax?

2. How does the tax withholding system worl.-?

1. How do you go about filing Federal income tax return?
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LIKE sHoOTING BASKETS
LIKE r7ANCING-
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5'UPPOSEYoU MAKE A LITTLE Lfs5

NoW "LE LEARNING- A SKILL
...IN ORDER TO MAKE MORE
WHEN YoU HAVE A 5KILL LigER
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Lt.sull

UNIT Ni

PLANNING YOUR FUTURE

Living and Workine, in our Economy

When houid ,:tart thinking about your lite work? Preparing for the future is
g-r;ulual preey, which has been taking place since you entered the first grade. We arc

not talking .ibout the tr.nnin: y,m have recCived ri reidirie. writing, or arithmetic. We are

concerned with die glimpse, of pi ofessions, occupations, and business you have Obtained.

Take a closer look into vo.1 :Jture. N,:ur high school days may not be the end of your
education. as many of you ma% go on to college or to technical schools. Some of vc
may enter the military services and others vill seek employment.

It might be a wise decision for you to take stock of yourself. Just what sort of
person are eou? What do you like to do? Po you do wen in your studies? Which subjects
do You like? Are von punctual md what kind of attendance record do you have? What
are Your working motives?

Working motives

Perhaps the word -work- has meant nothing to you in the past. You have had
your food, clothing, skther. and spending money provided for you. This is the last year
of formal education for many of you, but what lies ahead? If you were asked the
question "Why do we work?'' you might consider it quite foolish, because it is obvious
that we work to supply the necessities of life. However, we find that there are other
reasons for working.

a. Personal satisfaction A person who enjoys his work has the energy and
in;tiative to do his job well. He is not bored with it, and his efforts give him
satisfaction. A craftsman is proud of the product he has made or of the skillful
repair he has performed. In this complicated business world of ours, workers are
sometimes a very small par of a large organization. However, each can gain
satisfaction from knowing that he has contributed to the ecnomic success of the

firm.

b. Recognition Everyone needs recognition, and this is something we can get from

working. Recognition on the job takes such f o rm s as praise from supervisors,

promotions, salary raises, and certificates of merit.

c. To be of service to others In this category are those people who perform a service
for others. Teachers, religious leaders, social workers, and nurses are some of the
people that s(ry, Ahers.
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u5E17 To UVEoN
THIS aLocK... LUKE
YOU N oT So LONG
AGo. GOT IT MADE

NOW...

LEARNED A SKILL
AND GOT A GOOD JOB.
I EARN G000 MONEY,

AND I'VE GOT RESPECT!!

THERE'S THE MRS.!
WE'RE ofsl A VACATION
TRIP... REAL BALL! wELL,
SEE Yoti AR0UNP!
MORE POWER TO

YOU!
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d. For security Eventually you will reach the age when your earning power will
either decrease or stop. You should make plans for independent old age. Social
security pensions are not enough. People in America are living longer, so the
period of retirement is longer. Elderly people, like anyone else, prefer to be
iridependent, to live where they want and go where they please and above all, to
do as they please. In order to do this, they must have sufficient income to be self

supporting.

Planning your career
Did you know that there are thousands of different kinds of jobs in the world?

Every day new ideas create more new jobs. Before you choose an occupation, you should
know something about the kinds of jobs you can choose from. There are five general
kinds of jobs: unskilled. lightly skilled, specially skilled, skilled, and professional.

Strength is needed for most unskilled jobs. The unskilled worker should be a
person who docs not get tired easily. Building laborers, warehousemen, longshoremen,
truck drivers' helpers, janitors, and household workers arc unskilled jobs. For the lightly
skilled jobs, you need some training. You are usually trained on the job. Office machine
operators, gasoline station attendants, sales clerks, receptionists, waitresses, and truck

drivers arc lightly skilled occupations.
Specially skilled occupat:ons require somc special ability or knowledge. You

usually go to a school especially established for these skills. Some specially skilled
occupations arc barbers, detectives, stenographers, and photographers. Much training is
required for the skilled occupations. For some of these jobs you must have a high school

education, while in others, vou need a college education or technical training.

For Discussion:

I. Name and discuss 4 reasons for working besides earning enough money to buy the

things we need.

2. Which of these reasons is most important to you?

3. What are the differences in training requirements for thc following kinds of jobs:

unskilled, lightly skilled, specially skilled, skilled, and professional?
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Lesson 2

Why you must know yourself
Before you can know yourself,

you have to be yourself. The

trouble is most of us try to be

somebody else. Take your home,
for example. Does your kid brother
like to prtcnd he is the most popu-
lar gunslinger on television? You,
too, may have had idols that you
ried to be like. Perhaps you try to

be like the most popular person at
your school.

Try to be yourself. Being your-
self does not mean following every
mood and whim that enters your
hcad. It mcans that you must de-
cide things thoughtfully for your-
self, so that you do not blindly

follow the crowd. Many parcnts
want thcir children to follow in their footsteps
same career. Sometimes this is the right things to
know yourself to makc wise decisions.

Fiuding Out About Yourself

go to the same schools and enter the
do and sometimes it is not. You must

What do you really want to do?
Practically everyone begins with an immediate w.-Jit. It may be the want of an

athlete to run the mile faster than anyone else. Or it may be the dcsirc of an attractive
girl to buy a new gown for a prom. Supposc thcsc people are granted their wishes. After
the runner has set a rccord and thin attractive girl has become the "belle of the ball,"
each would want something e'. .fter that something else.

Most people move '-'01" .vant to anothcr without ever realizing that what
they really wish for is o rhing rn. :e basic. A much more fundamental and basic want
is to follow onc's You ci-In only do this by preparing yourself for work for
which you are best fittc you most want to do.
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What kind of work .,./kild

Peril Ars Livt: 111:. .li known then what I know now, 1

would ha,..T taken and su, h a A, iH 1LALLC I/1 tOt hi C ObOdV CNpects VOli to

have had many oe;.upatH.al V01 do LOX an opportunity now to learn

somethinz, abour different o,,.no... as. Yo,: learn trom books. flints, school projects,

or visits to a faCt0:-V of office.

When opportunities like Like place, what captures your attention and
interest? The sei,tjti & toLa opets ura,. appeal to you; or the idea of working

inside an office because your interests lie in the areas of management. If you become
awarc of your interests. you will begin to find out what sort of work you like to do.

What are you looking for?
There are sonic peoplc .,,ho judge success entirely in terms of money. Usually

they arc the ones who are willing to take great risks and make sacrifices for personal
gains. Others are more interested in job security. They are often found in government
jobs or in a secure job in a large corporation. There are others who are more interested in
prestige than in high salaries. They are satisfied with the publicity, title, or respect that
goes along with certain positions. The type of success that you should seek will depend

on what you arc looking for in your career.

Do you have the ability to do the work?
Be completely honest with yourself in answering this question. Select a job that

will challenge your mental ability, hut not one that requires an ability you do not
possess. If the job requirements are too simple, the job will soon become routine and
boring.

Perhaps you had better take a good look at your school grades for an indication
of what you can do. Did you work hard to get by, or did you get good grades easily in
tough academic subjects when you studied? If you are in the former group yr.0 may have
a mind that would do better in some field other than the professions. B; struggling, you
have learned the value of persistence and can stick to a task. You might do well in shop.
If you arc in the latter group, you are fortunate if you have learned good habits of study
and work. You will have to concentrate if you are to succeed in any profession.

What sort of personality do you have?
What is meant when you say, "She has a pleasing personality?" There is no easy

way to define the word "personality." Personality consists of those qualities that make
an impression upon others. This impression is based largely on three qualities:

appearance, voice, and behavior. These impressions may be favorable or unfavorable. You
should attempt to eliminate those qualities that make unfavorable impressions and
strengthen those that create favorable impressions.
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Impressions are influen your posture, andced by your appearance vow

your groomin vou wear clothes :ippropriate for the occa,ion? Are they clean and

pressed? How do you st,uoi and walk?
With the increased use of telephoi):!s, television, radio, and public addrss systems,

we have become more conscious of voice and speech. A pleasing voice is an asset on the

. and ki personal life. A key requirement in most occupations today is being able to
communicate. You must lw able to express yourself. You can cultivate a good voice, but
it is of little value if You are careless in the use of lanpage.

Although attractive appearances and pleasant voices bring about favorable

impressions, such impressions can be erased by improper behavior. The following qualities

are especially iniporrant.

1. Be honest Nobody can be considered completely honest if he is honest in most
thiin, but dishonest in little things that he believes may nor harm anyone.

2. Be cooperative A football team would get nowhere without the cooperation of
all eleven players. You may find a few jobs where one person can do everything
by himself, but teamwork is usually the key to success in the office, in the store,
or in the factory, as well as in sports.

3. Be dependable you keep promises? Are you punctual for classes and
engagements or are you constantly tardy? Do you finish the jobs that you agreed

to do? What do you do if you cannot keep appointments?

4. Be thoughtful Are you considerate of other people's feelings? Try to help those

less fortunate than yourself. Show interest in the activities of others and
congratulate them on their achievements. Be a good loser and avoid being
involved in idle gossip. Your problems are enough for you to handle without
being involved with those of others.

5. Use good manners Good manners always add to your business success and
social popularity. Knowing what to do and how to do things right makes you feel
at ease and avoids embarrassment.

Your personality is your complete self your physical being, your grooming,
clothing, cleanliness, speech, and behavior. You are in complete command of
these qualities, and only you can decide to become the kind of personality you
want to be. Remember that while you are young you can change many of your

personal qualities. Undesirable habits can be corrected, new interests can be
developed, and mistakes can bc remedied.
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For Discussion:

1. How can you learn about different occupations?

o?2. What things should you consider when deciding what kind of v i want to d

3. What are some characteristics that make a good imprey.ion on others

1 0
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NEW JOBS ARE
OPENING UP ALL
THE TIME...THE
THING IS TO FIND
ouT WHERE THE
50E35 ARE... AND HoW
TO MAKE CONTACT!

1 LOOK 'NG ON YouR oWN
READ THE WANT AD5...
you cAN EVEN PuT IN
AN AD YoURSELF.

I SAW THE
3b13 Po5TED0N
THE SCHOOL

BULLETIN
Ii BOARD, SIR...

-You cAN CALL DIREcTLy
oN COMPANIES oR
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.

HEY, ISTHE PoST
OF FICE SoVERNMENT
oR BIG. BUSINESS ?

No
MATTER

IF YoU APPLy By LETTER,
KEEP rr BusiNessLIKE AND
SHORT... ASK A SKI LLEP
POR5ON To HELP YoU

I'LL TYPE IT FO

PERSoN5 wITH PARTIcULAR
SKILLS col CREATE Joss.

11

0

Ter LET'S START
., WE'LL

OuR OWN COMPANY! NEED SOME
WE'RE GOOD cAPITAL To

MECHANICALLY! irAR-rwrn4.
lc"
11 ri

Ft

You...So IT'LL
MAKE A GOOD
IMPRESSION.

k
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YOU'VE GOT 2- 13ASIC
WAYS OF TAKING ACTION:
IGO OUT AND LOOK ON
YOUR OWN OR CREATE

V`v A JOB YOURSELF.
ZGET PROFESSIONAL

1 FROM AN
EMPLOYMENT AGENcy.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

THE EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY GUIDES YOU,

ADVISES you, AND HELPS
you LAND THAT :roe...YOU
GET PROFEssIoNfr L HELP.

Ti4E REPUTABLE
AGEN cY HAS A
GooD STANDING
IN THE comMUNrrY..
1115 WELL KNOWN

To EMPLOYERS!

AS YouR
REPRESENTATNE

THEY GET oN TOP OF
THE JoB MARKET FOR

YoU-- LIKE FINDING
WHERE THE JOBS
ARE...WHO NEEDS
WHAT AND HoW
MUCH EACH
SKILL PAYS.
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Private employment services are in business to make a profit, and they charge a
fee for their services. For some jobs, the employer will pay the fee for the job-seeker if
he is hired, but usually it is the job-seeker who must pay. The fee is usually a percentage
of the salary earned for the first month or several months. A check should be made with
the Better Business Bureau or the Chamber of Commerce before using some employment

agencies because not all of them are trustworthy..

Fow to apply for a job
\Whenever an employer has a job t, filL hc sually must select the best person for

the job from a number of applicants. itg of ,pplicants in large businesses is done

by J personnel director.
Hiring procedures differ with difii-Pn- employers. However, common hiring

procedures include the use of application blanks, tests,letters of application, resumes,
and interviews.

Application blanks
The purpose of an application blank is to sc-.1, information about an applicant

for a position. Most application blanks require th individual to give his name, age,

address, list of references, and other information about education, previous employment,

or other qualifications. This information is used by the employer to decide if an
applicant is worthy of further consideration for employment.

Fill in the sample application blanks on the following pages.
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TODAY'S DATE Form 248

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

MONTH

DAY

YEAR

Name
In Full

Phone

Address
If R.F.D. or P.O. Bo.. Gvo Street or Road Name)

Social
Security #

Number
of Dependents

(Include self)

Married 0 Single 7 Date of Birth: Month Day . Year

Birth idace . Citizen 0 Naturalized 0 When Naturalized

In Case of
Name Date Entered U. S.

AccidentNotify Address. .

EDUCATION

Height

Weight

Feet Inches

Lbs.

Elementary Yrs Color of Hair Color of Eyes
High School Yrs.

College Yrs. Physical Handicap

Correspondence
Eye. or Bus. School

0
0

Glasses Yes 0 No 0

Other
Relatives Working Here ?

Give Names

PREVIOUS EMPLOYERS

POSITION FROM TO

2

3

4

REASON LEFT WAGES

References:

,,

Interviewed by:

The Above Must Cover a Period of 5 Years or More)
(Alto Sereic Record, if tiny.)

I

1 08

Address

Address

Address

Signature of Applicant



Social Security No

Name of Applic.ant

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

!Last Name)

Present Address
Street nd No.

Telephone No.

In whose home and address

Date

First Name

City or Town

If None give nearest Phone

Date of Birth Place of Birth

Weight Height

Citizen of what country

19

Middle Name

State

Years in State In What County

Firia Paper, Second Paper,

Married Single Widow (er) Divorce S-parated

No. Children No of other dependents

Education

Home Life: Owns Buying Rents Boards

Trade (if any) llnion Independent

Kind of work de:iref:

Qua lifii ot .r Prience

Alternat tA

With Yes
Parents No

Are you related to any Director, Officer or Employee of this Company or any of its Affiliated Corn-

panies?
it So, Give Details/

Have you had any serio..:; illness or injury within the past five years

(If so, give full details)

Have you any physical Defects or infirmities?.
So, (.lve Details)

Are you willing to submit to a regular physical examination by this Company's Physician if required to

to do so

Have you ever, or are you now receiving (rom a former employer compensation in any form for partial

disability

Date Employed 1)(1)1. As
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Name and Address of Present Employer.

Date of Employment From To

Heiition for desiring change

PREVIOUS EMPLOYERS

FROM !: \ 1 A DI )HEY-: OF EMPLOYER POSITION RATE OF PAY

2.

3.

4.

Remarks

Jihrr n I. 1111 Nellie)

REASON
FOR LEAVING

(Mother's Full Malden Name)

If registered with U. S. Employment Service, give No. of registration card .

In 4, of Serious Illness or Accident Notify Name

Relatives or Frienos Employed !fere

Relatives or Friends Employed Here

Name of beneficiary
or beneficiaries

Lem t..Lims

Address of beneficiary
or beneficaries

Relationship of beneficiary or
Beneficiaries to undersigned employee

Sorrt

. .

Phone Relative or Friend

Firm Middle

Whkh

-- Age

Which

city State

In consideration of my employment, I agree that if at any time I shall make claim against the Company
ior personal injuries, I will submit to examination by a physician or physicians of the Company's selection, as
often as may be requested, and upon refusal or failure to do so, the claim shall be deemed waived, or if legal
action has been taken by me, the same shall abate.

If the company carries or shall carry iw,',-ance under an employee's compensation law, I agree in case of
injury, to accept said insurance and waive all ion for damages.

belief.
I hereby certify that the above questions have been answered by me to the best of my knowledge and

Pet mitmentird by Nme of Apphcant



Tests

Tests arc frequently used by businesses, government departments, and

employment agencies to measure special skills required on certain jobs, such as typing
and shorthand. other types of tests are used to measure an applicant's interest in an
occupation, his personality, or his aptitudes. The use of thest aptitude tests has declined

in recenr years. People generally do not like to take such tests, and the validity of the
results is questionable.

Letters of appl:cation
Letter. of application usually include such information as a person's age,

education, work experience, list of references, and special qualifications for the job. In
some cases emphasis is placid on how carefully the letter is prepared. A carelessly written

letter may cause the employer to judge the applicant as a careless worker.Your. letter
will usually compete with others; it is your representative. Take a look at the sample
letter of application for the proper format.

For Discussion:

1. Name at least four possible sources of help when you are looking for a job.

2. What is an employment agency?

3. What information is usually included in a letter of application?

4. Compose a Icrter of application for a job which you think might be of interest to
you.
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SAMPLE

Personnel Manager
industrial Electronics
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903

Dear Sir:

24 Prosper Street
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
January 16, 19

This letter is in reply to your ad in Wednesday's paper asking
for an experienced salesman of electrical supplies and equipment.

I have been in the selllng business for the past six years.
Before I was employed at my first job I went to New Brunswick High
School for two and one-half years, and then transferred to Middlesex
County Vocational and Technical High School. At the latter school
I took a course in Industrial Electricity. Because of this,I
feel I know what I am selling. After attending high sclhool I alao

took a two-year course in salesmanship, which I completed vury
satisfactorily.

I am 25 years old, single, and am free to travel. I intend to
make selling my career, for as you can see I've been in the selling
business for a good number of years and like my work.

I am using the following people as references:

Dr. Joseph F. Frank
175 Livingston Avenue
New Brunswick, N. J.

New Brunswick Electric Supply Co.
30 George Street
New Brunswick, N. J.

My phone number is 257-3831. I would appreciate an interview
at your convenience.

Yourstruly,

Cte-41G Adi-4111441.01.t.)

Alex Simpson
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Lesson 4 The Resume

What is a resume? The resume is a brief
summary of your background which is sup-
posed to .create a desire on the part of a
firm or individual to want to see you per-
sonally. However, an effective resume plays
a greater role. Even after you have been
interviewed, the chances are that your re-
sume will read again, by the individual
who saw y as well as by other people in
the organization. A good resume will keg)
selling you throughout the interview and ne-
gotiation process.

Importance of a good resume
In writirm your re!.ume, try to be brief, but do not omit important or essential

information. Most pe managers prefer one or two pages for resumes. The length of
yours will depend on your particular situation. The number of copies needed will depend

on the position you arc seeking.
Your background, education, and experience determine the order in your resume.

Highlight the factors that are particularly relevant to the job. Your resume should be easy
to read. Remember that a personnel manager probably reads resumes for hour after hour
each day, and if yours is concise and correct you will stand a better chance of having
your message remembered.

Grammar in the resume is choppy, and sentences are incomplete. Of course, you
can only use this style of writing in resumes and never in the formal letter of
introduction or application. The sample resume is to be used only as a guide. You will
individualize it according to your particular needs. If you follow it for general style,
form, and content, you should produce a well-written resume.

Try to avoid having your resume look dull and uninteresting. Develop a resume
that is alive and interesting; and above all, that sells you to the reader without him being
aware of the sale.

Selection of data
Include all the facts you need to cover the necessary information. Organize and

present your data as briefly and clearly as you can to take full advantage of the suggested
resume patterns. Pretend you are the personnel manager who has to read many resumes
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and interview many applicants daily; you will find brevity and clearness are important. Be
carJul not to tell a better story than the actual facts warrant, one you could not support
in face-to-face discussion of your qualifications. Avoid the temptations of trying to make
your resume do more for you than it can.

Format and paper size

1. Name and address: Start by writing your name and address and telephone
number as shown in th, -aimples. Let your name stand out by leaving spaces
between your name ard-

2. Occupational objective: ,hould be a clearly worded statement of what you
are looking for in a job. It is important that you express yourself exactly here, or
you might find yourself in a position which, although it fits your qualifications,
does not satisfy your abilities. You may find yourself pointed in the wrong
direction. Your overall objective may be generally stated, but the specific points
in which you are interested must be stated precisely.

3. Education: Detailed information about your education is useful and important.
Begin with your most advanced grade. Though you may not possess a college
degree, list the various schools you have attended, as well as courses of study and
any special training.

4. Experience: List your former positions and give as much information as
possible about your qualifications and length of time in those positions. List as
"primary gains" valuable experiences achieved from your training or previous
work.

5. Personal data: The general tendency is to give personal data on the line after
the name and address. Some personnel managers find that standard information
(marital status, height, weight, health and appearance) limits their knowledge of
you. Many prefer more extensive facts at the end of the resume, while others pass
over these data because they attach more importance to your experience,
education, and capabilities. Where you place this information is optional; but it

is recommended that you place it at the end.

1 2,0
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Address (StreeQ

Objective

RESUME FORMAT

NAME

Telephone Number & Area Code City qe, Zip

Write your goal for the future and include how tiR position you are
looking for with this company or industry fits into your goal.

Education Include all formal education and spec:al training that you have had,
particularly any training that might help you in the position you are
apply ing for.

Practical List all jobs that you have had, beginning with your last job and working
Experience back. Include the dates of all jobs.

Other facts of your community activities, hobbies, speaking abilities, and any
other things that might make the employer think favorably of you.

Personal data Birth date ... Marital status, number of children ... height . . weight ...
condition of health.
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12 Edgewood Road

Objective

Education

Jane A. Smith

201-765-1234 Smalltown, New Jersey 02345

Position as beautician in a beauty salon. Future goal is owner Or
in riager of a beauty salon.

(;raduated 1974 Burlington County Vocational-Technical High School,
Mount Holly, New Jersey. Took Hairdressing course and related courses.

Passed State examination.

Experience June 1975 Dec. 1976 Betty's Beauty Salon, Smalltown. N.J.

Beautician

Hobbies

Community

Jan. June 1974 Charm Beauty Salon, Smalltown, N.J.
Part-time job as shampoo girl and receptionist.

Sewing, bowling

Member of Rescue Squad, Sinalltown. Solicit contributions for Heart
Fund and March of Dimes. Teach Sunday School at Reformed Church,
Middletown, N. J.

Personal data Birth date September 24, 1956
Marital status Single

Height 5'5"

Weight 118 lbs.

Health Excellent
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What to avoid in a lehtlille

1. Nevet sent! 3 carbon ,.op\ otIr t CUHIL ti, An cnIpli\ Cr.

2. Never use abbreviations, especially die term -etc.- Anything important enough ti
be sh.,uld be spelled out

3. Do ti..t go into nim h (letail ab..ut w of k lJ iw ti,p level "I empl,,, mem.

4. It is best not to state the salary you desire. Some authorities suggest you find out
about the company's level of salary before Your interview. Save your discussion of

salary for the interview. A high salary asked on your resume may harm your
eliances of getting an interview at all.

5. Do Hot limit yourself to area, salan., or position desired without considering

which of these is the most important to you; or if any are 're important than a
chance for advancement. Make a decision on which of these you would be willing

to sacririce.

6. K now beforehand whether vou will accept a stepdown in authority anti

responsibility. Do not expect to start at or near the top. In business, time is
needed to prove your ability, and no matter how good you are or think vou are,
you just do not start at the top. Remember, von will only be paid for what you

can contribute.

The length of a resume
There are no definite rules ov. ;he length of your resume. If your history is short

because your education or experience i limited, one page is sufficient. When you have a
lengthy history of background and experience, you can use either two or three pages, but

never more than three, Remember employers seldom have ti7tie o rea more than

three pages, and if you write more, they might miss sornet' :riportant wink trying to

cover all that you have included.
In short, your resume should be long enough to tell the employer all that he

should know, but short enough to avoid all trivia. Use this suggestion as a rule of thumb:

one page for applicants with little experience, such as recent high school or college
graduates: two pages for applicants with up to ten years experience: and three pages for

professional people and executives with long years of experience.

For Discussion:

1. What is the importance of a good resume?

2. What information is included in a resume?

3. What determines the length of your resume? Do you think t he longer it is, the

better impression it will make?

4. Using the format shown on page 115 make out a resume for yourself.
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Lesson 5 The Job Interview

'The personal interview may be your most important application of oral
communication, for your career may depend upon your success in selling y )urself during

this interyiew. The employment interview is also one of the best examples of total
communication because it is in the interview that the job applicant reveals whether or
not he possesses the communication skills required in the position for which he is

applying.

Preparing for the interview
The employment interview can be one of the most important events in a person's

experience, because the 20 or 30 minutes spent with the interviewer may determine the
entire future course of one's life.

Interviewers are amazed at the number of applicants who drift into job interviews
without any apparent preparation and with only the vaguest idea of what they are going

to say. Their manner says, "Well, here we are." And often that is the end of it in more
ways than one. Others, even though they may not intend to do so, create an impression

of indifference by acting too casually. At the other extreme, a few applicants work
themselves into such a state of mind that when they arrive they seem to be in the last

stages of nervous fright and are only able to answer in monosyllables.

You can avoid these marks of inexperience by knowing a little of what actually is

expected of you and by making a few simple preparations before the interview.

The time and place
Find out the exact place and time of the interview. This may sound too basic to

mention, but it is an unfortunate applicant who assumes that the interview is to be held

in a certain place and then discovers at the last minute that the interview is somewhere

else. Do not leave it to your memory; write the time and the full name and address of

the company down and keep the notation with you. Be sure to have your interviewer's

full name, and find out how to pronounce it if it looks difficult. Above all, be sure to be

on time, because late arrival for a job interview is almost never considered excusable.

Research
Do some research on the company interviewing you. It will be helpful to know

what its products or services are, where its plants are, where any other offices or stores

are located, what its growth has been, and how its prospects look for the future. Think
about questions that you might wish to ask before you go to the interview. Take a pencil

and some note paper with you. Keep them out of sight unless you are asked to take

something down. You also should take a few notes mentally and jot them down on your

note paper immediately after you leave the interview.
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Personal appearance
The essentials of ,:atness .!:,d cleanliness when appearing for an interview scarcely

need be mentioned. The clothing you wear to the interview should bt: neat, clean,
comfortable, and appropriate. Remember, you are job hunting and not going to a party.
As the inierviewer talks to you, he will notice such details as nails, teeth, make-up, and
hair. A full eight hours of sleep the night before will contribute to your fresh, alert
appearance. In simple terms, any detail of appearanc and dress that attracts
unfavorable attention will count against you. A trained interviewer knows that there is a
direct relationship between personal habits and work habits sloppy appearance, sloppy

work: neat appearance, neat work.

You can rehearse your role for a play, but you cannot rehearse your role in an
upcoming interview because you do not know what cues will be given to you. Your
best guide is to rely on your own courtesy and good sense. The following are a few
tips which may help you:

Relax

It is normal for people to be nervous during an interview. ExperienCed

interviewers expect a certain amount of nervousness, but try to avoid doing things
which might make your nervousness more obvious. If you do not know where to put
your hands, leave them in your lap and keep them still. The interviewer is there to
hire people, not to trip them up or embarrass them.

Your manners
Good manners are often taken for granted, but any lapse or omission is noticed

immediately. Practice common courtesy and etiquette.
1. Be on time Not only is it rude to be tardy for an appointment but it may

make the interviewer wonder whether you as an employee would also be late to
work often. He might also conclude that you do not really want the job since
you are late. Rushing to arrive on time will leave you breathless, so get an early
start, to allow time for unexpected delays.

2. Meet the unexpected with poise, tact, and humor If the interviewer is not
ready to see you, take a seat and ozcupy yourself while you are waiting. Never
make the mistake of saying, "But Mr. Jones told me that he would see me at nine
o'clock."
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Follow the lead of the interviewer Remember, you are his guest. Shake hands if

he offers to do so, and grasp his hand firmly. A limp handshake indicates
weakncss. Wait for an invitation before seating yourself. It is the host's privilege

to seat you where and when he wishes.

4. Ex:libit tact and graciousness in your conversation Listen carefully. Do not

interrupt, even if the interviewer is long-winded and you think of something you

wish to tell him right away. Follow his conversation leads and show him that you

understand the implications of what he says. Do not bore him with long nonsense

conversations.

Equal employment rights
Federal and state laws state that a person cannot be denied employment

because of race, religion, color, or national origin. Federal law and some state laws
also prohibit discrimination because of sex. If you think you have been discriminated

against for any of these reasons, you should contact the Equal Employment

Opportunity Office in Washington or your state Di-ision on Civil Rights.

For Discussion:

1. What preparations should you make for a personal interview?

2. Why is your personal appearance important?

3. Name some rules for good manners during an interview.
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UNIT VII

USING CREDIT WISELY

Lesson 1 Kinds of Credit Available

The majority of business in the United
States is done on the basis of trust. Con-
sumers find it convenient to buy on credit,
and many firms find it profitable to pro-
vide it. Credit is so popular today that
some firms would be forced out of busi-
ness if they did not offer credit service.
Businessmen themselves frequently borrow
money with which to buy goods and

services in order to offer credit to their
own customers. It is quite common for the
retailer to buy on credit from the whole-
saler and for the wholesaler to buy on
credit from the manufacturer. Credit, then,
is very important to us and has become a
major part of the American way of life.

Consumer credit
The term refers to

that are paid within five

personal needs and wants
credit used by businesses.

Consumer credit is

debts for goods and services for personal and family use
years or less. This type of credit is used to satisfy our

. Consumer credit usually involves smaller sums than the

more widely used today than ever before. There are many
forms of credit. Consumers use gas and electricity in their homes and are later billed
for the amount they use. This is a form of credit. Imagine the inconvenience of
paying every day for the gas and electricity used, to say nothing of the cost to the
utility companies. People also obtain credit from milk companies and from the boy
who delivers the daily newspaper. One of the most widely-used forms of credit is the
charge account at retail stores. Practically everyone uses some kind of credit. In fact,
new forms of credit are constantly being devised.

During recent years, merchants, banks, and other credit institutions have come
to recognize the fact that, when the economy is sound, it is profitable to extend
consumer credit. Some esti,,).' es indicate that two-thirds of all Americans have had
occasion to tif irr, many forms.
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Our economy is based on the exchange of money. Most people are dependent
on a cash income. If a person's supply of money is cut off for a short time, he finds
it difficult to get food ;Ind shelter ;Ind the other necessities Of life. When we
encounter Anancial difficulties, credit becomes a necessity.

However. many people do not use credit only in emergencies. Our modern
technology has made more goods available to more people than ever before. Items
such as automobiles, refrigerators, and television sets are too expensive to be paid for
out of one paycheck, so many consumers, counting on future paychecks, borrow
money or take out Mstallment contracts in order to enjoy the many goods and
services that are available to them. ''Buy now, pay later" has become a common way
to acquire the things we want and need. Merchants are willing to wait for the cash
payment when the economy is sound and there is plenty of cash in circulation.

Types and sources of consumer credit
A consumer can obtain credit in many different ways. Many stores will transfer

title to goods in return for a promise to pay the full purchase price at a later date. At
other times. a consumer agrees to pay part of the purchase price each month until the
total purchase price and carrying charges have been paid. Some people will borrow
money from a finance company and pay the store cash.

Open-account credit
Merchandise is sold by many businesses on open account or charge account.

When you make a purchase, you simply say, "Charge it, please." Title to the goods
passes to you immediately, and the store accepts your promise to pay at a later date.
No notes, written contracts, or other written obligations to pay are involved in

open-account credit. However, you are required to sign the sales slip to indicate that
you have purchased the merchandise.

You will be sent a bill once a month. The trend among department stores
today is to allow thirty days in which to pay bills. Generally there is no special charge
for this credit service, but a charge will be added if the customer does not pay within
the period allowed for payment.

Open-account credit is granted not only by retail stores, but sometimes by
doctors, dentists, television repair firms, plumbers, and other professional pecple and
service Arms. Charge accouhts are an informal kind of credit, scarcely more than a
"gentleman's agreement," depending mostly on the businessman's confidence in his

customers. An honorable person will live up to the agreement and keep his credit
standing good.
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Revolving credit accounts
Many stores have introduced a type of charge account that offers limited credit

to the consumer. Under this system, the maximum amount that may bc owed to the
store at any one time is determined at the time the account is opened. For example,
if your specified credit level is $120, you may charge goods up to a cost of S120 and
pay for purchases over a six- to twelve-month period. Each month a certain portion of

.the total amount is due and must be paid to keep the account in good standing. New
purchases may be charged to the account at any time as long as the total amount
owed does not exceed the established maximum of $120. This helps to prevent the
consumer from charging more than he can comfortably repay. A monthly service
charge (interest) of 1 to 11/2 percent of the unpaid balance is charged. This monthly
rate of interest can be misleading, however. The Truth in Lending Law requires lenders
to disclose annual as well as monthly interest charges on revolving accounts. For
example, a 11/2% monthly charge is really 18% per year.

Credit cards
Credit cards are widely used in place of cash. Many people carry more than

one credit card. There are three kinds of credit cards single-purpose cards, travel and

entertainment cards, and bank cards.
Sine le-purpose credit cards are issued by a firm for use only in buying from

that firm. They are most often issued by department stores, oil companies, and other
retail businesses. There is no charge for this type of credit card, and usually revolving
credit is available a's well as open-account credit.

Travel and entertainment cards are popular with businessmen and those who
travel a great deal. American Express, Diner Club, and Carte Blanche are some of the
better-known cards of this type. These cards enable the cardholder to charge purchases
at participating businesses throughout the country and even in foreign countries. They
are used mostly for hotels and restaurants, but often they may be used in retail stores
as well. The cardholder pays an annual fee for this type of card.

Bank credit cards are issued by banks and can be used at any participating
business retail stores, restaurants, or hotels. There is no charge for these cards, and
they may be used either as open-account or revolving credit. Bank Americard and
Master Charge are two of the major bank cards.

To protect the credit card user, the Fair Credit Billing Act gives three principal
rights:

1. The right to get your bill on time. A creditor cannot charge you any finance
charges unless the bill is mailed to you at least 14 days before payment is due.

I 3 Z.
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2. Protection against billing errors. If you write a creditor about an incorrect bill,
the company must acknowledge your complaint within 30 days and must
resolve the dispute within 90 days.

3. Protection against being charged for defective merchandise. If the store where
you bought the merchandise will not replace or repair it, you may inform the
cre'clit card company of the problem and withhold payment until the dispute is
settled.

Advantages of cash payments
Some people insist on paying cash for everything they buy. They say there are

good reasons for doing so.

1. You can do a better job of shopping. You are not restricted to the stores where
you have accounts. If an article or price at one store does not please you, you
can go elsewhere. You can save money and have a wider choice of goods.

2. Merchants sometimes give discounts to customers who pay cash.

3. Stores that do not have the high billing and collection expenses involved in
offering credit can frequ-mtly afford to sell goods at lower prices. If you shop at
these stores, you often can save money.

4. You are not tempted to overbuy.

5. You have a bigger margin of safety. Some people get into tight situations when
sickness or other emergencies arise. They have overstretched their credit and there
is no reserve left. They might even lose some things they have partly paid for. A
person who has no debts can use credit as an emergency cushion.

Advantages of credit accounts
If you keep your credit under control with a sensible budget, it has its own

advantages.

1. You establish your credit by using it well. The person with a consistent record of
charging and paying will get credit more easily in an emergency than the person
who has always paid cash.

2. Credit is convenient. You do not have to carry large sums of money with you or run
up banking costs by writing many checks. If you see an attractive article
advertised, you can order it by telephone. Monthly bills and the checks in
payment make recordkeeping easy.
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3. You may get better service. Stores try to please their credit customers. You are
identified as a regular customer. Often you are given advance notice of sales,
which gives you a chance to select from the full stock.

4. You are not limited to the cash you have at the moment. You can take advantage

of sales even though you do not have enough cash at the time.

5. Credit is a pay-as-you-use plan. You can buy an item and enjoy using it while you

are paying for it.

For Discussion:

1. What is meant by consumer credit? What are some of the kinds of consumer credit

we use?

2. What are the two basic kinds of charge accounts, and how do they differ?

3. Name and discuss the three kinds of credit cards.

4. How do you think the use of credit has affected our lives and the economy?

5. What are °the advantages of using credit and of using cash?
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Lesson 2 Opening a Charge Account

In small communities, merchants may
know many of their patrons well enough
to give them credit without asking ques-
tions. However, it is usually necessary to
apply for credit from a firm by fdling out
an application blank and submitting it to
the credit department. Often the process
can be done by mail, but sometimes the
customer must be interviewed by-a member
of the firm's credit department.

The information requested on the appli-
cation blank helps the credit department
decide whether or not the applicant is a

good credit risk. Application blanks differ, but most ask the prospective charge cus-
tomer to list his name and .address, the name and address of his employcr, the nature
of his job, how long he has been working at his present job, the name and address of
his bank, and the name and address of several references.

When a customer applies for credit and is asked to fill out a form, he should
not become annoyed or attempt to evade questions. Remember, tbe merchant is not
trying to pry into your affairs. You are asking him to take a risk; therefore, he has
the right to receive adequate information on which to base his decision.

Upon approval of your application for credit, you will probably be issued a
credit card or charge plate, which usually contains the account number and space for
your signature. It should be presented each time a purchase is made. You will be
asked to sign the sales slip. The salesman will compare your signature with the one on
the card or plate. It is very important that you guard against loss or theft of all credit
cards and that you report any loss immediately to the firm issuing the card.

The credit bureau
Many firms are members of a credit bureau. This credit bureau furnishes its

members information on credit applicants, and the members report to the bureau on
the standing of their own credit customers. If you fail to pay your bills at Store A,
you will find Store B wary of you; on the other hand, if you pay your bills promptly,
you will find it easy to establish credit at other stores.
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These bureaus exchange information not only among local businesses, but with
those of other cities as well. Merchants are charged for this service, and the more data
required, the higher the cost.

The three C's of credit
Extending credit is like lending money. It always in';olves some risks. Many

business firms have failed because they had thousands of d, the books" that
they could not collect.

The businessman must take care to grant credit only to persons who can and
will pay with reasonable promptness. At the time you request credit, he will consider
you in the 1it o: the three C's of credit: capital, capacity, and character.

Capital: What is your net worth? Net worth equals assets (home, auto, bonds,
furni:ure) minus liabilities (notes, mortgages, unpaid bills).

Capacity: What is your income or earning power? Do you have steady

employment? Will you have money to pay the bill when it is due?

Character: Do you meet your obligations? How good is your word? If your
word is good, a merchant may stretch a point in your favor, even though you do not
have a large income.

The merchant is frequently on the spot with respect to credit. Refusing to
grant credit may cause him to lose a sale. If he cracks down on a slow payer, he may
offend a person who would otherwise be a steady customer. Sometimes he may be too
lenient either for his own good or for the good of his customers, who may be
encouraged to form bad habits.

Return of merchandise by customers is another headache for the merchant.
Everyone occasionally has to realm goods that are unsatisfactory, but some custoniers
order many items, intending to keep only one and return the rest. A recent survey
revealed that the average medium-size department store is forced to handle 80,000
returns each year, at a cost of about a dollar apiece.

All the blame does not rest on the customers. Some stores push sales by urging
people to use their credit. This often causes customers to spend recklessly, buying
more than they can actually pay for. All of these practices tehd to raise the cost of
selling goods and consequ,mtly the cost of the goods themselves. Often liberal credit
terms attract enough business to offset the expense of offering credit. Extra service
entails ex:r.i costs, and credit is no exception. However, many customers feel that the
service is w what it costs.
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For Discussion:

1. When you apply for a charge account, how does the merchant decide whether or
not to let you open !he account?

2. if you don't p. your bills on time at one store, how will your credit standing be
affected at , stores?

3. What are the three Cs of credit?
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Lesson 3 Installment Buying

Most people cannot afford to pav cash
for items such as an automobile, a stove, a
refrigerator, or a television set. Instead of
saving our money till we have enough to
pay cash, most of us use these items while
we arc paying for them. This method is
known as installment buying.

Installment buying is very popular in
the United States. Some reports indicate

that one-third of all retail sales are made
on the installment plan. Approximately

two-thirds of all automobiles and more
than half of all household appliances are

sold by this method. This kind of credit
blossomed around the time of World War I;
and today it is an established practice in our country.

I-low does installment credit operate?
There are basically three major differences between open-account credit and

installment credit.

1. A finance charge and perhaps other special charges are added to the price of
goods purchased on the installment plan.

2. A formal contract is involved in installment buying. This contract usually
requires the buyer to make a down payment and then pay a set amount each
week or month for a specified length of time. While the buyer may have the
right to use an article while paying for it, he does not hold title until he
completes the payments.

3. Installment credit is usually extended for a longer period than most charge
accounts. Payments can be spread over a period of time ranging from three
months (90 days) to several years.

Cost of installment credit
As a sensible buyer, you will not expect credit to be free. You must realize

that you are getting the usc of goods as you pay for them; and you must be willing
to pay a fair price for this advantage. Customers who buy on the installment plan
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must pay interest charges to cover the additional costs that the merchant incurs when
he c.xtends this type of credit. Charges will vary, but they must always cover three
kinds of costs: pure interest, insurance against estimated losses, and administrative
expenses.

Pure interest
What is pure interest? it is the interest payment without any other charges

added, such as a carrying charge or insurance coverage. The man who extends $100 of
installment credit foi a year could be using the money in other ways. Although you
can enjoy that color television set while you arc pax.111, for it, you must also realize
that you are paying extra for that privilege. The pa'y :s of interest could be used
for other things had you saved and paid cash for the item.

Insurance against estimated losses
There is always some chance that a debtor cannot or will not pay. A lender

will refuse to grant credit if he thinks the risk is too great. However, even though he
makes a careful selection of risks, he must expect some losses from bad debts or some
extra expetle.-s in collecting from those who have not made their payments.

Administrative expenses
Operating an installment program involves the expenses of credit investigation,

legal assistance, bookkeeping, billing, and collection. These extra charges or expenses
are figured in your payments.

Is installment crcdit worth the cost?
Now that you understand the c.peration of the installment plan and the costs it

involves, you might ask yourself,"Is it good business to use installment credit?" That
question is the subject of endless discussion. Listed below are a few advantages and
disadvantages of installment credit.

Advantages:
It enables you to use goods while you pay for them.

Your standard of living might be raised. Through the installment plan you
can buy a car which otherwise might have been impossible to obtain.

If you arc under contract to make payments, you will manage to make
them instead of wasting the money on something else,

It can help people get a start in life.
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Disadvantages:

Installment credit reduces your total buying power because you will pay
more for the things you buy.

You may be tempted to overbuy because the payments look so easy. Too
much of your annual income could be tied up in installment payments
unless you plan carefully.

The margin of safety is sacrificd. If a person's income is reduced or if an

unexpected large expense arises, he may not be able to meet his financial
obligations. He could end up losing the goods and the money he has
already invested in them.

Habits of thrift can be destroyed. Many people believe they cannot save

money, but will manage to make installment payments for the same
amount of money. If a person learned to budget, he could purchase things
by paying cash and thus save money in the long run.

The sales contract
Make sure that you understand all terms and conditions in an installment

contract. Take your time and never sign a blank agreement. Avoid the salesman who is
always in a big hurry. Reliable creditors will carefully help you understand that what you
are signing is a contract with definite provisions that are legally enforceable. The contract
is usually in the form of a chattel mortgage or a conditional sales contract.

Conditional sales contract
Under a conditional sales contract, you are given possession of the goods, but not

ownership. Title to the goods (actual ownership) will pass to you only when you have
made your last payment and fulfilled all of your obligations. Failure to live up to your
part of the contract could result in having your goods repossessed. The conditional sales
contract is becoming the basic form of installment contract.

Chattel Mortgage

Another way sometimes used when buying large goods on cre4it is to give the
seller a mortgage on the goods. The buyer is given title to the goods, which become the
security for the loan. If the buyer cannot pay the loan, the goods will be sold at a
sherifPs sale and the money turned over to the original seller.

Another way
Just as the buyer tries to get the very best price for the car or other item he is

buying, he/she should try to get the lowest interest rate. Rather than sign a conditional
sales contract or a chattel mortgage, the buyer should look into the possibility of
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borrowing money from a bank or credit union and paying cash for the car. The buyer
may save a large amount of money over the life of the loan that way. It is always worth

a try.

Penalties
Most contracts describe penalties for nonpaynlent or late payment. A merchant,

like any other businessman, depends on community goodwill and does not usually take
drastic steps if a buyer happertl to be a day or so late with a payment. However, terms as
expressed in the contract can "be enforced exactly as specified. Therefore, it is wise to
know what the terms are before you sign anything.

Wage assignment
Many people never read the fine print of any papers that they sign. This is a bad

habit. Often included in the fine print is the provision for a wage assignment. Unde.r this

provision, the borrower's employer may be forced to deduct payments from the
borrower's paycheck.

Employers do not like to do this, and sometimes they have fired employees
whose problems were referred to them under such an agreement.

Garnishment
Garnishment proceedings involve court action against the delinquent debtor and in

many instances result in a court order to the employer to pay some part of an
employee's wages to his creditor. You can be assured that your job ma.. be endangered if
your lender goes so far as to haul you into court.

For Discussion:

1. How does installment credit differ from a charge account?

2. What are the extra costs involved in installment credit?

3. Give 4 advantages and 4 disadvantages of installment credit.

4. What is a chattel mortgage? What is a conditional sales contract?
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Lesson 4 Borrowing Mo ne y

Have you ever borrowed money
from a friend? You may have had to

borrow on your next week's allow-
ance because you were short of cash
for your prom. When you had to
rcpay the money, you may have
been sorry you ever borrowed it.

Consumers borrow money to pay
for goods and services such as

houses, automobiles, household appli-
ances, and hospital bills. Loans may
be obtained from many different
sources, such as banks, credit unions,
consumer finance companies, in-
surance companies, savings and loan companies, or some unions. All of these
organizations make a business of lending money. They are willing to loan money to
customers who can give satisfactory evidence that they will repay the amount borrowed.
These organizations make a profit by requiring borrowers to pay interest or other charges
for their services.

Promissory notes

When you borrow money, you are usually required to give your written promise
to repay it at a definite time. This is known as a promissory note. It may be in letter
form or it may be written on any piece of paper provided that it contains the necessary
information. Basically a promissory note includes the following information:

Date note is issued.
Principal amount borrowed.
Time days of months until note should be paid.
Payee one to whom the note is payable.
Interest Rate rate paid for the use of the money.
Date of Maturity date on which note is due.
Maker one who makes the payment.
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Need of security fur a loan
If the lender is to remain in business, he must have some assurance that each loan

will be repaid. The person wit:, excellent credit rating may be able to borrow on his
signature alone. This is known as a character loan. Sometimes signatures of two people
(called cosigners) are required on a loan. Both pi omise to pay on the due date. If the
original debtor does not pay, then the cosigner must pay.

Sometimes you might have to offer some form of security. If you own an
automobile, a home, furniture, or other items of value, you might be able to offer one of
them as security for a loan. In this case, you would give the lender a mortgage, listing the
property on which the loan is made. What is a mortgage? A mortgage is a legal paper
signed by you, the borrower, giving the lender a claim against property of yours in case
the principal or the interest or both are not paid.

In the event that you have no property to offer as security, you may sign an
agreement that g;./es the lender a right to collect part of your wages if the loan is not
paid when due. If you have to depend upon your salary for a living, this type of an
agreement could work a great hardship on you.

You may not have enough property or a good enough credit standing to make a
loan by yourself. In cases like this, you may ask a friend or a relative who has property
or good credit standing to endorse (co-sign) the note. He is then responsible for payment
of the note if you do not pay.

Interest paid on money borrowed
You pay a certain amount of money for the use of the money you borrow. This

is known as interest. If you have money in a savings account in the bank, the bank will
pay you intercst for the use of your money. However, on the other hand, if you borrow
money from the bank, you are required to pay int rest. The amount of interest depends
on how much money you borrow, the amount of time for which it is borrowed, and the
rate of interest charged. One important thing to i -umber is that the amount of interest
that you receive for your savings is always lower than the rate of interest paid by you for
borrowing money.

Terms and interest rates vdry and banks ..dly offer different types of loans.
Banks will offer some clients loans un short-t, unsecured notes on a simple interest
basis (figured by multiplying the princir 1. ,..s th,.. annual rate of interest times the loan
period or time).The loan is repaid it, a single payment.

Most bank loans, however, arc made on the installment method. The borrower
pays back a certain amount each month, and the interest is calculated on the unpaid
balance.
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Getting a loan
People borrow money for periods of time ranging from a few days up to a few

years. These are known as short term and intermediate-term loans. Loans for the
purchase of real estate are classified as long-term loans. Let us take a closer look at the
places you might go to obtain a loan.

The bank .

Most of die small loans made to consumers are made by commercial,industrial,

and savings banks. Commc.ial banks are among the most common sources for personal
loans because of the favorable interest rates. Loans are made for such purposes as buying

an automobile, appliances, or furniture; and even for financing medical and hospital bills,

home repairs and modernization, or charge account purchases at stores that cooperate in

a credit-bank plan.
Terms and interest rates can vary from bank to bank, so it may be worthwhile to

visit several banks to find the best deal. Interest rates also vary according to the type of

loan. In an unsecured loan, the borrower simply signs a contract agreeing to repay the
loan according to the specified terms. A secured loan carries a lower interest rate, because
the borrower pledges or turns over to the lender some kind of property called collateral
which has a value equal to the amount of the loan. This can be in the form of stocks,
bonds, automobile, or other personal property. The lender has a claim on this p4.operty

until the loan is paid.
Short-term notes are loans made for a short period of time (usually 3 months).

They are repaid all at one time rather than on an installment basis. The interest rates are
usually quite favorable.

Savings and loan associations
A savings and loan association is a term generally applied to an institution

organized for the purpose of accepting savings depwits from individuals. Sometimes these

institutions are called building and loan associations, cooperative banks, building

associations, homestead associations, and savings associations. All savings and loan

:izions make mortgage loans. Many also grant home-improvement loans, personal

loan: amt loans for education.

LA,: ;limn ,ee compr,nies
nyLept for term insurance, life insurance policies build up a cash value as

ruH:ns are paid year after year. The policyholder may borrow from his insurance
company up to the cash or loan value of his policy. You will find a table of loan values

at the end of each year on your policy.
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You can usually get the lowest rate of interest by borrowing from your insuiance
company. There is no credit investigation required. The company has no control over
how the money will be used by you. Your loan 1. ay be short or long term. In case of
death before the loan is repaid, the amount of the loan plus accumulated interest will be
deducted from the death benefits. When you borrow on your .life insurance, your
insurance protection is reduced by the amount of the loan because the loan is deducted
bcforc the amount of the insurance is paid.

Consumer finance companies

If you arc a television watcher, no doubt you have seen commercials for finance
companies. What arc consumer finance companies? They arc small loan companies that
specialize in making small loans. They will often lend money to people who might be
considered poor risks by other institutions. But they also charge higher interest rates, so
it is wise to try to borrow money from other lenders first.

Credit unions
A credit union is a cooperative organization of people who agree to pool their

savings and make loans available only to members at a low interest rate. The members of
a credit union are usually people who work for the same employer or members of the
same church, labor union, or fraternal order. There are more than 23,000 credit unions
and over 20 million members in the United States. Thcy arc chartered either under federal
or state laws.

Funds for a credit union arc obtained by selling ownership shares to the members.
Personnel who direct the business afcairs of the credit union arc elected by the members.
Each member has one vote regardless of the number of shares that he holds in the
organization.

Monies that are collected through the sale of shares arc usually loaned to
members. Excess funds may be invested in loans to other credit unions or in government
securities. A loan to a member may be made for any purpose that is considered to bc a
benefit to the borrower.

Dividends paid by credit unions, like those of savings and loan associations, arc
usually higher than the interest paid by savings banks. Since dividends are not guaranteed,
they can be paid only if they arc earned. The amount of the dividcmd depends to a
considerable extent upon the skill of those who manage the affairs of the credit union.
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For Discussion:

1. Name 4 sources of loans.

2. What is a promissory note?

3. Why are interest rates usually lower on secured loans?

4. What is the advantage of borrowing money on your life insurance policy?

5. Why should you borrow from consumer finance companies only as a last resort?
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UNIT VIII

BANKS AND BANKING SERVICES

Lesson 1 Kinds of Banks

Banks perform many services for us. We all know that banks help you save your
money in a safe place, but this is not the only way banks help people. Some of the ways
a bank can be of service to you are;

a. Checking accounts

b. Savings accounts

c. Safe deposit box
d. Travelers checks

e. Loans

f. Christmas savings clubs

g. Vacation savings clubs
h. Savings bonds

i. Money orders

There are different kinds of banks. The three main classification are commercial
banks, industrial banks, and savings banks.
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Commercial bank
A commercial bank is one which is owned by its stockholders, who elect a board

of directors to manage the bank's operations. Today many of the commercial bails
identify themselves as -full service" banks because they offer numerous financial services
to their customers checking accounts, safe-deposit boxes, loans, savings accounts, and
others.

Industrial bank
The industrial bank is a stock company owned and controlled by stockholders

who invest money in the business. This special type of institution is permitted to make
only certain types of loans, and they are usually small ones. They accept deposits in
savings accounts and often sell investment certificates, which are the same as

time-deposits in the commercial bank.

Savings bank

A savings bank is an organization that accepts savings deposits on which interest is
paid to depositors. These banks may be stock companies (owned by stockholders) or
mutual companies (owned by depositors). In addition to savings accounts, these banks
make mortgage loans. In some stotes they may also offer hocking accounts.

Economic functions and services of banks
When a bank is organized, the owners invest money in the bank and become

stockholders. Individuals, businesses, and other institutions deposit their money in banks
for safekee lg. Some deposit their money for savings purposes so that they can earn
interest, while others deposit money so that they ma), write checks to pay their bills.

This money is then available foi the bank to lend or to invest. The bank charges
interest on loans and earns an income on its investments. From these two sources of
income, the bank is able to pay for its various expenses of operation, pay interest on
savings deposits, and pay a profit to stockholders if there is any profit.

Businesses and individuals are helped by banks through the borrowing of money.
A business may borrow from a bank in order to buy merchandise to sell so that the
business may make a profit on the merchandise. Individuals may borrow from a bank to
buy a home or other property.

For Discussion:

1. What are the three kinds of banks?

2. What services does each perform?

3. When you deposit money in the bank, what does the bank do with your money?
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Lesson 2 Checking Accounts

Banks accept money deposits from businesses and individuals and pay out this
money when the depositors write checks on the deposit. This service is called a checking

account, and the deposits in a checking account are called demand deposits. The deposits

are so called because the bank must pay out the money whenever the depositor demands

or orders it to do so. This demand is in the form of a check, which is a written order by
which you direct the bank to pay a certain amount of money to another person. The

check writer is known as the drawer and the person to whom the check is p.,yable is

called the payee. The bank on which the check is drawn is called the drawee.

Advantages of a checking account
The advantages of a checking account are numerous. Some of them are:

1. Eliminates need to carry large amounts of cash.
2. A personal check is a convenient way to pay bills.
3. Usually, it is more economical to pay bills by check through the mails than to make a

trip to the places where accounts are to be paid.
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4. Check stubs and cancelled checks provide a record of expenditures, deposits, and
bank balances.

5. Money in a checking account is safe from theft or loss.
6. A cancelled check is proof of payment and serves as a receipt.
7. A checking account may help to enhance your personal business standing well

as serve as a reference.

Disadvantages of a checking ;Account

In the abo.,e paragraph, we discussed some of the advantages of a checking
account. Let us turn the coin over and look at the disadvantages.

1. Identification: In order to cash checks, additional identification is usually

required, such as a driver's license.

2. Some people and businesses will not accept checks as payment.
3. Usually there are scrvice charges made on a checking account.
4. Maintaining poor records can cause your account to be overdrawn.

Choosing a bank
When selecting a bank in which to open a checking account, you should consider:

1. What types of accounts arc available?
a. Regular account. With this type of account, no fees are charged as long as you
maintain a specificed minimum balance. If you write many checks each month,
this type may be the best choice.

b. Special account. Recommended for those writing only a few checks per
month. A fee is charged for each check written.

2. Vtr service fees will be charged?
a. Check purchase fees. Some banks provide their depositors with checks at no
charge. However, if you want your name and address printed on them, your bank
may deduct the check purchase from your account.

b. Checking fee. This can vary depending upon the bank. Some charge a
per-cherk fee if the account is not maintained at a specific amount. Others may
charge 10 or 12 cents per cancelled check. Today, to entice more people to use
their services, many banks arc advertising free checking privileges.

c. Non-sufficient fund fees. When a check is presented to the bank for payment
and your account does not have funds to cover it, the bank will assess your
account. The check is not processed.
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d. Overdrawn fees. the bank decides to process the check MICR there axe no
funds to cover it, the bank will again assess your account. The decision to process
the check is based upon the record and reputation of the account.

3. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).
You will want to know whether the bank is covered by FDIC, which insures
deposits up to S40,000 on each account.

4. Convenience. If possible ,t should select a conveniently located bank with hours
of business that to make transactions in person. Is there a night
depository or c -ating 24 hours a dav?

Opening the account
Persons of any age may opei a checking account. Some banks may request the

signature of a parent or guardian for a minor. After selecting the bank of your choice,
you may open one of the following accounts: joint, individual, or co-signature.

1. Joint /V_,...unt: Two or more sIgli,ttures are placed on the signature cards,
allowing one other person besides you to write checks against your account. In
the event of an emergency the other person can withdraw money for you. In the
event of death, the other person can withdraw money without having to go

through probate.

joint accounts should always be stated:
James Monroe or Mary Monroe,

never

James Monroe and Mary Monroe

since and requires both signatures on each check while or allows either person to

sign a check.

2. Individual Account: Provides for yol. and only you to write checks on your
account. Therefore, only one signaturc yours will appear on the signature

cards.

3. Co-signature Account: Requires two or more signatures on each check before the
check will clear the bank. The number of required signatures is indicated on the
signature card. Businesses and organizations often use this type of account.

The signature card
Fill in the ignature cards as indicated by the bank personnel: your name, address,

telephone number, and the signature of all persons authorized to write checks against the

account. The signature cards are the bank's primary reference for confirming the check

signature of the drawer. These cards require the exact signature of each person who will
be permitted to write checks.
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John's nickname is jack. When he orned his account, he signcd his name John
R. Miller. Whenever he signs a check, he : :sr sign his name John, never Jack. If he
happens to sign the mime jack, the bank wouk, ,ibably refuse payment of the check.

Writing a check

Fill in the stub or regis,2r as applicable (depending upon the type of checks you
oldered). (See page 15C) I, there has been a deposit between this check and the last one,
be sure that i,. is added in. Alio, if there have been any errors or bank fees since the last
chect- was written, be sure to subtract them. Prevent errors by doublechecking all
addition lnd subtraction.

Always use ink to write your checks to prevent someone from changing the
payee's name or the amount of the check. The bank has the right to refuse payment cm"
check written with pencil.

Pre-numbered checks are offered by all banks. Generally your accoun, number is
printed in MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) at the bottom of ...le check for
machine reading. In the event your checks arc not pre-numbered, numb-r all of them
when starting a new book. By using this procedure, you can be sure you have recorded
all of the checks you have written.

Date all of the checks you write. Fill' in the correct name of the person or
business being paid. Show the amount of each check in numerals, being certain to start
close to the dollar sign to prevent the insertion of any additional numbers. As a rule of
thumb, always make the cent numerals smaller than the dollar numerals.

Write out the dollar amount of the check in words starting at the extreme left,
once again preventing any additioual words from being written in. Change is always
written as a fraction after the dollars have been spelled out; fill in the space after the
fraction with a line extending to the word "Dollars". Make certain the numeral and the
written amount of the check are the same. If there is a discrepancy, the bank will honor
the written amount.

'The signature is always the final step in writing a check. Never sign a check until
the payee and the amount sections have be.2.. completed. This prevents someone else
from writing in his own name or filling in the amount in a different sum. Use the
signature rec',rded on your signature card at your bank. In the event that you should
make a mistake while writing a check, do not attempt to erase. Write "void" on it and
leave it in your checkbook. This way you will know what happened to that check
number for your records.
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Deposits

When depositing money, whether it be cash or checks, always doublecheck all
figures. The following procedure should be used by you when making a deposit:

1. Fill in all necessary information, such as name, address, and date. Your bank may
furnish you personalized deposit slips, thus eliminating the requirement for name
add addrcss.

2. Count all monies carefully and accurately. If the deposit slip shows "Silver and
Currency," remember:

a. Silver refers to coin money.

b. Currency refcrs to parer .ioney.

3. Record the ABA (American Bankers Association) number on the deposit ticket
older the check section and write in the correct amount of each check.

4. ;1 you decide to withhold some cash out of deposit, show the amount on
the "Less Cash" line and subtract it from t ub-total" to show the "Total
Deposit".

Record your deposit immediately after completing the deposit. If you enter the
deposit in your checkbook before the actual deposit, you may forget to deposit the
money and overspend your account. If needed, you can use the box on the back of your
slip to list checks being deposited.

Yoba NAME
ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

DATE: 19. I.6 S ...
.1 o14 ir re. aelNa.

CASH RECEIVED BY:

MAIN OFFICE
YOUR BANK

ANYTOWN, U.S.A. 12345

CASH S

C
H
E

C

TOTAI. FROM
OTHE ft SIDE

SUB -TOTAL

LESS CASH

TOTAL DEPOSIT

SAMPLE

I: 2 31.o. SG ?al: 90 Len 2 3 LI Sul Go'
CHECKING ACCOUNT DEPOSIT TICKET

Willa/MAC
A001110.4l 11$11.101$1
IMMO VIVIAI NUl
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Endorsements
You have been instructed how to open an account, make deposits, and write

checks. Now it is important for you to learn the correct methods for endorsing a check.
An endorsement is your signature on the back of the check, to transfer ownership of the
check to another person. There are two types of endorsements blank endorsement and

restrictive .en dorsemen t.

1. The I/tank endorsement is a signature only. Such
an endorsement would permit any person to cash the check
if it were lost or stolen. Never use this endorsement until
you are ready to cash or deposit the check.

2. A restrictive endorsement limits the use of the check to
Ci2/00:1-th- a specific purpose. A signature below the words -For De-

tY/Yrj:k posit Only" is the most used form of restrictive endorse-
ment. This indicates that you will be der iting all or part
of the check into your account. The restrictive endorse-
ment is the best endorsement to use whenever depositing a
check, whether in person or by mail.

3. A special endorsement transfers ownership to a
specific person, who is called the endorsee. You write "Pay
to the order of" that person. He must then endorse (sign)
the check in order to cash it.

94117.1-'

9e3P-m.

4. If a check has been made out to you with your name
misspelled, endorse the check exactly as your name appears
on the face (misspelled), then write the correct spelling
below.

Overdrafts
Overdraft means a negative balance in your checking account. This happens when

you write a check for more money than you have in your account. The bank might
accept the check; such an account is called "overdrawn." The bank might refuse payment
of the check and return the check to the payee; such an account is termed

"non-sufficienr funds."
I
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Stopping payment on a check
It might become necessary, at some time in your lives, to stop payment on a

check which you have written. This means you will inform your bank to refuse payment
for a specific check if it has not been presented for payment already. The bank will
"attempt" to stop payment, however, it will not guarantee to do so. There is usually a
charge for stopping payment.

Reasons for stopping payment might include:

1. Loss of written check in the mail or by the payee.
2. Discovery of fraud on the part of the payee.
3. Lack of compliance by the payee.
4. Neglect of the payee to deposit the check after a reasonable time.
5. A double payment by you.
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TO IX)

1. You have a balance of S201.25 in your checkbook. Enter this amount on the register
page.

Write a check using the following information: check #234, today's date, to General
Motor., in the amount of S110.61, for auto payment.

3. Enter the information about this check on the register page. What is your new
balance?

REGISTER
PACE

SAMPLE
CHECK

END STUB CHECKS POCKET REGISTER

PLEASE BE SURE TO DEDUCT ANY PER CHECK CHARGES OR SERVICE CHARGES THAT MAY APPLY TO YOUR ACCOUNT

CHECK
NO

DATE CMCCP DRAWN OR DEPOSITS MADE

f f
AMOUNT

Or CPI(CK

I)
°wit
.:

i+ )
AMOUNT

Or DEPOSoT

BALANCE

/0 POI

!
,0 ICA

!
I0 FOS

2

To roll

NAME AND ADDRESS
OF ACCOUNT HOLDER

BANK NUMBER ASSIGNED
BY AMERICAN BANKERS ASSN.

FEDERAL
RESERVE
NUMBER

YoUR NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

1)ORDER OF
AY
TO THE

19_

234

00-567S/1234

DOLLARS

MAIN OFFICE
YOUR BANK

ANYTOWN, U.S.A. 12345

YON

SAMPLE

r L 2 3 Lou ? 90 L..231,511,6" 23L,

FEDERAL
RESERVE
AREA

II600000 L LI L610

CITY LENGTH OF BANK OUR CHECK AMOUNT OF CHECK
TIME IN DAYS NUMBER ACCOUNT NUMBER ENCODED DURING
TO CLEAR CHECK NUMBER CANCELLATION
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For Discussion;

1. What is a checking i.ecount? What are the advantai:,es of having onc?

2. How would you decide whether to open a regular checking account or a special
chcck.ing account?

3. Define the following:
a. joint account
b. individual account

c. cu- signature account

4. What information is entered on the stub or register?

5. What should vou do if you make a mii.take while writing a check?

6. Explain the purpose of an endorsement.
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Lesson 3 Saving Money

Wc all approve of thc idea of saving for
the futurc, but sometimes we have so little
to save that saving hardly seems worthwhile.
However, small amounts saved regularly can
grow into important sums. Savings accounts
can bc opened in savings banks or in thc
savings departments of other banks.

Opening a savings account

The steps to be taken in opening a sav-
ings account in a bank arc similar to
those followed in opcning a checking

account. You fill out a signature card, makc
a deposit, and receive a savings passbook.
When you make a deposit, you fill out a
deposit slip and present it with the savings passbook and the deposit to the bank clerk,
who enters the amount in the passbook. If you forget your passbook, thc clerk will take
the deposit and issue you a receipt for it. The entry is then made in the book by the
bank clerk upon presentation of the book and receipt at a later date.

The savings passbook shows deposits and withdrawals madc by the depositor, the
interest carned, and the balance in the account.

.01

Making withdrawals

In most states you cannot write checks to pay money to someone from a savings
account. You must withdraw thc money 7uurself. To do this you must fill out a
withdrawal slip. Present this form along with your passbook to the bank clerk.

In the event that you lose your passbook, notify your bank immediately.You will
bc issucd a duplicate. Before the duplicate is issued the bank will require you to
complete and sign certain forms for the protection of the bank.

Some banks require a 30-day notice of an intention to withdraw money from a
savings account, particularly for large amounts, but usually they will permit smaller
withdrawals at any time.

Savings banks

These banks, like the savings departmcnt of a commercial bank, accept for deposit
the savings of individuals. Many savings banks also perform other services such as renting
safe-deposit boxes, operating school savings programs and selling savings-bank life
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insurance. Some savinTs banks are expanding their services to i.iclu.
Legislation was introduced in the mid-1970's to permit all types or'
to offer checking accounts and to pay interest on them.

Savings through investments

Dunrg World War II, many Americans began investing their monq ir. wat bonds.
Now these bonds are called savings bonds. Buyers of bonds receivc $25 for everv S18.75
they invest, provided they wait until the maturity date of the bonds. A first the
maturity date was ten years. As of 1976, the maturity date was five years and ten
months from their date of issue. The United States Savings Bonds, Series E, as they are
now called, can be purchased at the following prices:

Face

Value
Cost or
Issue Price

S 25 S 18.75
50 37.50
75 56.25

100 75.00
200 150.00
500 375.00

1,000 750.00

Besides federal government bonds, there are bonds issued by states, counties,
cities, school districts, villages, townships, and other government agencies. These are
called municipal bonds.

Any governmental unit that issues a bond is required by law to maL provisions
to pay interest and to pay the debt when it becomes due. The money for interest
payments and debt retirement usually comes from taxation.

Interest earned on municipal bonds is exempt from federal income taxes. For that
reason, many people like to buy municipal bonds even though they may not be quite so
safe as federal or state bonds. Because most governmental bonds are considered safe
investments, the rates of interest paid on these bonds are relatively low compared with
corporation bonds. However, the rates are often higher than can be earned or. deposits in
a savings account. Most important, you are not required to pay taxes on your interest as
you do in a savings account.
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Ff.- Discussion:

1. are savings accounts different from checking accounts?

is a savings passbook?

3. 17i11(.; out the rate of interest currently ai.l on :,avings accounts by most banks. Is the

Ligher or lower than the interest rate you pay when you borrow money from a

A Vhat are the advantages of investing in bonds?

1 6 0
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Lesson 1

UNIT IX

LABOR AND LABOR UNIONS

History of the Labor Movenv2nt

What is labor? Labor is all human
effort, both mental and physical, ex-
erted to provide goods and services.
It includes anyone who works at a
job factory workers, secretaries,
mechanics, salesn-.2n, engineers,

managers, truckers, waitresses, and

many others. The term labor force
refers to all persons who ate willing
and able to work and arc either em-
ployed or arc seeking employment.

The American system is strong
and successful because we are capa-
ble of producing goods and services
efficiently and rapidly. Successful

production basically depends upon three factors: land, capital, and labor. According vo

economists, all natural resources are classified as land. In America, we have a good supply
of a variety of natural resources. To enable a businessman to produce goods and services,
he needs capital. Capital refers to buildings, equipment, and other physical property used
in a business. Land and capital are necessahr, but nothing would be produced without
labor.

Labor unions

A labor union is an organization of workers designed to protect their interests and
to represent them on all matters affecting relations between workers and their employers.

Conflict between labor and management will persist as long as there are workers
and managers. The old saying is, "It is an age-old clash between the `haves' and the 'have
nots'." But it also grows from a fundamental clash of goals. Workers want job security
and fair treatment. Managers want freedom to make their organization more efficient and
more profitable. When a manager's decisions threaten a worker's job, the worker resists.
When a worker's demands threaten a manager's freedom, the manager resists. This is why
there arc unions and collective bargaining, and sometimes strikes.
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Creation of ,trii ms
The history of the American labor movement is the history of millions of men

and women, with no mcney and little education, who organized unions that brought

them better matment, better working conditions, better wages, and a degree of dignity

in their work. They succeeded despite extraordinary opposition by some employers, the

police, the courts, the press, and public opinion. When they tried to organize unions,

they were sometimes spied upon, fired from their jobs, and blacklisted from other jobs.

At times thcy succeeded in organizing unions only to see them beaten down by

employers or destroyed by fear of reprisal or by an economic depression. Often many

years went by before a new union would emerge from the wreckage of past attempts.

The first labor unions in this country were composed of skilled craftsmen who

were opposed to the p:oduction of goods by machines and the employment of cheap,

unskilled labor. Those early unions were usually poorly organized and unable to hold out

against opposition from employers and the courts. Each craft had its own union and was

interested only in the welfare of its own members.
An attempt to unite the many kinds of crafts and occupations into a single

nationwide union came in the 1800's with the formation of the Knights of Labor. This

organization was quite successful at first and was victorious in a number of major strikes.

However, within 10 years it collapsed because of discord between skilled and unskilled

workers, poor leadership, and disastrous strikes.
The failure of the Knights of Labor led to another attempt to establish a

nationwide union. The Am.erican Federation of Labo: (AFL), founded in 1881, has been

a powerful influence in the labor movement. The AFL was a federation of craft unions.

Each union was free to set its own policies, subject only to the overall policies of the

AFL. The AFL, from its beginnings, was determined to be a group of unions concerned

only with the economic well-being of workers through collective bargaining rather than

political action.
During the first 25 years, the AFL was practically the unchallenged leader of the

labor union movement. However, the AFL, with its interest in craft unions for skilled

workers, made little or no effort to organize the millions of unskilled workers in the

.ss-production industries. As the depression began in 1929, membership in the AFL

declined greatly.

In 1935, a group of unions broke away from the AFL and established the

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). Unlike the AFL, the CIO organized and drew

major support from the millions of assembly line workers in the mass-production

industries. The CIO also was committed to taking a more direct part in political affairs,

and it did not hesitate to wield its power to gain political objectives.

In 1955, the AFL and thi ) merged. There had been conflict and competition

between the two unions. Leaders of both groups realized that this division weakened the
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labor union movement. After a long period of negotiations, the merger was completed in
December 1955.

The government's attitude toward labor unions has changed. During the 1800's
the labor unions seemed to challenge the existing political and economic order. They
were opposed not only by employers, but also by the courts. For the most part,
government maintained a hands-off policy with respect to labor. This policy worked to
the disadvantage of the unions in their early years because they were no match for the
more powerful and better organized employer groups. The court system held that union
activity was in violation of the long-standing legal tradition of freedom of contract. That
is, the union was trying to interfere with the right of the employer to offer employment
on any conditions to a worker who was free to accept or reject the offer. Some state
courts held that unions were illegal organizations and issued injunctions against union
activities. Unions ignoring a court order were heavily fined, and the leaders were
sentenced to jail.

Toward the end of the 1800's, government took more drastic action against
unions. President Cleveland used federal troops against strikers to protect the federal
mails, and many governors used state militia to break strikes. Laws restricting strikes and
other union tactics were passed. The Sherman Act of 1890, which was intended to
outlaw business monopolies, was turned against the unions. Union activities were
prohibited as illegal combinations in restraint of trade.

The government's hands-off and hostile attitude toward labor gradually gave way
in the early 1900's to a policy of protection for workers and unions. The growing power
and influence of the AFL and the great hardships often suffered by workers spurred a
number of state governments to action. Laws were passed governing working conditions,
limiting the number of hours that women and children (and men in certain hazardous
occupations) were permitted to work, and providing assistance to injured and

unemployed workers. The legislation at first was struck down by state courts and the
United States Supreme Court on the grounds that it was depriving people of their
property. However, by 1920, the welfare of the workers was considered by most states
and courts to be governmental responsibility.

For Discussion:

1. Who is included in the -tabor force?

2. What are the th:Te factors necessary for production?

3. What is a labor union? What conditions led to the beginning of the labor union
movemt:nt?

4. What was the difference in membersh;p between the AFL and the CIO?

5. How has the attitutie of the government toward labor unions changed?
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Lesson 2 Labor Unions

Compared with workers in other coun-
tries, Americans receive higher incomes,

work shorter hours, have safer and more
desirable working conditions, and enjoy
many other advantages. Part of this credit
must go to America's rich resources and her
efficient methods of production. But much
credit must also be given to the union move-
ment, which has insisted that workers be
allowed to share in the country's growth and
prosperity.

Labor unions strive for higher wages,
shorter hours, and better working con-

ditions. They often bargain for fringe bene-
Pits, such as pension programs, insurance
plans, retirement plans, hospital pLns, and paid vacations. Some unions striving fdr

job security for their members by persuading employers to guarantee that they will not
abruptly discharge large numbers of employees.

Unions also have been influential in the political development of the country. By
lobbying, by supporting candidates for political office, and by engaging in other political
activities, unions have helped with the passage of legislation providing for workmen's
compensation, social security, unemployment insurance, and other benePits.

How unions get results
If an employee in a large company is not satisfied with his wages or working

conditions, he may not get much consideration if he presents his complaints in person to
the employer. If a worker says he will quit, the employer may nit be concerned, because
another worker usually can be hired who will be satisfied with the present arrangements.
A worker cannot get very far as a result of individual bargaining. But if many workers
present a unified front, employers will generally hear their complaints. If differences
cannot be resolved through collective bargaining, the employees may threaten to strike.

Collective bargaining
Since 1945, two critical developments have become the focus of attention in

discussions about the future of American labor. The first of these is the problem of
adapting the labor force to technological innovations known as "automation." The
second question concerns the place of collective bargaining in a modern economy.
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Mechanizatka of industry has been going on as long as ther,2 has been a labor
movement. The machine is not only replacing man's muscle, but in many areas the
machine performs even tht,se mental jobs which do not require inventiveness and

ingcnuity.

Some unions responded to the threat of automation by insisting on keeping old
contractual rules that were made before modern equipment and methods were
introduced. Management has resisted this arrangement, attacking such rules as

"featherbedding," in which employers are forced to pay wages for little or no work. On
the other hand, many unions have bowed to the inevitable, accepting mechanization and

seeking compensation for loss of jobs with a greater share of ecoi omic benefits for their
remaining workers.

Just what is collective bargaiaing? It is negotiations between one or more labor
union and one or more employer, over wages, hours, and other conditions of
employment. Ordinarily the result is a contract by which both parties agrue .o abide for
a specific period, typically one to four /ears.

Issues most often included in collective b7.rgaining are:

1. More money. Labor's demand for more money is the one with yv,hich it has had

the most success. One study indicated that workers in unionized factories earned

approximately 18 percent more than those in non-union shops. Unions do not
always achieve all their bargaining goals, but they usually win some of what they

seek. Typically this includes an increase in basic pay, but often it involves a
variety of other improvements. Through his union's cfforts, a worker may earn
extra pay for overtime, night work, or hazardous work. He may also bt. eligible
for cost-of-living increases, profit-sharing payments, and Christmas bonuses. If he

is laid off during a slack period, his employer may have to pay him part of the
income he loses. He may also receive paid insurance, vacations, and other fringe

benefits.

More benefits. Unions also place heavy emphasis in their negotiations on
insurance, pensions, and any other fringe benefit they oelieve should be provided

by the employer. They follow the European tradition that an employer has a
social as well as an economic responsibility to his employees.

There are employers who feel a strong responsibility to provide fringe benefits,
but there are also many more who go along largely for selfish reasons. A good
benefit program enables them to compete more effectively for new workers and
keep those they have from moving to other jobs. Fringe benefit programs got
their start during World War II. In that period, the 1.;,,iernment controlled wages

to check inflation. To keep workers satisfied and to attract new workers,
employers agreed to bargain over fringe benefits, with results that few anticipated.

In the years that followed, fringe IR lefits became a major means of compensation

in this country.
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Strike
A strike is a work stoppage to win concessLns from an employer. It may be used

co force ni,inagernenc co agree co contract terms a union seeks, to settle a grievance, or to

recognize a union as a bargainiq agent. Traditionally members of a local union vote on
whether to strike. then seek permissio:. 'rum their international union to do so. Workers

not directly involveL! may express their support by walking off their jobs in a sympathy

strike. Also an i. cident on the job might trigger a spontaneous walkout called a wildcat
striky. When an employer closes down t(. force a a settlement on his terms, his action is

calle 1 a lockout. Sometimes employers can continue to operate during a strike with
management personnel or worker: .dio remain on the job. A worker who refuses to join

other workers in a strike is called a scab.

Strikes have their rootS in ;. 1 kinds of situations. Many grow out of contract
negotiations. Some result from efforts to organize a local union or from grievances about

working conditions. In many cases it is difficult to determine just who is to blame, for
management can be as stubborn as labor. When one side refuses to compromise any

further, a strike may be the only possible result.
The decision to strike may be a matter of strategy or a response to pressures over

which a union has no control. Conditions and rese itments out of which a strike grows are

likely to 11;1 xisted for some time. The decision is usually made days in advance. When

a local uni,, , thinking of striking, the issue is debated, then voted on. If the vote is in

favor of striking, they must obtain permission from their international union. In the
event a number of local unions are ffectM, each may send a representative to a meeting

at which the decision is made.
There are times when these procedures are ignored. A group of workers may be

enrage(1 by their employer's actions that they walk off their jobs without consulting

111yone. itrh, , a strike is official or a wiidcat, it marks the beginning of a conflict in

which ea( ries to grind the oth,r down.

Injunct ion

Somethnes ;I court order, known as an injunction, is issued to prohibit a union or

an employer from taking actions a judge believes will unduly injure the other party or the

public. For example, injunctions hav,. been used to stop strikes by public employees.

What would you do?
Strikes raise hard (ulestions for those who are not directly involved. What would

you (1,) in the following situations?

1. You woik in an office where tkere is a union, but yoi, arc not a member. Tide

union ,,oes on a strike. Do you cross th( picket line to get to your jo)? Or do
you !,tay home until the strike ends?
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You work On an assembly line in a factory. Your union negotiates a new
contract. But another union in the plant fails to do so and strikes. Your leaders
urge that you .join their members in a s1mpathy strike. Do you follow their
advice or do you continue to work?

3. The clers in the supermarket where you shop strike for higher wages. But the
store remains open for business. Do you cross the picket line or do you shop
elsewhere?

Boycott
A boycott is a tactic used by a union to force an employer to grant concessions.

In a primary boycott, a union urges consumers not to buy a company's product or use
its services until it agrees to the demands of the union. In a secondary boycott, the target
is a firm that distributes products from the company with which a union has a dispute.

Arbitration
Arbitration i:; a method of settling a disagreement between a union and an

employer over job grievances or the interpretation of a clause in their contract. A neutral
third party, an arbitrator, hears the arguments of both sides, then renders a verdict both
sides accept. Arbitration may be used to settle disputes in contract negotiations when
ordinary negotiations fail.

Shop steward union steward
The shop steward is an officer of a local union who handles grievances for

workers in his own department. In some cases he also collects dues from members.
Frequently management permits him to take time from his work to perform these duties.
It may even pay him his salary during these periods. Otherwise, his union will reimburse
him. He is also known as the company committeeman, since he and the other shop
stewards are members of the shop committee.

For Discussion:

1. How have labor unions changed the living standards of the American worker?

2. What k collective bargaining?

3. What ar( some possible causes of a strike?

4. What is an injunction? Can you think of a recent situation in which an injunction was
issued?

5. Define the folhiwing terms:

a. boycott
b, lockout

c. wildcit strike
d. arbitration
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UNIT X

TRANSPORTATION

Lesson 1 Freight IN 'ystems

Have you ever stopped io think what
would happen to your community if all

means of transportation were to come to a
complete halt? Farmers and ranchers would
be unable to market their grains, milk, live-
stock, and fruits. Factories would close for

lack of materials or because there would be
no way to ship their products to other
towns and cities. Stores would go out of
business because they would have no mer-
chandise to sell.

An individual or a company which is

engaged in transporting pods is called a

carrier. Goods that are transported are called consignwnts, shipments, or
person or company making the consignment is known as the consignor or

the receiving party is called the consignee.

There are two main types of carriers public and private. Private carriers are
usually used by the person who owns them to nmve his own products or employees.
Public carriers are transportation units used by the owner to move goods or people for
others and for compensation. Public carriers are diYided into two categories, common
carriers and contract carriers. Both offer their services to others, but a common carrier is
open to the general rblic, while the contract carrier sells its services to individuals or
businesses under contract. Our principal inemis of transporting freight in America are
railroads, trucks, ships, airplanes, and pipelines.

freight. The

shipper; ;Ind

Railroads

Railroads arc our principal means of shipping heavy comnmdities in large

quantities ;mil at a reasonable speed. This is especially true fur movement of bulky
military items, such as tanks, large trucks, artillery pieces, and various engineering items.

Most of our military installations ;Ind large factories have railroad spurs leading into their
property which will allow rail cars to be loaded at specific areas. Sometimes specia" rail

crs are built to h.indle business of shippers with special requirements,

Most railroads in recent years have adopted of not accepting shipments of

less than a full carload. Shippers sending %mane! ite!,:f; way turn them over to firms
known as freight forwarders, who consolidate many small shipments into a railroad

carload.



Trucks

There are three categories of trucks. First, there arc the trucks owned by
businesses that use them to serve consumers. These are classified as private carriers and
include delivery trucks such as laundry and dry cleaning. retail suffe and milk mutes.
The second fleet is the large number of trucks owned and operated by businesses for
their own use. These also are classified as private carriers, The third fleet includes the
trucks owned by individuals or by niotor freight companies that sell their trucking
services. These may be common or contract carriers. Many motor freight lines own
thousands of vehicles and operate freight terminals across the country.

Trucks are the railroad's greatest competitor for the shipper's business, especially
for short hauls within cities and suburban areas. However. trucks can go long
distances, too. The modern system of expressways ;end toll roads speeds up traffic, cuts
delivery time, and reduces the cost of truck operations.

True-king has a number of advantages. Trucks can go right from the door of the
shipper to the door of the comsignce. Their time schedules are flexible. Small shipments
arc accepted and consolidated into truckload shipments. As with the rail cars, special

equipment enables the motor fleet to carry almost my kind of cargo.

Waterways

There is a vast network of waterways within tlie United States, classified as Wand
waterways. ht many instances it is more economical to move cargo by means of ships.
Ships carrying cargo between cities along one coast arc engaged in what is called coastal
trade. Those carrying cargo from Atlantic ports to) Pacific ports are engaged in

intercoastal trade. International shipping is trade with other countries throughout the
world.

The greatest advantage of water shipping is its lower cost, especially to cities
which are accessible by water.

Air freight
()iie (A. the fastest growMg forms of transportation today is air fwight. Cargo

moved by air freight is usually valuable and vitally needo.d. At one time, we could only
transport small packages, but today with thc ;dl cargo aircraft, up to 35 or more tons
may be moved on one plane. Shipments by air between two) cities normally will require
no more than a lew hours.

he user of our air freight system will !amin find that it is more expensive than
surface modes of transport;;tion, but other things must be considered besides the freight
rates. When time is of ori:nary importance, ,.:r cargo may be the best metluAl
transportation. A fast shipment of equipment or machin:. parts may offset Itigh!er

transportation rates if tlw operation of a factory is depending on thi.. equipment.
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For Discussion:

1. What is the importance of transportation in our economy?

2. What means of transportation is usually used for large, heavy items, such as military

equipment?

3. Name the three categories of trucks.

4. What arc the advantages of trucks for carrying freight?

5. What are some reasons for shipping by air freight?
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Lesson 2 Traveling By Car

Many of our states depend on the tourist trade as a source of incomc.
states have resort and vacation areas to draw the public's interest. Great numbers o(

Amcric;.ns make their vacation or husinc,.; trips by means of the car every year,
by airplane, nus, ,tiaiA, or

automokile as once i luxi nv, but today it has changed its 3i-dtuti

considered a ;1,:cessity. !;orne families own two or more cars. The car is r'i',tnri 0, work,
to schocl, to church, tc; market, to visit friends and relatives,and for buf.nc:,!, .1, pleasure.

Short trips in or near our communities usually require little more than a f-:ar kept in good
condi':ion and a careful and skilled driver beh7A the wheel. However, a successful

vacation trip, inure i.ri..paration is requiriA.

Plan your route
Many driver, today. both young and old, cannot read map. If their

destinations are uot ricar a turnpike, expressway, or interstate highway, they don't know
how to get there. Learn to read a road map and u it befor . your trip co !tlan the route

you will take. Maps vil also give ti other valuable information, so !' as mileages

between places, classif it_ation of roads, tolls, and population of
Oil companies and automobile clubs often offer a servire which will plan your

trip for you. You till them your d,:..tination, and they give yL maps with the best
routes marked for you to follow.
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Overnight accommodations
On a long trip when overnight stops are necessary, it is important to prepare

ahead for these stops. Get a directory from a motel or hotel chain so that you will know

what accommodations are offered and their ratcs. Rates will vary according to the
location and quality of the motel or hotel. It is wise to make reservations ahead of time

if you will be traveling on holiday weekends or during a busy tourist season.

Budget for your trip
It is important to estimate tlw total cost of a trip. A wise traveler will first decide

just how much he can afford to spend on a vacation trip. He wil) plan his trip so that it

remains within .his budget.
You should know from your daily driving how many miles per gallon your car

gets. Calculate how many miles you intend to travel on your trip, then divide this figure

by the nuniber of miles per gallon your car gets. This determines how many gallons of

gasoline you will need to buy. Then multiply the cost of a gallon of gasoline times the

total gallons required. For example, if you expect to drive 2090 miles and your car uses

1 gallon of gasoline every 22 miles, your car will consume 95 gallons of gasoline (2090

total miles+22 miles a gallon). If the average cost of gasoline on your tour is 65c a

gallon, the cost of gasoline may be estimated at S61.75 (95 gallons of gasoline used x

654,cost of one gallon). Other expenses, such as meals and overnight accommodations,

may also be carefully planned in advance.

As unforeseen emergencies do arise, you should plan for unexpected expenses
somewhere in your budget. Your car might develop mechanical troubles or someone may
become ill. Have your CAT thoroughly checked before you leave. You may Save time and

money by doing so, because repairs are usually very expensive on the highway. Be sure

that you have your driver's license with you, insurance card or policy, and vehicle

registration. Plan to make periodic rest stops to prevent weariness.
Keep a record of your trip expenses, and on your return home, check it against

your trip budget. Include all expenses gasoline, tolls, meals, lodging, entertainment, and

all other miscellaneous expenses.

For Discussion:

1. How would you decide which route to take when planning a trip from New Jersey to

Florida?

2. List the expenses to be included in a trip budget.

3. Why should you keep a record of your trip expenses?
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Lesson 3 Commercial Transportation

Many people do not own or drive an automobile. They depend entirely upon
commercial transportation for their travel requirements. The main methods of commercial
transportation are: buses, train3, airplanes, and ships. We shall concern ourselves mostly
with the first three.

During the past few decades, Americans have traveled more by cars, buses, and
airplanes, and less by train. Air travel, in some instances, is chcaper than rail for

long-distance trips. On the train, you pay extra for your meals and sleeping
accommodations. On a plane, your meals are included in your fare.

The method of travel you select will depend on personal preference, distance to
be traveled, services available, and the cost. To make a wise decision, compare all modes
of transportation to your destination. One way to obtain the required information is

through a travel agent or by contacting ticket offices of various transportation companies.

The timetable
A timetable is a printed form giving schedules, services, and fares of a

transportation company. Every railroad, bus line, steamship line, and airline publishes
timetables in small folders or booklets.

Part of a train timetable is shown on the next page.
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BOSTON - PROVIDENCE - WORCESTER - SPRINGFIELD - HARTFORD - NEW HAVEN - NEW YORK -
NEWARK -TRENTON PHILADELPHIA - WILMINGTON - BALTIMORE - WASHINGTON
(Esarms Time)

Train Number -----1, III 211 113 401 III 115 II 811 117 401 171 11$ 1111 I 811

Train Name Metro-
boor

Metro-
lint

The
Patriot

Maim.
sea

The
National
Limited

Who-
liner

The
Southern
Crescent

vases
Clipper
Turbo

Metre-
Hem

1
.

Frequency Opviation Daily Daily Daily Mo thru
Fr

Daily Dpi ly Daily Daily So thru
Fr

Daily Daily Day Daily Dailyof -1
Type Service

Miles
from
Bos

Pe, be. Pe, pc, taxa ep DM es el I=Iof --1
BOSTON, MA (South Sta.)....Dp

BOSTON (Back Bay Sta.) .....

Route 128, MA

PROVIDENCE. RI

Kingston

Westerly, RI

New London, CT

Old Saybrook

0

I
12

44

71

88

106

124

8 00

r 8 05

8 18

8 54

9 53

10 45

10 55

®1146

12 75

a

a

a

a

a

y
a

a

1
a

p

10 00

r10 65

10 18

10 54

II 53
12 14

0

a

a

II

is .

p

11 00

r11 05
r11 15

11 44

12 31

1 25

1

2

a

s

a

a

p

p

VS Is

55 p

Newtonville, MA (D

Wellesiq ED

Framingham ED

WORCESTER

SPRINGFIELD, MA

Thompsonville, CI CO

Windsor Locks 0

Windsor EP

8

15

21

44

98

106

III
117

Thru

train

to

Kansas

City

12 50 p

9 00 a

9 12 a

9 20 a

9 29 a

9 45 a

9 58 a

10 09 a

10 20 a

10 40 a

HARTFORD

Berlin

Meriden

Wallingford

NEW HAVEN Ar

123

133

141

147

157

Thru

Sleeping

Car to

Los

Angeles

II 50 a
12 03 p
12 14 p

12 25 p
12 45 p

NEW HAVEN Dp

Bridgeport

Stamford, CT

Rye, NY

NEW YORK (Penn. Sta.) Ar

157

174

197

206

233

LiP. ''+' 1 00 P

C)1 19 p

1 42 p
Oi 55 p

2 35 p

NEW YORK (Penn. Sta.) Dp

NEWARK, NJ (Penn. Ste,)

Metropark (Iselin)
New Brunswick

Princeton 1ct (Princeton )
TRENTON, N1

North Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA, PA (30th SL Sta )

233

243

256

265

280

290

318

323

11 30

rI1 42

12 17

12 45

4,
1 57

2 2

s

a

p

P

p

I

1 p

II 45 I
12 00 n

112167 p

12 43

12 54 p

a

p

I 25 p
1 35 p

12 30

I

rU 56

1 47

2 11

2 53

4 3 21
3 34

p

p

o

p

p

p

p

12 al
1255

I 40

2 17

p

p

t
p

p

1 30

142

2 43

3 06

3 53

4 4 Is
4

p

p

p

p

p

p

a p

I 35
I 50p

2 35

3 03

p

p

p

2 00

215
r 2 31

3 04

d 3 34
3 45

p

p

p

p

p

p

2 30

r 242

3 43

4 1:11

4 13

I rs

p

p

p

p

p

I
il

3 00

3 15

4 01

4 30

4 44

p

p

t
p

p

p

3 30

4 15

4 42

5 07

5 14

el 5 17

6

p

p

p

p

p

p

a p

4 00

4 16

4 50

5 03

d 5 30
5 40

p

p

i
p

p

p

p

2 44 p
3 45 p

I

4 25 p

5 13 p
6 13 p

I

6 53 o

WILMINGTON, OE

BALTIMORE, MC (Penn. Sta.)

Capital Beltway, MD

WASHINGTON, DC Ar

350

419

449
459

Notice that the trains are listed by number, and in some cases by name as well.

The frequency of the trains is alFa sIn tv i whether they are daily or only on certain
days of the week. The symbols under "Type of Service" tell you whether the train offers
first-class service, dining car, liquor service, cr.c. If you had a complete timetable, it would

include all .xplailation of the meaning :inch reference marks.
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Time zones in America
In the United States, there are four standard time zones Eastern time, Central

time, Mountain time. and Pacific time. There is one hour's time difference between each
time zone. For example, when it is 10 o'clock Eastern time, it is only 9 o'clock Central
time, 8 o'clock Mountain time, and 7 o'clock Pacific time. Airlines, railroads, and buses
use the time of the part of the country through which they are passing. In most parts of

the country, clocks are set forward one hour during summer months. This is called
daylight savings time.

Airline travel
Most airlines offer two classes of service first class and coach. Some :

carry a third class of service known as economy fare or thrift fare. Coach class is :

cheaper than first class, and if you do not mind night flights, the night coach fares may
be even cheaper than day coach. The scats in the first class section are in the front of the
plane and are roomier than the coach scats. The meals for the different classes will vary
slightly. Some of the economy flight services do not include meals.

Lower fares are paid for a child under the age of 12 years. Special family fares
are offered by many airlines certain days of the week. There are off-season rates, students

rates, and group rates.

Train travel
Most trains provide two classes of service first class and coach. The person who

rides first class on the train does so because he desires to use a Pullman car. Pullman cars

have different types of sleeping accommodations, such as upper and lower berths,
drawing rooms, compartments, and roomettes. First-class service also includes comfortable
lounge cars. Most people go by coach. The coach seats can be tipped back for sleeping.
Coach passengers may buy sandwiches or may buy their meals in the dining car along
with the first-class passengers.

Bus travel

Our buses today are quite modern. They are often equipped with air-conditioners,
upper-level lounges, and rest rooms. Their seats recline to provide comfortable sleeping
positions. Bus transportation is dependable, comfortable, and usually will cost less than
train or air fare. Food is not provided by bus lines, but they do make rest stops where
there are eating facilities available. With the cltzline in local train service, buses atc
becoming more popular as a means of travel between small towns and cities.
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Purchasing your ticket
It is a good policy to purchase your ticket in advance. By doing so, you will

guarantee yourself a space and avoid last-minute rushing. Although a specific space is not

reserved on an airplane at the time the ticket is purchased, the number of passengers is

limited to the number of seats available on the airplane. A hst-minute attempt to
purchase .an airline ticket might leave you stranded at the airport.

Space in Pullman cars, and all space on some trains, are sold on a reserved basis.

For these reservations it is usually necessary to get your ticket, well in advance. Tickets

on buses are usually not reserved or limited in number, so tickets may be bought at the

last minute.
in the event that you do not use the rail, bus, or airline ticket that you bought, it

can be returned to the transportation company and the amount paid for it returned.
Information about refunds may be obtained from the local ticket office.

For Discussion:

1. When you arc planning a trip, how can you get information about the different
methods of transportation?

2. When it is 4 o'clock p.m. in the Eastern time zone, what time is it in the Pacific time

zone?

3. What are the differences between first class and coach service on an airplane?

4. Use the timetable on page 169 to answer the following questions.

a. if you left Boston on train #169 at 8 a.m., 'Lint 1.me should you arrive in

Washington, D.C.?

b. How many stops does this train make?

c. How long does the train stay in New York?
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UNIT XI

COMMUNICATION

Lesson 1 The Telephone

Throughout history people have tried to communicate with others by sending
messages over distanres. At one time, the Pony Express was considered the fastest means
of communication across the western part of the United States. it carried mail from
Missouri to California, a distance of 1960 miles, in 10 days.

Today we can communicate quickly with people in any part of the world.
Through our fast trains, airplanes, and motor vehicles, our mail travels between cities or
across the country in a matter of hours instead of the weeks or months required in the
early days of our history. An automobile driver may talk with another rerson miles away
while he is operating his car. The jet pilot may communicate with someone on the
ground thousands of feet below him. A passenger on a ship may converse with a person
on shore. By means of television, we are able to see historical events as they are
happening.

The telephone
The telephone has been in existence for less than 100 years. Most people have

become so accustomed to using it that they woid,i be lost wi.tiout it.
Although everyone uscs the telephone, not everyone uses it properly or to the

bes!- adva n t age.
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The telephone directory
The directory is divided into two parts: an section and a classified

section, commonly known as the "Yellow Pages." The 1 tssitied section iL used when you
want to find a specific kind of store or service such as a television repairman or a
plumber. If you are looking for someone to fix your television s2t, you -hould look
under the heading "T-levision Repairs" in the classified section, re!id the names of the
dealers, then select one to call.

If you cannot find the desired number in the directory, then y u must seek help
by calling "Directory Assistance." You should consult your directory for instructions
about how to do this properly. It is worthwhile to study the directory carefully and note
the information on how to dial, how to make long distance calls, (station-to-station or
person-to-person), whom to call in cases of emergency, and how to send telegrams or
cablegrams by telephone.

How to place a call
Lift the receiver and listen for a dial tone (a steady humming sound). This tone

informs you that the dial switches are ready to receive your call. Then dial your number.
Once you have completed dialing, you should ,:eceive a soft burr-ring sound indicating
that your number is ringing. However, if you receive a steady buzz-buzz, the line is busy,
and you should hang up and dial again in a few minutes. If the number no longer exists,
has been changed, or is out of order, you will be so informed by the operator or by a
recorded voice. When you call from pay phones, be sure to read the directions posted on
the telephone, because not all pay telephones use the same methods of operation.

How to answer and talk on the telephone
AnsWer your telephone without unnecessary delay. The proper way to answer a

business telephone is to give the name of the business A person may also answer a home
phone by giving his/her name, although some people prefer not to do this.

Remember that courtesy is important on the telephone as it is in all our
relationships with others. Good manners and a pleasant voice add to your teiephone
personality and prevent misunderstanding. Remember to talk directly into the
mouthpiece and as clearly as possible.

Types of service
A subscriber usually has a choice of a private or a party line. The private line

consists of only one subscriber, while there are two or more subscribers on the party .ine.
Courtesy should always be displayed when a person uses a party line. He sh.,uld
immediately hang up if he lifts the telephone to make a call and hears someone else
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tolking. Whenever you use the line, make your conversations reasonable in length. Give
up th, line immediately if You are informed that there is an emergency and the line is
urgently liceded. Not releasing the line for emergencies could cause you to be held
responsible for damages.

Long distance calls

A long distance call is any call made to a telephone outside the local exchange's
limits. The person making such calls must pay an extra charge for each 3 minutes or
fraction thei.cof that he talks. Long distance calls are classified as perFoit-to-person or
station-to-gtation.

To complete a person-to-person call, you must give the operator the name of the
person you are calling. Charges do not begin until that person starts to talk. If the person
being called cannot be reached, you will not be charged for the call. The rates for a
person-to-person call are much high,..r than for a station-to-station call. On a

station-to-station call, charges begin when the telephone is answered at the other end. It
is assumed that when you place this type call, you are willing to speak with anyone. For
station-to-station calls, vou do not need the operator's assistance unless it is a collect call.
You dial the call yourself by dialing the area code number and then the number itself.
The rates charged for a long distance call also depend on the time of day and the day of
the week. The lowest rates are between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m. on weekdays, all day and all
night on Saturdays, and up to 5 p.m. on Sundays. On your monthly telephone bill the
long distance calls are listed and charged separately from the regular fixcd rates.

Collect calls

A collect call is one which will be charged to the person you are calling. The
operator gives your name to the person called and asks if he will accept the charges. If he
accepts, he will be billed for the call.

For Discussion:

1. When should you use the classiiied section in the telephone directory?

2. If the number you are looking for is not in the directory, what should you do?

3. What is the difference between a person-to-person call and a station-to-station call?
Which is more expensiv

4. How do you place a collect call?
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Lesson 2 Telegraph Seryi«.

Through the use of telegraph service, you can send a written message rapidly to
someone in other parts of the country or world. Business firms as well as our gcvernment
frequently utilize telegraphic communication in the conduct of the nation's business, a id
goods and services are often ordered by means of the telegraph.

There are four classes of telegraphic service the full-rate telegram, day letter,
night letter, and mailgram.

1. A full-rate telegram is sent immediately after it is received by t'Le telegraph office.
In some cases a messenger will deliver it, but usually the message will be
telephoned. When a message is telephoned, you may request that a copy be
mailed to you. Charges v ill depend on distance and length of the messige. The
minimum charge for this type cf message is for 15 words, and longer messages are
charged extra for each additional word.

Night letters are accepted any time :uring the day or night until 2 a.m. for
delivery the next morning. Messages sent during the night at low night rates are
known as night letters. The minimum charge is made for a 50-word night letter.
For a dditionil words in excess of 50 words, an additional charge is made for each
group of 5 words or less.

3. Day le rs are messages that do not require immediate delivery service, but are
faster +-an regular mail. A day letter can be expected to be delivered within 1 to
3 how- after it has been sent out. Rates for a day letter are based on a 50-word
minirr with extra charges for each additional group of 5 words or less. Day
letters cost approximately a third of the cost for a full-rate telegram and are
usually held until the telegraph office is not busy sending full-rate telegrams.
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A mailgram the least expensive way to send a message by telegraph. It can

k ontain up to loo words. It is transnntted to the 111,11uF post ofricc closest to its

destination. If they receive it bN, 7 p.m., it will be delivered th te b

How to send a telegram

To send a telegram it not neces,iiir% for you to go to the telegr....r.li office: you

Ina% send it b calling on the telt:phone. Your 111,:ssage will be sent on to its destination

and delivered either by messenger or telephone. You will be billed for the telegram on

monthly telephone bill. In cases where your message is being sent to a business

it may be delivered to that office by a special wire.
If you do go to the telegraph office, you will be provided with blan!: nwssage

forms. choose the kind of service you want and indicate your preference in the upper
kft corner of the message form. if you are telephoni, g the message, yea will be asked
what kind of service you desire. Remember, as discussed earlier, you are billed according

to the IMIllb,_r of words used and you must pay extra for words over the minimum

nu tuber.

A telegram may be sent collect, and the amount charged will be p lid by the
reeeivint; party. However, if this party refuses to p..v for it, thc.i the sender must pay the
telegraph company. A prepaid message is one that is paid for at tire telegraph office or
billed to your telephone. Wh,,n yot send it, you 7,ive the telegraph ,ompany your name,
address, and telephone number. You do not have to cA from your own telephone or

even from the city in y.hich you live.
Remember, when preparing a telegram you should make it as brief as possible as

vou are being charged according to the number of words in your message. However,

never make it so brief that it cannot be understood. Make sure the meaning is clear.

Whether you send a telegram by telepnone or by going to the telegraph office, the
contents should be read back to you to prevent any errors.

Telegraphic money orders
Money orders may be purchased and sent by telegraph as well as through the

mail. For example, if your parents wanted to send you some money, they would pay the

telegraph company the money. A telegram would then be sent directing your local
telegraph office to pay you the specified amount of money.
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A ILT fur lelc,zraphie 11011ey order service is charged depelhling on the anwunt

being sent. There will also be .1 charge for any inessagc accompanying the money ordei.

The person sending 1(.: moue\ may request that the payee positively identify Inniself
before any payment is made. The sender may include .mt no charge in the telegram a test

question that a stranv,er could not answer t,r ,xainple, "What is inv mother's maiden

nanic?" money orders are sent at a reduced rat,:. and .1 I t-word message is

included without extra cost.

For Discussion:

1. What are the four classes of telegraphic service?

2. How .10 you send :s telegram?

3. How can you send money to someone by telegraph?

4. Explain the use of a test quest ,n for identification.
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Lesson 3

Thc 1.nited Poi.tal System k
large operation. mail carriers de,

liver letters, magazines. catalogs, packagcs. or

other kMds of mail directly to our homes or
busincsses. We take mail service Cor ,granted
;Ind do not realize how much we depend On
it in our personal and business lives.

Congress establishes the postal rates.

i'yever, postage does not cover the full
u,st of mailing services. Federal tax monies
make up the difference.

Classification of mai! services

Mail distribution within America and her
possess;ans is called domestic mail, and

mail to other countries is known as inter-
nati dial maii. We find that domestic mail is
d_vided into four classes first, second,

third. and fourth class (parcel post). The
service you receive and the postage you pay
differ in each of the classes.

The P,Slai System

1. First-class mail is the most expensive.

All handwritten or typed matter. such as business or personal letters

postcards, must be sent first class. Packages may also be sent first-class ii you ire
willing to pay the high cost per ounce. Thr type of itail is sealed and may ot be
opened by anybody in the postal department unless it cannot b.: delivered as
addressed or returned to the sender. First-class letters are sent by the fastest
means possible. Those going any great distance within the counti ;,..

airmail. It is no longer necessary to buy a special airmail stamp to tr.ilte sur ,.. that

a letter will go by airmail from one part of the country to another. Higher ain.aail
rates still apply to mail going to other countries.

2. Second.class mail consists of newspapers and other publications that are mailed at
least four times yearly to a list of members or subscribers. Special mailing rata
are given to these publishers. Rates for second-class mail vary according to weigi.c.

and type of publication and distance to be sent. A permit must be obtained to
use this class of mail.
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3. .; mail a 1,1,les printed materials and merchandise parcels weighing less
than 16 o.ii!ces. It is 'used mainly by businesses for advertising and by community
orr.iz.ations for by ge

4. F.,urth-dass ina;1 is ..ietter k now n as paci post and includes all packages

weity,lir.g Lr mote. Rates deit..nd on weight of the package and distance it
is scnt. There t special rates for books. records, and educational materials.

Other postil services
Nthner,ms special services .1.e offered by the post office to enable you to receive

some of your iail inw.e quickly or with greater protection than regular mail. Some such
services arc i-Hstcr,..d mail, certified mail, and special delivery. These apply to first-class
mail only.

Special Delivery is a service which provides for promps delivery at destination. A
maii carrier will deliver the letter even if there is Ilo other regular mail
scheduled. Special Delivery may be puicl-ased on all classes of mail.

Registe:A mail is the safest way to send valuables and important documents. You
decl Ire the full value of your mailing, and you receive insurance pi-r ction up to
S.I0,000. You arc given a receipt and the movement of your mail is controlled
!ir(Aighout the postal system. A registered letter or package can only be signed
,or by the person it is addressed to. If you want proof of receipt by the other
party, request a return receipt, which will only cost you a few cents more.

3. Certified mail gives you a mailing receipt and a record of delivery at the

addressee's post office. It does not travel faster than first class, and it does not
provide payment for loss. Fees for certified mail are lower than those for
registered mail. For a small additional fee, you can request a return receipt.

Cknge in address
Whenever you move from one location to another, you should notify your local

post office. When you file a change-of-address card with your local post office, all
first-class !nail will be forwarded to your new location. Change-of-address cards arc
available at all post offices.

If you move within the jurisdiction of the same post office,all classes of mail will
be forwarded to you. However, mail other than first-class will only be forwarded to
another post office if you are willing to guarantee the expense of forwarding.
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For Discussion:

I. What arc the four classes of mail service, and what is included in each?

I Explain the followinv, terms:
a. special delivery

b rcOstered mail

certified mail

3. If you move to another city, how do you arrange for your mail to be forwarded to
your new address?
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UNIT XII

YOU AND THE LAW

Lesson 1 Why Learn About the Law?

Mk)st young people at one time or another come in contact with the law or with
persons in positions of authority. When a student is called to the principal's office, or
when a juvenile is taken into custody by a policemen or is called to appear in court, the
question of what his or her rights and liabilities are can be very important. However, legal
education should start long before the actual contact with amhorities takes place. When a
person is informed of his rights following an arrest, or a superintendent of schools
explains the conditions of a student's suspension, it is rather late in the game to begin
finding out how the system works.

No society can last long without some kind of legal system. Even dictators claim
to roflow legal rules. Under our Anglo-American system, laws are a restraint on both
g. vernrnent and people. Law reflects society. A simple rural community might need
relatively few laws. A complex industrial society such as ours needs a complicated legal
framework, which in turn creates a need for persons specially trained in the law. These
people arc judges and lawyers. What they do is not mysterious. Every citizen owes it to
himself to have some knowledge of the essentials of law and our legal system. All the
laws under which you live and work exist somewhere, in black and white. Ignorance of
the law is no excuse for breaking it.

For Discussion:

1. What do you think it would be like to live in a country without any laws?

2. Why is it a good idea to have some basic knowledge about ou, legal system?
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Lesson 2 Civil Law

Civil law includes rules relating tc contracts, personal injuries, real estate, and
other rules regulating relationships between people. You have certain rights under civil
law, and when your rights are violated, you can bring suit in court. If you win, you can
collect money.

Negligence lawsuits result from the failure to exercise ordinary care. 'You can
initiate a lawsuit for damages suffered because of negligence. Negligence can be either a
careless act, such as driving your car in an unsafe manner, or a failure to act, such as
failure to put up a fence around a swimming pool.

Contract lawsuits are for failure to carry out the terms of an agreement.

What 6 a contract?
A contract is a legally enforceable agreement between two or more persons

involving mutual promises to do or not to do something. For example, one person agrees
to deliver goods and the other person agrees to pay a certain amount of money for the

goods. The law of contra,cs is the area where law and business most often meet and
where the courts tr.,- to protect you in your business dealings by giving you legal weapons
against those who fail to honor their agreements with you. Because we do business in so
many ways, there are many kinds of contracts. The three general classifications are

1. Oral contract Spoken agreement bet Ar,!en two or more persons.

2. Written contract Written agreement between two or more persons.
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3. Implied contract Contractual obligations you undertake without ever

mentioning the word contract or agreement. For example, when you enter a
restaurant and order dinner, you becam jsr as legally obligated to pay the
owner as though you had signed a contra, c io so.

The most important thing to remember when entering inco a written contract is
to know what you are signing. Read it carefully first. After you have signed a valid
contract, you will be expected to live up to all the terms of the contract.

Door-to-door sales
In the past many consumers have been stuck with items purchased from

door-to-door salesmen. They may have found either that the merchandise was of inferior
quality, or that the same items could have been borght at a nearby retail s.tore at a lower
price. Also, they have sometimes found -.hat the rates of interest charged by these
door-to-door salesmen are very high. However, there is now a law that protects the
consumer against such things. He can reconsider and break the contract if he acts before
5 o'clock p.m. of the third business day following the day on which the contract was
signed.

This applies to any purchase or contract amounting to $25 or more, if the sale
was made in your home or any other place other than the seller's place of business. It
does not apply to appliance repairs which you called for, insurance salesmen, or goods
you ordered by telephone or mail.

The seEer must give the buyer a "notice of cancellation" attached to the contract
or sales re-eipt. To cancel, the buyer must sign, date, and mail this notice within the
required three days. He should read the notice care fully to make sure he complies with
all the requirements.

Important tips about contracts
Befo..., you sign any contract, check it for the follov,ing:

1. If money is involved, what is the total amount you have to pay? When do you
make payments, where, and how much is each p: cment?

9. If buying on credit, who legally ownr: the property?

3. What happens if you are late or miss a payment?

4. Are all promises made in writing in the contract, and are there any blank spaces
where something can be entered later after you have signed it?

5. Have you read the frort and back to be sure that parts not pertaining to you
luve been changed or are crossed out; and that all changes or additions in the
contract have been signed or initialed by the person you are dealing with?
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These are your legal rights; do not slight them. Take your time and read the
contract. If you are not sure of certain parts of it, ask if you may take it to a lawyer for
legal interpretation. If the seller is unwilling for you to do so, then you do not want to
deal with him.

For Discussion:

1. How would you define civil law?

2. What is a contract? Can you give an example?

3. What is meant by an implied contract?

4. Before signing a contract, what should you do?

5. If merchandise that you purchased from a door-to-door salesman turns out to be faulty,

what can you do about it?
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Lesson 3 Criminal Law

.111.10.

What is crime? A crime is an act against society de. .1 and made punishable by
law. To this definition two things should be added. A crillic is not a crime if it is

committed by someone who is declared to be "legally incompetent", which is usuilv the
result of a c:ental condition such as subnormal intelligence, insanity, senility, or addiction
to alcohol or drugs. A person who is legaily incompetent cannot tell the difference
between what is right and what is wrong. And a crime is not a crime unless, at the time
it was committed, a law was in effect saying that the offense was a crime. If the speed
limit in your town has been 40 miles an hour but by statute is lowered to 25, effective
at some future date, you may continue to travel at 40 until that date.

You may have heard the term "tort" used in connection with the law. There is a
difference between a tort and a crime. A tort is a civil wrong against an individual. A
crime, on the other hand, is an offense against the public at large, or the state. An
automobile driver who carelessly bumps into your car in a parking lot and dents the
fender has committed a tort against your property. Because the law recognizes your legal
right to freedom from injury to your property caused by other people's carelessness, you
are entitled to sue the driver and be awarded damages for his breach of your right. But
he has committed no crime.

Let us suppose that this same driver, after leaving the parking lot, goes to a nearby
bar, downs six or seven .,nots of whiskeys, then careens through a crowded city street at
sixty miles an hour. Now he has committed at least the following crimes: drunken
driving, reckless driving, and endangering the lives of others. But unless he actually
damages another car or injures someone, he has not violated the rights of any individual.

His offenses are against the people as a whole. For these offenses he may be arrested and
prosecuted by the state.
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iii Inn Hth a Cr Mit: LilO a tort. A driver who drives so fast

down a street that he loses control of us car, runs up on the sidewalk, and smashes into

vur rc, would (I, qlbtk,,,, b(' prosecuted for one or more critunial ot tenses. However,

vou sy(q11,1 .11'w have sour )%11 ric,ht to sue him tor damaoss to sour property. In theory,

the public prosecutor has no elloie but to have the driver arrested 311 chatv,ed with the

onnussion of a crime, if only for reckless drisiinz,.

Classification of crimes or offenses
()Ifenses with which crinnnal law is concerned fall into different classifications

felonies and misdemeanors, both of which are crimes and leave a person convicted of

them with a criminal record; and violations, which are not crimes although they are

punishable offenses.

Felonies
Felonies arc e,enerally described as offenses that are punishable by death or by

imprisonment in a state or federal prison. Sometimes felonies have been referred to as

capital crimes or infamous crimes. Some of- the most common felonies are murder. ro

arson, burglary. and treason.

The severity of punishment is greater for a felony than for a misdearne,.ii

Another inuiortant difference between felonies and other lesser offenses is in the right to

trial by jury.

Misdemeanors

Misdemeanors are offenses which are regarded as crimes, but which are less

dangerous to society and which carry a lighter penalty than felonies. Society throws

fewer protections around those accused of misdemeanors and violations. Suppose you

start a fist-fight with your neighbor and punch him in the mouth. This would be

considered a misdemeanor. If he calls the police and you are summoned to appear before

the local magistrate the next morning, you will not be offered a jury trial as you would in

the case of a felony.
When you leave your car too toe in a restricted parking area, you have

committted a violation, but the worst thing that can happen to you is that a policeman

or meter maid might issue you a summons directing that you pay the appropriate fine by

a stated date. In the case of your fist-fight with your n,,i,fibor, your summons orders you

to appear in court on a certain date at n
certain time, "to answer the charges against

you," If you ignore such a summons, the judge will probp'll! fine you for contempt of

court.
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rinw, a,...,10,1 the ;..teneral \seltare
Hik sedition, ii 01 permr,. ,Ire known ,,s

tarP d ,y.m.ral welfare )t- the p,ople of our

our conntry, !wiping your countr\ ls enemies.

TrAti(al'.

ot spec( ausinc, discontent or rebellion against t he

pira,Y pitt ti s ith oth: to do ,o,eething

irjurv swearing that s,iniethilt.!, is true when vou know that it is false.

CrinICS dr,linSt your person
Since crimes in this cateogry are numerous, we will only cover the ones that we

1:;..u most ..hont. We conc,rn oarsclves with homicide, murder. manslaughter, suicid,,

rape. assault and hattcr\ mayhem, kidnapping. larceny, robbers, and receiving stolen

property.

Hodneide The killing of one human being by another. This is considered by our

society as the most serious of all crimes. Thei e are three major categories of

ht.luicide: criminal homicide, negligent homicide, and innocent homicide (better

known as justifiable or e\cusahle h)mici(le).

Murder The unlawful. intentional killing of one person by another. Murder in

the first degree is either an intended killing that.was planned beforehand or a

,,.-called felony murder. A felony murder is one committed during a felony, such

as -.apt'. r{)bhery. arson, or burglary. Murder in the second degree is a killing also

nio!...ited by malice, but the intent to kill did not exist until just before the

Murder.

3. Manslaughter killitT a person unlawfully. but without Voluntary

manslaughter is a killing in which there was no intent until just fore the act

which was not motHated by malice, and for which there was some provocation.

Involuntary manslaughter is a killing in which there is no malice, but which might

have been av,aided. This offense is often committed during the perpetration of a

nnsdemeanor.

4. Sincide killing oneself intentionally.

5. Rape forcible sexual tttack by a man of a woman, other than his wife, with'.-,ut

her consent and against her will. Statutory rape is a sexual relationship between a

man and a girl below the "age of consent." The age of consent is usually 18 years

Id: however. this will vary depending upon the state.
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LA', re: Ar, assack tutt. eit t usc tot.a.. on another tterso

tail use , .1 hat te A ilt anti batter V t Hth pirp, and c

Int has .t or Lti, t,t ant! ill,' stale tint, also

bt. ;It Lon the

NIA., it a !he

Act f tkiric )1" ;!].);,. \Awhin, (0- .:1111 thruu41).

too.: LC('HILL httli icwt lk 0. in. it ,111 0 the gravest of
C.,t; ncnait% ieath.

arc, un tak mg and earry111;!, trw cLC propttrtv, without: his consent.

taki:tt: soinethnw fr,itti a r`er5,11 by Violence or Unimidation. The

eleintult ;f force is the difference between robbery and simple larceny.

ct st.Ittn propttrtit accepting property tict.plired by larceny or robbery. It

.2.eitt rally .1 feloni.. depcniiiint in some scates on the value of the property that

was stolen.

Your rights tinder the law
ht. li v. has taanV safeguards to protect your rights. For extunple. a policeman

(:.'11 search von only if he has an authorizing warrant (want order), or has good reason to

believe you have broken the law. Get a receipt if he takes anything from you. The police

can search your home or car if you give permission or if they have a search warrant.

It vu,u are arrested. you have these rights:

1. To hear the charges against vou. The police must tell von exactly what you are

accused of.

To remain absolutely silent. If you refuse to talk, that fact cannot be used against

you in ctiOrt later.

To refuse to sign anything except a release slip if You are released on your own

recognizance (set free without bail on your agreement to return at the court's

direction).

4. "ro call a lawyer or lannly or friend, and to arrange for bail as soon as you are

brought to the police station.

5. To speak to a lawyer before you are questioned and have hint with vou during

the questioning.

6. -1...tt get a receipt for anything taken from vou.

/. Tu receive a prompt trial, if there is to be one.
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In a criminal court
Undr Uinted States law, voL, are presumed innocent unri; proven guilty -beyond

:my reasonable doubt.- If you arc arretc(I. then. are f-oin- steps followed before the trial:

Arraignment in court to he formally charged with crime and asked of guilt. You

have the right to have a law vet- witl, you or to :main silent until you do. If you

cannot afford a lawyer, the jud-e Will wpoint one. You can ask for a continuance

(postpor .unenr) if not 1-,'ady to answer the charge. You may plead guilty, not
stand mute.

Bail. The judge sets a sum of money which you Carl put up in order to be
released until trial. You can get bail from professional bondsmen at a small cost.
Police will give you a list of names of bondsmen.

3. A preliminary hearing is lield a court to determine if there is enough evidence

for a trial to be held. Have a lawyer or ask for a postponement to get one. YOU
may call witnesses and question people who give evidence against you.

4. Grand jury. If the preliminary hearing shows that there is enough evidence for a
possible trial, the case is sent to the grand jury. This is a jury of up to 23 persons
chosen to investigate all evidence and to C :ide whether there is enough reason to
bring an indktment (accusation) against thc person charged with committing the
crime. You do not have to appear before the grand jury if your lawyer does not
think it is a good idea.

Trial by jury
If you are indicted by the grand jury. and if vou do not plead guilty, your case

will be brought to trial. In some cases, your lawyer will arrange with the prosecutor (the
lawyer for the state) lor y ou to plead guilty to a losser charge in hopes of receiving a
lesser penalty. This is called plea bargahUng.

If your case goes to trial, a jury will be selected by thc lawyers represeming each
side. In a civil case the jury may be composed of six or twelve persore. in a criminal case

it is made up of twelve persons. Evidence is presented by both s id witnesses are

questioned. You as the defendent arc nc,t required to testify.
At the end of the trial, both lawyers make closing statemeins to the jury. Then

the judge charges the jury by telling them what the law is and how it rdates to the facts
of the case. He also makes sure that tNe jury knows they must establish your guilt

beyond any reasonable doubt.

I.
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in a eriumi,d at. tc 1.1r% rIlliSt be unanimous that is, the jutors must

all .1gree tut their ,IL'L.:Hotl. Ir. a ClVil coC the verdict does not have to be unanimot:s.

State laws sbecit .,. the stie ticeis'd iii vii caWS.

f the jury finis the Judge will set a date for sentencing. y,,u may tile

lii appc,i/ to have our Lase heard by .1 hi.,!.her court if your law er feels there is good

reason to du so.

The lawyer
If von have legal trouble. your best friend is a lawyer. Law is a complicated

subjectind yOU need expert help to protect your rights. Tell your lawyer the truth, even

if it looks bad. He takes an oath to keep what vou tell him confidential.

What is a lawyer? \V'erS till Ittally roles. Some are primarily advisors to private

individuals to helu them manage their personal affairs; others arc experts in specialized

fields: still others concentrate on trial work. Three of the most familiar kinds of lawyers

are described below:

1. The family law% er: Th,2 so-called family lawyer is a generalist in much the same

sense as the old family doctor. He advises his clients on matters such as leases,

contracts, the purchase and sale of real estate, divorce, adoption, wills, and many

other problems that normally arise ia an ordMarv lifetime. He is considered a

friend and c!tunselor in tittle of trouble.

2. The trial lawyer: Although many successful lawyers never appear in court, some

individuals and firms make a specialty of representing parties in court. The trial

lawyer does not limit himself to courtroom work, but his greater experience in it

often makes Imimi, more skillful than a lavwer whose major interest lies elsewhere.

Sor tie COU rtro(mm experience is valuable to any lawyer, regardless of his special

field.

3. 'The corporation lawyer: He is a salaried employee of a company. He

specializes in whatever fields of law are of particular itnportance to his

company. A lawyer working for a publishing company might be particularly

strong in of copyright law, libel, plagiarismind the interpretation ofareas
royalty contracts. Fie may or may not become involved in courtroom wotA.

Gettir 7 a lawyer
When do you need a lawyer, and how do you get one? You need a lawyer if

you are being sued or arrested, being divorced, buying or selling real estate, or making

out important papers, such as wills, deeds, or contracts.
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711.0: ask thc Lcd har association to give you a
ia,,,,ccrs for ,,-ioar kind of easy. (1r vou may ask a friend who has used a

In ro yoars, hi ases where you cannot afford a lawyer. Legal

Aid So. icti s provide free ti low csi nip. Hwy have offices in many communities

thc t':;itcd States. Also. help may be obtained through Legal Service

Ymi at i help at low cost from ...he LaWyer s Referral Service in your

area.

ou arc charged with a crime and cannot :itiord a law\ Cr, the tldg will 1.7,:q

tne for Soh. lin.. one he L'ets usually is a member of an oroanization known as the

tiihlle Hcfender's Association.

For Discussion:

1. What is a crime' How is it different from a tort?

2. What is the difference between a felony and a misdemeanor? 1;ive ,n.amples of

each.

3. Name five rights which you have if you are :irrested.

Define the following ti:rms:

a. arraignment

b. bail

c. preliminary hearing

5. What does the grand jury

6, Discuss the roles of the following people during a triai:

a. prosecutor

b. defendant's lawyer

c. jury
d. judge

7. How would you choose a lawyer? If you cannot afford ow, what can you do?
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Lesson 4 our ('ourt System

The Inited States has two parallel

court !.'.vstenis federal courts and state
courts. Federal courts exist on three levels:

the district or trial

state), eleven circuit
the United States

courts (one in each

courts of appeal, and
Supreme Court. Thc

federal district courts try crinnnal offenses
against federal laws only.

The stab courts exist side by side with
the federal courts, but are concerned largely

with offenses against the state constitutions
and statutes enacted by the state legislatures.
In many of our large cities there are also

municipal courts for trying offenses against
state laws and municipal laws or ordinances. In our smaller rural

courts and courts presided over by justices of the peace, who try

traffic violations.
Our state and local court systems ace made up of many

areas, there arc police
minor offenses such as

courts to satisfy the

various needs of the state and communities in which we live. No two states have

identical court systems, hut all are similar in their general outlines. Below is the profile

of a typical system of state and local courts.

State Supreme Court Hears appeals from all inferior courts of record. Court

of last resort except for constitutional matters, which may be appealed to the

United States Supreme Court.

Intermediate Appellate Courts (in some states). Hear appeals from decisions

of courts of general and special jurisdiction and from criminal courts.

3. Trial Courts usually divided into four divisions:

a. Criminal court Hears all criminal cases.

b. Probate court Probates wills and hears claims against estates.

c. Juvenile or family court Hears domestic, juvenile delinquency, and

youthful offender cases.

d. District, country or municipal court Has general jurisdiction: hears civil

suits and some criminal cases.
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rourt ('..1,es heard in these courts i'requentle cannot be appealed.

Their names will vary tlepending, upon their locality. They include traffic court,

police ourt. small claims court, and )u.stice of thc Peace.

01.1r federal court tis Stern COriSists m )f the following:

1. l'inted Stares Supreme Court, Washingtou, D.C. Tries lawsuits between the

!,tat es. May review deciSions of federal appellate courts and specialized federal

.(ott-ts. R....views decisions of highest court of appeal.

U.S. Courts of Appeal. E6en courts, called circuit courts, sitting in each of

judicial circuits and District of Columbia. Hea; appeals from U.S. district

courts illo1 review decisions of federal administrative agencies.

U.S. District Courts. Apprw:imately 90 courts sitting in all parts of the U.S.

and in Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands. Tries both civil and criminal cases.

Reviews decisions of federal administrative ;Lgen,

1. U.S. Court of Custoins and Patent App,!a- Vvashiligton, D.C.

5. U.S. Court of Claims. Hears suits against U.S. government. Evidence may

he given before court commissioners at various locations.

6. Tax Court of the United States. Washington, D.C. Hears all cases arising under

federal tax lay's.

7. U.S. Customs Court, New York, N.Y. Hears cases arising unjer federal tariff

laws.

U.S. Court of Military Appeals, Washington, D.C. Hears appeals from

court-martial convictions. There is no further appeal from decisions of this

court.

Free trial vs free press
There has long been a potential conflict between the guarantees of the First

Amendment right to freedom of the press and speech and the Sixth Amendment right

to trial by an impartial jury. Each of these rights is quite basic to our free society,

but where they are in direct conflict, some balance must be achieved.

The Supreme Court handed down its decision on Sheppard vs Maxwell in 1966.

This was a case where reporters actually tried the defendant in the press and found

him guilty. The sensationalism and circus-like atmosphere created by the press caused

the Supreme Court to reverse the murder conviction in this case. The court's decision

was based on the failure of the trial judge to protect the defendant from

overwhelming publicity which made it impossible for him to receive a fair trial and

because of C:sruptions in the trial caused by the press.



Tue pres, pl ivs an important role in (Mr sk)eit!ry. it is the means by which thc

public is kept informed. Yet some control must he ti.erted where the press, as in th,i

Shepp ird case. becomes inure interested in spectacular news-selling headlines than in

telling the truth. What must be achieved is a careful balance between the rights of the

individual and freed( on or the press.

For I )iscussion:

1. What art: thi: three levels :4 federal courts?

2. Can \ on think of a States Supreme Court decision that. has brought about

ch,inges in our society?

pe,cribe a typical system of state and local courts.

4. IV you think publicity in the press can affect the outcome of a trial?
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Lesson 5 Legal Docunlents

During your lifetime, most of you will be involved with several kinds of legal

documents. Some of these documents might be deeds to property, powers of attorney,

title of property, or wills. Therefore, it is important to know something about them.

Deeds
What is a deed? It is a written instrument giving title to something. 11--.. teim

most commonly refers to a document by which land or an interest in land is

transferred from one person to another.
The deed is drawn up by th :. seller's attorney and is signed by the seller. After

closing, the deed should be recorded with the county register of deeds. The purpose of

this recording is to put the world on notice that you are now owner of the property

and to provide public history of ownership, called "chain of title" by lawyers, of

any specifi: real estate.

T'lerc axe Hree common categories of deeds. The contract for sale of the

prop:re,: will reCIt the agreement between buyer and seller as to what kind will pass

betv--r, them.

1. aant and warranty deed. This is the most desirable from the buyer's point

iew. It means that the seller guarantees there are no defects in his title to

the property. If it later turns out that there are, the buyer may be able to sue

him for damages.
196
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2. Quitclaim. This gives the buyer the least protection. In it the seller simply says
that he is selling whatever title he has in the property. While this sounds risky,

quitclaim deeds are commonly used to transfer the ownership of property in
some parts of the country. The best advice on whether it is safe to accept a
quitclaim deed will come from your lawyer.

3. Bargain and sale deed with covenant against grantor's act. This means simply

that the seller guarantees that he has done nothing to cause a defect in the

title. but that he cannot be responsibli: for any defect caused by a former
owner wh id: he knows nothing about. in most cases this kind of deed is
perfectly satisfactory.

Remember that a deed will not protect you unless it has been recorded. If you

receive a deed from a swindler and fail to record it, and he then sells the

property again and gives anoth:_:r deed to Joe Jones, who does record it, then

Jones is the legal owner of the property. Even evidence of the fact that you
rcceived your deed first will not help you: it is placing the deed on the public

record that counts.

Powers of attorney
A power of attorney is a legal document which grants a person the authority

to act as another's agent or attorney-in-fact. Usually a power of attorney is given when

a person knows he will be away when certain documents will have to be signed. The

person giving the power of attorney is called the principal.
Agents may be classified as general or special. A general agent is authorized to

attend to all business of the principal. A special agent is one employed for a single

specific transaction, or for a series of transactions of a special and limited nature.

Title of property
What does the term title mean? A title is the legal proof of a person's right of

property.
Title to real property may be acquired by descent, marriage, will, and deed.

1. Title by descent Acquired after the death of die owner by v irtue of being

one of his heirs. When a person dies without a will, leaving real property, the

state law determines who will share in the property. Rules of descent in most

states follow the formula of "down, up, and across"; that is, down to children

or grandchildren; if none, then up to the parents and grandparents; if none, then

across to other relatives such as brothers and sisters, nephews, nieces, uncles,

aunts, or cousins.
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2. TICK. by inarriae,.. Laws conc :urviving husbaml wife vary in

Jiferetit sraics.

3. 'Lt le b will One _4 the nll ia inS of acquiring rlde to property is
by will. A will is a disposition 0! , real or personal, to take effect at the

death of the person who makes the will.

4. Title he deed 'Io be valid, the deed must be in writing and ;mist be recorded.

Wills and inheritance

Thomasin inventor, after many years of poverty :10 har,:ships,invented a
de vice which eventually brought him fame and wealth. His only relatives were a brother

,0 1/4.1 a nephew. Duriml, his years of poverty and hardship, his brother refused to help him,
imt the nephew aided him generously from time to time. Thomas is anxious to make nure

that at his death all of his property and wealth will go to his nephew instead of hi.,
brother. Can he do this? Perhaps you will better be able to answer this after the
completion of this unit.

Your will is one of the most important papers you will ever sign. It is your only
opportunity to make sure your property is distributed as you wish among your survivors.

It tells your family, business associates, and the state who will administer your property
and other assets, to whom vou want to leave them, and the conditions under which the
people You name are to receive them. It also concerns such vital family matters as who
will be the gux-dian of your minor children.

Who may make a will
There are normally only two limitations on the right to make a will. A :.wrson

must be of sound mind and must have reached the prescribed age.

If a person of unsound mind makes a will, or if a person's will has been made

thruugh undue .nfluence of others, the will may be
people who felt they should have been included.

successfully contested by those

The nature of a will
A will is a document in which a person specifies the way he wants his property

distributed after he dies. The person making the will is called the testator. If a person
dies without a will, he/she is called intestate. In both cases ale dead person is referred to
as the decedent. The testator designates an indiviaual in his will as executor 10 distribute

his property. For the person whose will is invalid or who dies without a will, an
administraior is appointed by the court to distribute the decedent's property. Also, if a
testator fails to name an executor or if the designated executor fails to qualify, the court

will apoint an executor.
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Although the form of a will is simple the possibilities of improper cxecution and

imperfect expression of the wishes of the testator ar, ')ich that many "home made-

fail to probate: that is, they are not proved as val As a safety factor, have Your

will drawn up and executed under the direction of

Types of wills

All wills must he in writing except nuncupative wills. which are wills dr> lared

orally by a person who is dying and who has no opportunity to make i written will.

Such wills are dif ficult to prove and can be used only to give personal property. A soldier

might make such a will when he is about to go int,
A holographic will is one you write, date, and sign it) v(illr

no witnesses. This kind of will is not valid in inahy states. If a handwritten will is

properly witnessed, how, r is valid.

The law recogniies dif ferent types of will.. The most comnual and valid ut

America is the witnessed will. Whetlwr handwritien or typeNnitterl. it must be sChned by

you and should bear the signatures of two (ir (HT 10.410 saw you sign the will,

who knew that the document was your will, and whom you asked to a( t as witnesses

that signing. Witnesses should be people likely to be available when your will is of fered

for probate, or proof; they should be residents of your Imnie state or live nearby. They

may not be people who will benefit from the provisions of your will, because the

testimony of such persons is mnsidered suspei t. A properly witnessed will, drawn with

the assistance of ;I lawyer, is your hest assutanci that your estate will be distribined

according to your wishes and with du' Last delay.
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A cudicil is ;mv change Made in a will, either by explaining, adding to, ur

suhrractinv., trorn the will. The codicil must be executed with the same formalitie as the

will itself. There II() limit as to how many codicils may lw added to a will.

Pro bat e

-proltatc" a will means to prove it. After the death of the testator, the
executor or his atntrney applies to the surrogate or probate court for authority to take

over the property of the testator nd distribute it as directed in the will. This authority is

called letterc tc aarneut,iry. The executor must see that the court notifies all interested

parties f the date of the probate hearing. He must also arrange to have the witnesses to

the will '0Nrar that their signatures are valid, If no one contests the will it is duly probated

and letters testamentary are issued to the executor. If there is a contest, the court

determine., whether or not the will of fered for probate is legal.

InIni Ilan( c
Inheritance has nothing to tic) with a will. It relates to the rules of law by which

the real propert y per,on who dies without a will passes to his heirs.

Pim ((11111 liii iiIrstm

When .1 person dies intestate, an application must be made for "letters of

administration", for authority to act as a(lministrator, Ordinarily a s irviving husband or

wile has the prior right to apply for letters of administration. After the letters

.idulinistration are issued, the administrator takes possession of, administers, and

distributes the (-Jan.,

11)1 I)is( iissiui

I. What Th".1 lin of Ihe Hal document!, we are likely to lw involved with during our

.,. I. a deed valid if it is not ploperly recorded?

What I. the meaning of title? By what tneans can you acquire title to real property?

4. Why i!, It important to make a will?

" 7
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5. What is a holographic will? Is it always valid?

6. Define the following terms:

a. devise

b. bequest

C. testate

d. intestate

c. probate

7 Why is it best to have a will drawn up under the direction of a lawyer?
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